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Preface
Particle physics has emerged as a result of the development of both quantum physics
and nuclear physics since the 1950’s and 1960’s. During that time, a large number of
sub-atomic particles were discovered and analyzed in the experiments, the quantum
mechanics and quantum field theory were applied to explain their structures and in-
teractions. For the classification of then known particles and understanding of their
fundamental interactions, the Standard Model [1, 2, 3] of particle physics came into
shape in the early 1970’s by integrating a group of proposed theories, such as the unifi-
cation of electromagnetic and weak interactions, the spontaneous symmetry breaking
for explaining the origin of particle masses. With perfect agreement with the experi-
ments, the Standard Model has prevailed ever since and is generally considered as a
rather successful theory.
However, the Standard Model is not a complete theory, as it still faces some puz-
zles and gravity as a fundamental interaction is not included in the theory. A more
fundamental theory beyond the Standard Model is expected for explaining physical
phenomena at very high energy scale.
Also known as high-energy physics, particle physics requires to analyze particles at
high energy scale for probing for new physics. Modern high energy experiments nor-
mally utilize gigantic accelerators to accelerate charged particles (electrons, protons,
ions) to high energy ranging from a few GeV up to TeV scale. These high energy
particles are then guided through beam pipes and collide to trigger reactions at very
high energy.
B physics has become an important field of study since the 1980’s, as a number
of important inputs for particle physics can be measured at high precision. Among
these inputs the most interesting are for the probe of matter-antimatter symmetry,
which may be the key for solving the puzzle of the excess of matter over antimatter in
the early universe. Through colliding high energy electrons and positions, the BABAR
experiment has accumulated a large data sample of ∼ 400 million BB pairs since its
starting in late 1999.
This thesis describes an overview of a variety of measurements on the rare decays
B → Kℓ+ℓ− and B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− based on a sample of about 384 million BB pairs
collected in the BABAR experiment from 1999 to 2006. The ℓ+ℓ− pair is either e+e−
or µ+µ−. These decays are highly suppressed in the Standard Model, and could be
very sensitive to new physics beyond the Standard Model. In the first chapter of
this thesis, the theoretical motivation for the measurements is presented. Chapter 2
briefly describes the SLAC/PEP-II accelerator complex and the BABAR detector is
given. Chapter 3 describes the selection of B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− events.
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Chapter 4 describes measurements of the total and partial branching ratios in two
different regions of dilepton invariant mass squared (q2) separated by J/ψ resonance
for different final states of B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− . The central values with statistical and
systematic errors, the statistical significances and the upper limits at 90% and 95%
confidence level are also computed using appropriate experimental techniques. Assum-
ing isospin and lepton flavor symmetry, the total branching fractions we have observed
are:
B(Bd → Kℓ+ℓ−) = (0.394+0.073−0.069 ± 0.020)× 10−6,
B(Bd → K∗ℓ+ℓ−) = (1.11+0.19−0.18 ± 0.07)× 10−6.
For each result, the first uncertainty is statistical, and the second is systematic.
In Chapter 4, we also search for direct CP violation (ACP ), lepton-flavor ratios, and
isospin asymmetries (AI) in the two q2 regions. Most of our results are in reasonable
agreement with previous measurements and the Standard Model predictions. However
the isospin asymmetries we have measured in the q2 region below the J/ψ resonance
are AI(B → Kℓ+ℓ−) = −1.43+0.56−0.85 ± 0.05 and AI(B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−) = −0.56+0.17−0.15 ± 0.03,
which differ respectively by 3.2σ and 2.7σ, including systematic uncertainties, from
null results as expected in the Standard Model. By combining these two results, we
obtain the isospin asymmetryAI(B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−) = −0.64+0.15−0.14±0.03, with a difference
of 3.9σ (including systematic uncertainties) from zero.
Chapter 5 describes measurements of longitudinal K∗ polarization (FL) and lepton
forward-backward asymmetry (AFB) for the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays in two q2 regions
separated by the J/ψ resonance. For the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays and in the q2 region
below the J/ψ resonance we observe FL = 0.35±0.16±0.04 andAFB = 0.24+0.18−0.23±0.05.
While in the q2 region above the J/ψ resonance, we have FL = 0.71
+0.20
−0.22 ± 0.04 and
AFB = 0.76+0.52−0.32 ± 0.07. These results are compared to the predictions from the
Standard Model, as well as several new physics models. The observed values of FL
and AFB are in reasonable agreement with the Standard Model.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes with a brief discussion on all the results we have
measured, and an outlook for future experiments on B physics is also presented.
In addition to the study of rare B decays, I also have performed studies of crystal
non-uniformity in the BABAR electromagnetic calorimeter. Different non-uniformity
models for the crystals have been evaluated and better agreement with data has been
achieved using a non-linear non-uniformity model. This study is presented in Appendix
I.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The rare decay B → Xsℓ+ℓ− for a B meson proceeds through a b→ sℓ+ℓ− transition,
which is a Flavor-Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) process and forbidden at tree
level in the framework of the Standard Model [1, 2, 3]. This chapter will show a series
of observable physical properties related to the b → sℓ+ℓ− transition, and required
techniques, such as the Operator Product Expansion, to make theoretical predictions
for these properties. The predictions based on the Standard Model and a few new
physics models are presented and compared with each other, to show the potential of
these observations for probing for new physics.
1.1 The Standard Model
The Standard Model is essential for classifying the elementary particles. Those el-
ementary particles constituting matter, in the Standard Model, are fermions, which
have an intrinsic spin of 1/2. The fermions are grouped into either quarks with color
charge or colorless leptons. Both quarks and leptons are organized into three families,
with each family consisting of one pair of up-type quark (ui = u, c, t) and down-type
quark (di = d, s, b) or one down-type lepton (ℓi = e
−, µ−, τ−) and its corresponding
chargeless neutrino (νi = νe, νµ, ντ ). The corresponding particles from each family are
almost identical, except for their different masses.
The three fundamental interactions (electromagnetic, weak, and strong) among
these fermions are mediated by a group of spin-1 gauge bosons. The color-charged
quarks interact with each other by exchanging gluons. There are 8 different gluons,
corresponding to 8 generators of the SU(3) gauge group in quantum chromodynamics
(QCD). The massless photons mediate the electromagnetic interaction between all
electrically charged particles, which are well described by quantum electrodynamics
(QED) with U(1) gauge group. All 12 fermions carry weak charges and thus couple
with W± and neutral Z bosons, as described in the next sub-section.
1.1.1 Weak Interaction and Higgs Mechanism
Governed by a chiral gauge theory of gauge group SU(2)L, the weak interaction only
involves left-handed fermions as doublets [4]:
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Three types of vector bosons (W±,W 0) will enter the SU(2)L symmetry corresponding
to 3 generators in the group. These bosons do not couple with right-handed fermions.
As first proposed by Steven Weinberg in 1967 [2], the weak interaction is further
unified with the electromagnetic interaction under a SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge group.
W 0 mixes with the electromagnetic gauge boson B in linear combinations to form the
observed neutral Z boson and photon field (denoted as A): Z ≡ −B sin θW +W 0, A ≡
B cos θW+W
0, where θW is the weak mixing angle (also known as the Weinberg Angle).
So far, the massive behavior of W and Z bosons cannot be explained due to the
lack of mass terms in the electroweak Lagrangian. To solve this problem, a scalar
field named Higgs field, and with a non-zero vacuum expectation value (VEV) was
introduced. The simplest form of the field is expressed by a single complex doublet
φ ≡
(
φ+
φ0
)
. This scalar field interacts with the electroweak field through Yukawa
coupling to initiate the spontaneous symmetry breaking for the SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge
symmetry. Therefore, W and Z bosons obtain a mass proportional to the VEV. This
phenomenon is known as the Higgs mechanism [5, 6, 7].
1.1.2 The CKM Matrix and CP Violation
Through the Higgs mechanism, leptons and quarks can also obtain a mass proportional
to the VEV from the Yukawa interaction terms. However, as indicated by the primes
in Equation 1.2, the flavor eigenstates of down-type quarks (d′, s′, b′) are not the
same as their mass eigenstates (d, s, b). The relationship between the flavor and
mass eigenstates of down-type quarks is described by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) matrix [8, 9], which is a 3× 3 unitary matrix defined by:
 Vud Vus VubVcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb



 ds
b

 =

 d′s′
b′

 , (1.3)
where a CKM matrix element Vqq′ describes the coupling strength between the quark
flavors q and q′. The CKM matrix only has four free parameters: three mixing angles
and one complex phase. In the Standard Model, this phase alone is responsible for
CP violation in hadronic transitions involving the weak interaction, where CP is a
combined transformation of charge conjugation (C) and parity reversal (P).
1.2 Physics Beyond the Standard Model
Despite the successes of the Standard Model on its excellent agreement with current
experimental observations, there still exist speculations that new physics beyond the
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Standard Model could arise at a higher energy (TeV) scale, while the Standard Model
only works as a low energy effective form of a more fundamental theory.
Set at a symmetry which relates each Standard Model elementary particle with
a new type of particle, supersymmetry (SUSY) is generally considered as the most
popular candidate for new physics. It is aimed at solving two outstanding issues [10]
in the Standard Model. One is the divergence of the Higgs mass from the self-energy
corrections, also known as the hierarchy problem. In the SUSY model, each fermion
is assigned a corresponding type of boson as its superpartner, and vice-versa. The
corrections can thus be reduced by pairing all the fermionic and bosonic Higgs loop
for cancellation.
The other issue is the unification of the strong, weak, and electromagnetic inter-
actions. Distinct from the Standard Model, the inverse gauge couplings of these three
interactions can be unified at the Grand Unification Theory (GUT) energy scale of
O (1016) GeV according to some SUSY models [10].
Among the SUSY models which can fulfill the unification requirement and com-
patible with the Standard Model, the simplest one is the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) as the minimal extension to the Standard Model. This
model predicts superpartners of the Standard Model particles with masses as low as
a few hundred GeV [10], which offers us possibilities for searching for new physics at
the electroweak scale.
In the MSSM, quarks (q) and leptons (ℓ) are associated respectively with spin-0
squarks (q˜) and sleptons (ℓ˜) as their superpartners, while the superpartners for gluons
(g), W and B gauge bosons are spin-1/2 gluninos (g˜), winos (W˜ ) and binos (B˜). For
the Higgs sector, two additional Higgs doublets with vacuum expectation values ν1 and
ν2 are required to express additional degrees of freedom. The ratio tan β = ν2/ν1 is a
free parameter. Therefore, the Higgs sector is expanded to consist of two (light/heavy)
CP -even Higgs bosons (h/H), one CP -odd Higgs boson (A), and two charged Higgs
bosons (H±), instead of only one in the Standard Model. The superpartners of these
Higgs bosons (Higgsinos) mix with the superpartners of electroweak gauge bosons (W˜ ,
B˜) to form mass eigenstates as neutralinos (χ˜0) or charginos (χ˜±) [10].
1.3 The B → Xsℓ+ℓ− Rare Decays
Due to color confinement, quarks are confined with each other by the strong inter-
action to form quark-antiquark bound states as mesons or three-quark bound states
as baryons. Therefore, quarks can only be indirectly observed through mesons and
baryons. In order to study the b→ sℓ+ℓ− process, we turn to the B → Xsℓ+ℓ− decays,
where the B mesons are either charged (B+ = ub, B− = ub) or neutral (B0 = db,
B0 = db).
1.3.1 The Flavor-Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) Pro-
cesses
In the Standard Model, the FCNC processes are forbidden at tree level. Therefore
the b → sℓ+ℓ− FCNC transition can only occur at high orders through loop or box
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b st,c,u
W
γ , Z
l +
l −
b st,c,u
W +W −
ν
l − l +
Figure 1.1: The Standard Model Feynman diagrams for the b → sℓ+ℓ− transition at
leading order. Left: Photon or Z penguin diagram; Right: W box diagram. In the
penguin diagram, the Z or photon is emitted from either W boson or an intermediate
quark (t, c, u). [11]
diagrams. Figure 1.1 shows the leading order (LO) penguin and box diagrams for the
b→ sℓ+ℓ− transition. Due to the unitarity requirement of the CKM matrix:
V ∗usVub + V
∗
csVcb + V
∗
tsVtb = 0,
the b→ s FCNC transition involving the mediation of three families of up-type quarks
will be canceled out in sum completely if all the quarks have equal masses. However,
this is not the case and the transition is allowed to occur at suppressed rates. This
suppression on the neutral currents is known as the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM)
mechanism [12], which was proposed by Glashow, Iliopoulos, and Maiani in 1970 to
explain the highly suppressed K0 → µ+µ− decay rate and led to the discovery of c
quark (before that only three quarks u, d and s were known to exist).
In the FCNC transition, various intermediate particles with a wide energy range
are involved. The energy scale µ varies from a normalization scale much higher than
W boson mass mW (∼ 80GeV), and falls between mW and b quark mass mb(∼ 5GeV),
then goes down to the QCD scale ΛQCD at a few hundred MeV [13]. Therefore, it
will be rather cumbersome to make accurate quantitative calculation of QCD effects
by counting on all different scales concurrently, specifically the following two energy
regions separated by the mass of heavy quark b mb:
• The high energy scales larger than mb, which correspond to short-distance con-
tributions and can be dealt with by using perturbative QCD [14];
• The low energy scales down to ΛQCD, which correspond to long-distance contri-
butions. The running QCD coupling constant will be very large, and different
non-perturbative techniques, such as lattice QCD [15] and QCD sum rules [16],
will apply here.
1.3.2 The Operator Product Expansion
The complexity of dealing with different energy scales could be partly relieved by
considering the short-distance and long-distance contributions separately with corre-
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sponding proper techniques. The Operator Product Expansion (OPE), as proposed by
Wilson in 1969 [17], then works as an interface to incorporate them. The low-energy
effective Hamiltonian for the b → sℓ+ℓ− transition (|∆B| = 1) is expressed in terms
of 10 local operators [4, 18, 19, 20]:
Heff = −4GF√
2
V ∗tsVtb
10∑
k=1
Ck (µ)Ok (µ) . (1.4)
Here GF is the Fermi coupling constant, V
∗
tsVtb is the product of the CKM matrix
elements related to the b → t → s quark transition (the contributions from other
lighter up-type quarks are negligible), {Ck (µ)} are scale-dependent Wilson coeffi-
cients parametrized from perturbative calculation with µ denoting the appropriate
renormalization scale. The local operators {Ok (µ)} are functions of scale µ defined
in [19].
With the OPE, the long-distance contributions enter the local operators {Ok (µ)},
while the short-distance contributions are represented by the Wilson coefficients. They
are separated by µ. Typically µ will be chosen around mb for the convenience of B
decay studies.
By keeping only the most relevant operator indices involving top quark for the
b→ sℓ+ℓ− FCNC transition, and neglecting the mass of s quark, the matrix element
for b→ sℓ+ℓ− is written as [19, 21, 22]:
M (b→ sℓ+ℓ−) = 〈sℓ+ℓ−∣∣Heff |b〉
=
4GFα√
2π
V ∗tsVtb

Ceff9
O9V︷ ︸︸ ︷
s¯LγµbLℓ¯γ
µℓ
+Ceff10
O10A︷ ︸︸ ︷
s¯Lγ
µbLℓ¯γµγ5ℓ− 2Ceff7
O7︷ ︸︸ ︷
mbs¯Liσµν
qν
q2
bRℓ¯γ
µℓ

 . (1.5)
Here γµ are the gamma matrices, and γ
5 is the fifth gamma matrix defined as a
product of the gamma matrices γ5 ≡ iγ0γ1γ2γ3, σµν = i2 [γµ, γν ]. s, b, ℓ are fields of
corresponding quarks or leptons, the quark fields are assigned with subscripts L or
R to indicate their handedness (L/R for the left-/right- handed). q2 is the di-lepton
invariant mass squared (q2 ≡ m2ℓℓ). O7 is the electromagnetic dipole operator which
dominates the b→ sγ photon penguin processes. O9V and O10A are two semileptonic
operators resulting from the linear combination of the Z penguin diagram and W
box diagram shown in Figure 1.1. Ceff7 and C
eff
9 are effective Wilson coefficients
incorporating contributions from the neglected four-quark operators O1−6, while Ceff10
is a function only of q2 and µ [22, 23, 24].
1.3.3 The B → Xsℓ+ℓ− decays in SUSY models
In the theories beyond the Standard Model, the B → Xsℓ+ℓ− decays can also be
mediated by heavier SUSY particles, such as charged Higgs bosons, charginos, or
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b t,c,u s
-H(a)
b u~, c~, t~ s
-χ(b)
b d~, s~, b~ s
0χ, g~(c)
Figure 1.2: Examples of diagrams containing new physics contributions for the b →
sℓ+ℓ− transition. They represent contributions from: (a) charged Higgs (H−); (b)
squark (t˜, c˜, u˜) and chargino (χ−); (c) squark (b˜, s˜, d˜) and gluino (g˜) /neutralino (χ0).
gluninos [25, 26, 27, 28]. These processes are represented by the new loop diagrams
shown in Figure 1.2.
It is a conventional tactic to make an assumption that most of the new physics ef-
fects can be represented in the expansion form Equation 1.5 by modifying the effective
Wilson coefficients Ceff7 , C
eff
9 and C
eff
10 while the Standard Model operator bases are
kept intact [20]. So if new physics arises, one or more of these Wilson coefficients may
be significantly varied from their predicted Standard Model values, typically with a
flip of the sign.
1.3.4 Differential Decay Rates
The B → Xsℓ+ℓ− inclusive decay processes are dominated by the b→ sℓ+ℓ− transition.
Neglecting terms of order O (m2ℓ/m2b) and lepton mass terms for the cases ℓ = e, µ,
we can get the following form for the differential decay rate as a function of q2 in the
next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) approximation [19, 20]:
dΓ (B → Xsℓ+ℓ−)
dq2
=
( α
4π
)2 G2Fm5b,pole |V ∗tsVtb|2
48π3
(
1− q2/m2b,pole
)2 ×[(
1 + 2q2/m2b,pole
)(∣∣∣Ceff9 ∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣Ceff10 ∣∣∣2
)
+
4
(
1 + 2m2b,pole/q
2
) ∣∣∣Ceff7 ∣∣∣2 + 12Re(Ceff7 Ceff∗9 )
]
. (1.6)
Here the Standard Model values of Ceff7 , C
eff
9 and C
eff
10 at the b mass scale µb =
4.6 GeV are expected to be around -0.3, 4.2 and -4.2, respectively in the next-to-
leading order (NLO) calculation [29]. At low q2, the partial branching fraction is
dominated by Ceff7 . With the increase of q
2, Ceff9 and C
eff
10 will gradually take over
the domination, but the Ceff7 − Ceff9 interference term will still be influenced by the
relative phase of these two amplitudes.
In the actual branching fraction calculation for B → Xsℓ+ℓ−, the large uncertainty
brought in by the factor m5b,pole in Equation 1.6 is eliminated by adopting the following
customary form for BB→Xsℓ+ℓ− [20]:
BB→Xsℓ+ℓ− (q2) = BB→Xceνeexp
Γ (B → Xceνe)
dΓ (B → Xsℓ+ℓ−)
dq2
. (1.7)
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The explicit expression for the semileptonic decay width Γ (B → Xceνe) can be found
in e.g. [22]. The total theoretical uncertainty in the prediction of BB→Xsℓ+ℓ− is ∼
15% [20].
For exclusive B decays, B → K(∗) form factors will be included in the calculation,
which introduces complexities and uncertainties to the theoretical prediction. But
these decay channels are much easier to measure in experiments than the inclusive
modes. By neglecting second-order mass terms m2K/m
2
B and m
2
ℓ/m
2
B, the q
2 distribu-
tion form for the exclusive B → Kℓ+ℓ− decay is expressed as [30]:
dΓ (B → Kℓ+ℓ−)
dq2
∝ (1− q2/m2B)3 ×[(∣∣∣Ceff9 ∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣Ceff10 ∣∣∣2
)
f 2+
(
q2
)
+
∣∣∣Ceff7 ∣∣∣2 f 2T (q2)+
4mb
mB +mK
Re
(
Ceff7 C
eff∗
9
)
f+
(
q2
)
fT
(
q2
)]
, (1.8)
where f+ and fT are two B → K form factors that typically decrease with the increase
of q2. In the pole region (q2 ∼ 0), the contribution from B → Kγ∗ photon penguin
processes is null due to angular momentum conservation.
For calculating the hadronic matrix elements in the exclusive B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays,
an approach called QCD factorization is recently adopted, which is superior to previous
calculations due to the inclusion of the corrections from “non-factorizable” strong-
interaction contributions [31]. In this approach, a longitudinal universal function
ξ‖(q
2) and a transverse universal function ξ⊥(q
2) are introduced to parameterize the
heavy-to-light form factors appearing in the hadronic matrix elements [32]. In the
lowest order, these two universal functions are related to seven distinct B → K∗ form
factors (denoted by A0,1,2 for axial vector form factors, T1,2,3 for tensor form factors,
and V for the standard vector form factor, all are q2-dependent) [32]:
MB
MB +mK∗
V (q2) ≡ MB +mK∗
2E(q2)
A1(q
2) ≡ T1(q2) ≡ MB
2E(q2)
T2(q
2) ≡ ξ⊥(q2) ,
mK∗
E(q2)
A0(q
2) ≡ MB +mK∗
2E(q2)
A1(q
2)− MB −mK∗
MB
A2(q
2) ≡ MB
2E(q2)
T2(q
2)− T3(q2) ≡ ξ‖(q2).(1.9)
Here MB and mK∗ are the masses of B and K
∗ mesons, respectively. E is the energy
of K∗ and has the relationship E ≃ (M2B − q2)/2MB .
Expressed by ξ⊥ and ξ‖ and with lepton masses neglected, the q
2 distribution
function for B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays is in a rather complicated form as [28, 33]:
dΓ (B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−)
dq2
∝ λ(q2,m2K∗)3
[
8
3
2q2
M2B
ξ⊥(q
2)2(| C⊥9 (q2) |2 +C210)
+
4
3
(Eξ‖(q2)
mK∗
)2
(| C‖9(q2) |2 +C210∆‖(q2)2)
]
, (1.10)
where λ(q2,m2K∗) is a kinematic function defined as:
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λ(q2,m2K∗) =
[(
1− q
2
M2B
)2
− 2m
2
K∗
M2B
(
1 +
q2
M2B
)
+
m4K∗
M4B
]1/2
,
and ∆‖(q
2) arises from the corrections to the form factor A2(q
2). The functions C⊥9 (q2)
and C‖9(q2) are generalized forms for the effective Wilson coefficients Ceff7 and Ceff9 .
In the lowest order, they are given by:
C(0)⊥9 (q2) = Ceff9 (q2) +
2mbMB
q2
Ceff7 ,
C(0)‖9 (q2) = Ceff9 (q2) +
2mb
MB
Ceff7 . (1.11)
The predicted B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− q2 distribution is generally similar to that for the
inclusive decays. In the photon pole region (q2 ∼ 0), which is associated with Ceff7 and
received cut-off at q2min = (2mℓ)
2, the contribution from the photon penguin amplitude
is now allowed to be almost on-shell by the angular momentum conservation, which
also enhances the B → K∗e+e− decay rates relative to the B → K∗µ+µ− rates due to
much lower mass requirement for producing an e+e− pair [20].
Besides QCD factorization, another factorization approach called soft-collinear ef-
fective theory (SCET) [34, 35] is also widely used to deal with the perturbative strong
interaction effects in B decays. However, both approaches are only capable of pro-
viding reliable predictions for the decay rates with q2 ≤ 7GeV2/c4 below charmonium
threshold [29, 35].
There are several models based on the Standard Model on the market for the
calculation of B → K(∗) form factors, such as light-cone QCD sum rules (LCSR) [20,
30, 36], the lattice-constrained dispersion quark model (DQM) [37], and three-point
QCD sum rules (PQCD) [38], while the LCSR is the most widely used. These form
factor models are used in the predictions on the total branching fractions of B →
K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− decays, which contain large uncertainties and differ significantly from each
other. These predictions with different form factor models are summarized in Table 1.1
and Figure 1.3.
Table 1.1 and Figure 1.3 also provide recently measured branching fractions from
three independent experiments, which show discrepancies at the level of a few standard
deviations. However the theoretical predictions on the total branching fractions are
even less precise than the experimental uncertainties due to the large uncertainties
brought in by the form factor models. The capability of testing the Standard Model
through measuring the total branching fractions alone is thus largely constrained.
The partial branching fraction predictions also suffer from the hadronic uncer-
tainties, though to a slighter extent. Figure 1.4 shows the partial branching fraction
predictions for both B → Kℓ+ℓ− and B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays in the Standard Model.
The theoretical uncertainties are about 35% [30], which are dominated by the hadronic
uncertainties from the form factors.
The q2 distributions for both B → Kℓ+ℓ− and B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays can be altered
significantly according to the predictions based on some of the SUSY models. These
predictions are also depicted in Figure 1.4.
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Branching Fractions (/10−6)
Form Factor Model B → Kℓ+ℓ− B → K∗µ+µ−
Ali et al. ’02 [20] LCSR 0.35± 0.12 1.19± 0.39
Zhong et al. ’02 [36] LCSR 0.84± 0.24 1.78± 0.70
Ali et al. ’99 [30] LCSR 0.57± 0.16 1.90± 0.52
Chen and Geng ’02 [39] PQCD 0.53± 0.10 1.34± 0.17
Melikhov et al. ’98 [38] DQM 0.44 1.15
Experiment B → Kℓ+ℓ− B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−
BABAR ’03 [40] 0.65+0.14−0.13 ± 0.04 0.88+0.33−0.29 ± 0.10
Belle ’04 [41] 0.550+0.075−0.070 ± 0.027 1.65+0.23−0.22 ± 0.10
BABAR ’06 [11] 0.34± 0.07± 0.02 0.78+0.19−0.17 ± 0.11
CDF ’08 (µ+µ− only) [42] 0.59± 0.15± 0.04 0.81± 0.30± 0.10
Table 1.1: Recent B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− branching fraction predictions and measurements.
For each of the measured results, the first uncertainty is statistical, the second is
systematic.
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Figure 1.3: Recent predictions and measurements of the total branching fractions of
B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−.
Figure 1.4: Predictions of partial branching fractions of B → Kℓ+ℓ− (left) and B →
K∗ℓ+ℓ− (right) decays, as functions of s ≡ q2. The red lines show the pure short-
distance contributions, and lower than the black lines with long-distance contributions
included. The solid lines correspond to the Standard Model predictions, and the
shaded areas are the form factor-related uncertainties. The dotted and dashed lines
show the predictions based on two different SUSY models. [30]
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1.3.5 Direct CP Asymmetry
Besides the branching fractions, the direct CP asymmetries ACP of the decay modes
B± → K±ℓ+ℓ− and B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− are also of interest. In these decay modes, the flavor
of b quark in a B meson is directly tagged from its decay products.
The direct ACP is defined as:
ACP ≡
Γ
(
B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−)− Γ (B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−)
Γ
(
B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−)+ Γ (B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−) . (1.12)
In the Standard Model, ACP for B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays is predicted to be rather
small and of order O (10−4) [43]. However new physics at the electroweak scale could
provide a considerable large enhancement of order one [44, 45].
1.3.6 Lepton Flavor Asymmetry
Furthermore, the lepton flavor asymmetry ratios
RK = B
(
B → Kµ+µ−) /B (B → Ke+e−) (1.13)
and
RK∗ = B
(
B → K∗µ+µ−) /B (B → K∗e+e−) (1.14)
are predicted with much smaller theoretical uncertainties than the branching fractions,
since the hadronic uncertainties are largely canceled in the ratios. In the Standard
Model, RK has a prediction (R
SM
K = 1.0000 ± 0.0001) very close to unity, and the
e+e− and µ+µ− rates differ only due to a small difference in the phase space of order
(m2µ/m
2
b) [46]. For the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays, above the pole region (q2 > 4m2µ), RK∗ is
also expected to be close to unity (RSMK∗ = 0.991± 0.002) [46]. Taking the pole region
into account will bring a large enhancement to the e+e− rates due to the contribution
of the photon penguin. The expected Standard Model value for RK∗ in the entire q
2
region is 0.73± 0.01 [46].
The ratios are sensitive to the presence of a supersymmetric neutral Higgs with
large tanβ, which indicates a Higgs mass possibly below the mass of B meson [48, 49].
This SUSY Higgs could give ∼ 10% corrections to both RK and RK∗ due to an
enhanced rate in the muon modes [46, 50]. The enhancement results from a “Higgs
b sq∼
χ∼  −
h
µ +
µ −
Figure 1.5: The example Feynman diagram of a light SUSY Higgs process which may
enhance RK(∗) .
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Figure 1.6: Correlation between RK and B (Bs → µ+µ−) for the cases of CP > 0 (left)
and CP < 0 (right) [46]. The colored bands are for different Bs decay constant values:
fBs = 200 MeV (green) and fBs = 238 MeV (red). C
eff
7 is assumed to have the same
sign as in the Standard Model, while both Ceff9 and C
eff
10 keep their Standard Model
values. In the Standard Model prediction, we have BSM (Bs → µ+µ−) ∼ 4×10−9 [47].
penguin” diagram involving a sizable squark-gaugino loop, as shown in Figure 1.5.
The coupling between the Higgs and the lepton pair is described by including two
additional terms CSOS and CPOP in the OPE formalism (Equation 1.4) as [46]:
Heff = −4GF√
2
V ∗tsVtb
{
10∑
k=1
Ck (µ)Ok (µ) + CS (µ)OS (µ) + CP (µ)OP (µ)
}
. (1.15)
Here the notations S and P for the Wilson coefficients CS,P and local operators OS,P
represent scalar and pseudoscalar contributions, respectively [46]. For the Standard
Model Higgs, these contributions are highly suppressed since CS and CP have the
Standard Model values CSMS,P ∼ mℓmbm2
W
[46]. In the models beyond the Standard Model,
CS and CP can be considerably enhanced. With the assumption of no right-handed
currents, RK is highly correlated with the branching fraction B (Bs → µ+µ−), as shown
in Figure 1.6 for the case that Ceff7 has the same sign as predicted in the Standard
Model, and Ceff9,10 hold their Standard Model values [46]. Through combining the
measurements on RK and B (Bs → µ+µ−), the scalar and pseudoscalar contributions
will thus be tightly constrained.
1.3.7 Isospin Asymmetry
The isospin asymmetry AI can be induced via “non-factorizable” contributions, in
which the spectator quark is involved in the B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− processes by radiating a
virtual photon [28]. As the spectator quarks are different, the charged and neutral B
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Figure 1.7: The Standard Model prediction ofAI as a function of q2 in the low q2 region
for B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− [28]. The shaded band shows the uncertainties in the prediction, and
the solid line is the central value of the Standard Model prediction.
Figure 1.8: The expected AI as a function of q2 in the low q2 region for B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−
with different Ceff7 signs [28]. The light band corresponds to the Standard Model
prediction, while the band in black shows the prediction from a new physics model
with flipped-sign Ceff7 .
mesons can have different partial decay widths. AI provides another observable to test
the Standard Model. The CP -averaged isospin asymmetry for exclusive B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−
decays is defined as [28]:
dAI (q2)
dq2
≡ dΓ
(
B0 → (K/K∗)0 ℓ+ℓ−) /dq2 − dΓ (B± → (K/K∗)± ℓ+ℓ−) /dq2
dΓ
(
B0 → (K/K∗)0 ℓ+ℓ−) /dq2 + dΓ (B± → (K/K∗)± ℓ+ℓ−) /dq2 .
(1.16)
Figure 1.7 shows the Standard Model prediction for AI as a function of q2 in the
low q2 region for B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−. AI is predicted to be positive at very small q2. With
the increase of q2, AI decreases and crosses zero at q2 ∼ 2 GeV2/c4. It will then reach
asymptotically a value of ∼ −1%. Integrating over the entire low q2 region also yields
a very small value of order O(10−2).
At the presence of a new physics model which results in the Ceff7 sign opposite of
that in the Standard Model, a distinct pattern of AI in the low q2 is predicted to be
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completely below zero, as shown in Figure 1.8. In this case, the integrated AI value
is expected to be well below zero and could have a magnitude of order O(10−1).
1.3.8 Angular Asymmetries in B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− Decays
In the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays, the angular asymmetries are well predicted in the Stan-
dard Model with a relatively high precision, since the form factor related uncertainties
are considerably reduced. Among these asymmetries, the most interesting ones are the
di-lepton forward-backward asymmetry AFB and the longitudinal polarization of K∗
FL. The measurements of these two observables rely on the knowledge of the angular
variables cos θℓ and cos θK in the decays, which are shown in Figure 1.9. Following
the sign conventions used in [28, 43], the angle θℓ is defined as the flight direction of
ℓ+(ℓ−) with respect to the direction of B(B) meson in the di-lepton rest frame, while
the angle θK is defined as the angle between the kaon and the B meson in the K
∗
rest frame. The angle φ between the decay planes of the di-lepton system and K∗ in
the B rest frame is also defined in Figure 1.9. Assuming an on-shell K∗, the three
angles θℓ, θK and φ and the di-lepton invariant mass q
2 are able to make a complete
description of the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decay with the following form of the differential decay
rate [43, 51]:
d4Γ(B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−)
dq2d cos θℓd cos θKdφ
=
9
32π
I(q2, θK , θℓ, φ) . (1.17)
where
I = I1 + I2 cos 2θℓ + I3sin
2θℓ cos 2φ+ I4 sin 2θℓ cosφ+ I5 sin θℓ cosφ
I6 cos θℓ + I7 sin θℓ sinφ+ I8 sin 2θℓ sinφ+ I9sin
2θℓ sin 2φ , (1.18)
and the functions I1−9 [51] in Equation 1.18 can be written in terms of three transver-
sity amplitudes contributing to the decay: A0 (q
2), A⊥ (q
2), and A‖ (q
2), which rep-
resent the longitudinal amplitude (S-wave), the transverse amplitude (P-wave), and
the parallel amplitude (D-wave), respectively. The K∗ polarizations correspond to the
φ
l +
l −
B 0
lθ
K +
pi −
z
θ K
Figure 1.9: The definition of angular variables in the B0 → K∗(→ K+π−)ℓ+ℓ− de-
cay. [51]
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fractions of longitudinal and transverse polarization FL and FT , which are expressed
via the ratios of transversity amplitudes of K∗ [51]:
FL
(
q2
)
=
|A0 (q2)|2
|A0 (q2)|2 + |A⊥ (q2)|2 +
∣∣A‖ (q2)∣∣2 , (1.19)
FT
(
q2
) ≡ 1− FL (q2) = |A⊥ (q2)|2 +
∣∣A‖ (q2)∣∣2
|A0 (q2)|2 + |A⊥ (q2)|2 +
∣∣A‖ (q2)∣∣2 . (1.20)
The FL value over a certain range of q
2 can be determined through fitting to the
distribution of cos θK . Neglecting lepton mass terms of order m
2
ℓ/q
2 and integrating
out q2, φ and θℓ in Equation 1.17, the resulting cos θK distribution is written as:
1
Γ
dΓ (B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−)
d cos θK
=
3
2
FL cos
2 θK +
3
4
(1− FL)
(
1− cos2 θK
)
. (1.21)
The forward-backward asymmetry AFB in B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays is defined by the
cosine of the angle θℓ [28, 52]:
dAFB
dq2
≡ 1
dΓ/dq2
(∫ 1
0
d cos θℓ
d2Γ (B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−)
dq2d cos θℓ
−
∫ 0
−1
d cos θℓ
d2Γ (B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−)
dq2d cos θℓ
)
.
(1.22)
The AFB for B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− arises from the V − A nature of weak processes, in
which a pseudoscalar decays into vector-vector final states and all three helicities of
vector states are allowed by angular momentum conservation. The AFB shows a q2-
dependence [30]:
dAFB
dq2
∝ −
{
Re
(
Ceff9 C
eff
10
)
V
(
q2
)
A1
(
q2
)
+
mb
q2
Re
(
Ceff7 C
eff
10
)
×[
V
(
q2
)
T2
(
q2
)(
1− mK∗
mB
)
+ A1
(
q2
)
T1
(
q2
)(
1 +
mK∗
mB
)]}
. (1.23)
Similar to Equation 1.20, AFB can also be expressed in terms of left-handed and
right-handed transversity amplitudes (marked by notations L and R):
AFB
(
q2
)
=
3
2
Re
(
A‖L (q
2)A∗⊥L (q
2)
)− Re (A‖R (q2)A∗⊥R (q2))
|A0 (q2)|2 + |A⊥ (q2)|2 +
∣∣A‖ (q2)∣∣2 . (1.24)
Based on the above form for AFB, neglecting terms of order m2ℓ/q2, and integrating
out q2, φ and θK in Equation 1.17, the cos θℓ distribution can be written in terms of
FL and AFB as:
1
Γ
dΓ (B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−)
d cos θℓ
=
3
4
FL
(
1− cos2 θℓ
)
+
3
8
(1− FL)
(
1 + cos2 θℓ
)
+AFB cos θℓ.
(1.25)
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Figure 1.10: The predicted (a) AFB and (b) FL values as functions of q2 for B →
K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays. The predictions are from the Standard Model (solid) and several new
physics scenarios: flipped-sign Ceff7 (long dash), flipped-sign C
eff
9 C
eff
10 (short dash),
and both Ceff7 and C
eff
9 C
eff
10 with flipped signs (dash-dot). For the FL plot, the curves
with flipped-sign Ceff9 C
eff
10 are not shown since this kind of sign flipping will not bring
any noticeable change to the curve shapes.
Together with Equation 1.21, we now have FL in both cos θK and cos θℓ distributions,
and AFB as a linear coefficient in the cos θℓ distribution. Based on these two distri-
bution functions, we can fit to an ensemble of the observations of cos θK and cos θℓ to
extract FL and AFB. Detailed experimental techniques are introduced in Chapter 5.
Figure 1.10 shows the predicted AFB and FL values as functions of q2 for the decays
B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− in the Standard Model, as well as for a few new physics scenarios with
different signs on the Wilson coefficients. In the Standard Model, Ceff7 and C
eff
10 are
predicted to be negative, while Ceff9 is positive. Therefore it is apparent that AFB
is expected to be negative in the Standard Model at low q2 due to the dominance of
negative Ceff7 . With the increase of q
2 over a certain value q20, AFB will be constantly
positive. The zero-crossing point has been well predicted in the Standard Model to be
q20 = 4.2±0.6GeV2/c4 at NLO [28]. The uncertainty in the q20 prediction is mainly from
the form factor calculation. Figure 1.11 depicts the predicted AFB in the Standard
Model as a function of q2 in the low q2 below the J/ψ resonance.
Due to possible new physics contributions at the electroweak scale, the Wilson coef-
ficient Ceff7 and/or the product of Wilson coefficients C
eff
9 C
eff
10 may differ considerably
from their Standard Model values. We only consider three simple cases with sign flips,
which result in three different AFB variation patterns, as shown in Figure 1.10. The
measurement of AFB in the low q2 region below the J/ψ resonance will place a strong
constraint on Ceff7 , as the flipped-sign C
eff
7 model will yield an AFB value signifi-
cantly larger than the Standard Model prediction. The zero-crossing point q20 is also
not present in the flipped-sign Ceff7 model, thus q
2
0 will be highly sensitive to the sign
of Ceff7 . However, currently we do not have sufficient experimental data to perform
a reasonable measurement on q20, since a large amount of events are required to be
within a narrow q2 region surrounding q20. For q
2 above the J/ψ resonance, Ceff9 C
eff
10
will be tightly constrained, as a highly negative AFB is expected in the models with
Ceff9 C
eff
10 sign different from that in the Standard Model.
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Figure 1.11: The Standard Model predictions of AFB as a function of q2 at LO (dashed
line) and NLO (solid central line) below the J/ψ resonance for B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− [33]. The
band shows the theoretical uncertainties in the NLO calculation.
The kaon longitudinal polarization FL, however, is only sensitive to the sign of C
eff
7 .
At low q2, the measured FL value from experiments will also be a strong indication
of the sign of Ceff7 , as the case with flipped-sign C
eff
7 yields a significantly lower FL
value than the Standard Model prediction.
In the B → Kℓ+ℓ− decays, due to angular momentum conservation, the terms
contributing to the angular asymmetry are suppressed. The cos θℓ distribution is a
symmetric function in the form of (1 − cos2 θℓ) [30]. However, if the scalar (CP ) or
pseudoscalar (CP ) terms are introduced in the effective Hamiltonian Heff for B →
Kℓ+ℓ− as described in §1.3.6, the angular distribution 1
Γ
d2Γ(B→Kℓ+ℓ−)
dq2d cos θℓ
will then deviate
from (1− cos2 θℓ) by including a linear term for cos θℓ [53]. By integrating over q2 and
collecting terms including cos θℓ, the angular distribution is simplified to:
1
Γ
dΓ (B → Kℓ+ℓ−)
d cos θℓ
=
3
4
(1− FS)
(
1− cos2 θℓ
)
+
1
2
FS +AFB cos θℓ, (1.26)
where FS ∈ [0, 1] indicates the new physics contribution. In the limit of without
new scalar or pseudoscalar terms (FS = 0), we obtain AFB = 0. Since even in the
presence of this new physics contribution, the AFB is still expected to be small (of
order O (10−2) or less) [54], we will mainly perform the AFB measurements in the
B → Kℓ+ℓ− decays for the purpose of validating our experimental techniques.
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Chapter 2
The BABAR Experiment
The studies on the B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− decays rely on the data collected in the BABAR
experiment, which is located at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center and started
data-taking in 1999. The facilities of the experiment consist of an asymmetric electron-
positron collider, PEP-II, for producing B mesons, whose decay products are detected
in the BABAR detector. While the primary design goal for the BABAR detector is to
search for CP asymmetries in neutral B decays, it still fits well into the studies on
other B meson related topics. In this chapter, following a brief description on the
PEP-II collider, the different components of the BABAR detector are introduced. A
detailed and dedicated description on the BABAR detector can be found elsewhere [55].
2.1 The e+e− B Factory and PEP-II Collider
The PEP-II collider consists of two independent storage rings, one for 9 GeV electrons,
the other for 3.1 GeV positrons. The energies of two beams are designed to produce
the Υ (4S) resonance with a Lorentz boost βγ of 0.56. The Υ (4S) resonance then
decays instantly, with equal probabilities, to a B+B− or B0B0 pair. While the two
B mesons from one pair are almost at rest in the Υ (4S) center-of-mass (CM) frame,
they are boosted with extra decay lengths significant enough in the lab frame to get
separated.
The designed e+e− collision environment provides a very clean sample with high
signal-to-background ratio. The rest production of the on-resonance collisions are
lighter fermion pairs (qq, q = u, d, s, c, τ+τ−, µ+µ−), which compose the continuum
background for the full-reconstructed B decay signal. This background is studied
by analyzing the off-resonance data, which are collected 40 MeV below the Υ (4S)
resonance. This method is extremely useful for rare B decays with high continuum
backgrounds.
After several years’ of improvements, the PEP-II has scored a peak luminosity of
over 12 × 1033 cm−2s−1, which is four times of its initially designed luminosity goal.
The high luminosity has provided abundant B mesons for accurate measurements.
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2.2 The BABAR Detector
For the full reconstruction of the B meson decay chains, and unambiguous tagging on
the B flavor, the detector was built to fulfill the following physical requirements [13]:
• High acceptance in the central-of-mass system. A large forward polar angle
coverage is required along the boost direction.
• High tracking efficiencies for charged particles with transverse momentum pt
between ∼ 60 MeV and ∼ 4 GeV.
• Excellent momentum resolution for charged particles.
• Excellent energy and angular resolution for photons from radiative decays or
π0/η0 decays.
• Highly efficient and accurate identification for charged particles (e, µ, π, K and
p) and over a large kinematic range.
Figure 2.1: The longitudinal view of the BABAR detector [55]. +z direction is always
along the boost direction.
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• Excellent transverse and beam-direction vertex resolution.
As shown in Figure 2.1, the BABAR detector consists of the following components:
• The Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT). This provides precise position information of
the charged tracks close to the interaction region.
• The Drift Chamber (DCH). This measures momenta of the charged tracks and
helps in charged particle identification (PID) through energy loss measurements.
• The Detector of Internally Reflected Cherenkov light (DIRC). This provides main
identification information for charged hadronic particles.
• The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EMC). This measures photon energies and
positions, and is used for electron identification and π0 reconstruction.
• The Instrumented Flux Return (IFR). This provides muon and K0
L
identifica-
tions.
Under a common electronic architecture, the data collected in different detector com-
ponents as described above is transferred through the Front-End Electronics (FEE)
mounted directly on the detector components, and forwarded to the trigger system.
The trigger system then filters through the data to reduce the event rate low enough
so that data can be kept in the storage for event reconstruction.
Besides these detector components which will be introduced in detail in the fol-
lowing subsections, there’s also a superconducting coil placed between the EMC and
IFR. The coil provides a 1.5 T solenoidal magnetic field to facilitate the momentum
measurements for charged tracks.
2.2.1 The Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT)
The main goal of the SVT is to measure B decay vertices separated from the primary
vertex. The distance of these two vertices will be used to determineB andB decay time
differences, and ultimately, for the measurement of time-dependent CP asymmetries
in neutral B meson decays. The vertex reconstruction requires high z and x − y
plane position resolution to effectively reduce the background level. Furthermore,
since charged particles with transverse momentum pt lower than 100 MeV/c will not
traverse the drift chamber, the SVT is the sole device we rely on to provide complete
kinematic and position information for these tracks.
As shown in Figure 2.2, the SVT has five cylindrical layers, each layer consisting
of azimuthally arranged modules. The number of modules is six for each of the inner
three layers. The outer two layers have 16 and 18 modules, respectively. The inner
layers are placed close enough to the interaction region for the optimization of the
position resolution, while the outer layers are assembled in arch shapes to improve the
solid angle coverage. The resulting polar angle coverage is from 20.1◦ to 150.2◦.
Each module of the SVT layers is fully mounted with 4 – 8 double-sided silicon
microstrip sensors, which sum up to a total number of 340 for the whole SVT. These
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sensors are used to provide the position information of passing charged particles. Their
inner sides, with strips placed parallel to the z-axis (φ strips) are used to measure the φ
coordinate, while the outer sides with transversely oriented strips (z strips) are for the
z coordinate measurement. There are around 150,000 readout channels for handling
signals.
The silicon detector has an advantage of measuring positions with very high pre-
cision. As shown in Figure 2.3, the single-hit resolution varies from 20 to 40 µm for
Figure 2.2: The cross-section layout of the BABAR SVT with five layers surrounding
the beam pipe [55].
Figure 2.3: The hit resolutions of the BABAR SVT in the z (left) and φ (right) coor-
dinates are plotted as a function of the track incident angle [55]. Each plot represents
one SVT layer.
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both z and φ directions, and also depends on the incident angle of charged tracks [55].
The reconstruction of the SVT hits is based on the clustering of the adjacent strips
with hit signals, before discarding out-of-time signals relative to the DCH response.
The position of a cluster is determined by the weighted average of the strip positions.
The weight for each strip depends on its collected charge. The position information
is further used for track finding. The reconstructed particle tracks are vital inputs
for global and local alignment algorithms, which are performed as corrections for the
tracking system involving the DCH as a whole.
2.2.2 The Drift Chamber (DCH)
Working together with the SVT, the drift chamber is used to provide precise spacial
and kinematic measurements for charged particles with pt above 100 MeV/c. The
measurement of ionization-induced energy loss dE/dx plays an important role in the
Figure 2.4: Upper: Side view of the DCH [55]. Lower: Layout of the DCH layers [13].
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Figure 2.5: The measured dE/dx in the DCH as a function of momentum for various
particle species [55]. The points are collected from data control samples, while the
curves represent the predictions based on different particle hypotheses.
discrimination among different charged particles, particularly between K and π. The
kinematic information for the detected track pairs in the DCH is also crucial for the
reconstruction of a neutral Ks, whose decay vertex falls outside of the chamber.
Figure 2.4 shows the schematic side view of the DCH that consists of a 280 cm-long
cylinder along the beam direction. Its inner and outer radii are 23.6 cm and 80.9 cm,
respectively. Due to the asymmetric colliding beams, the chamber has an offset in
the forward direction from the interaction point (IP). The forward endplate is made
much thinner than the rear end-plate, so that the material in front of the EMC endcap
can be minimized. The acceptance in polar angle ranges from 17.2◦ to 152.6◦, which
ascertains that incident particles with the polar angle within this range will at least
pass through half of the total 40 layers in the chamber. Such a coverage is sufficient
for a precise measurement.
The 40 layers in the chamber are grouped equally into 10 super-layers, as shown in
Figure 2.4. These super-layers are arranged in the order “AUVAUVAUVA”, in which
“A” and “UV” represent axial (along the z axis) and stereo super-layers, respectively.
For “U” super-layers, the stereo angles vary between 45 mrad and 69 mrad, while for
“V” super-layers, the stereo angles are between −76 mrad and −52 mrad. The stereo
angles are chosen so that the drilling patterns are identical for the two end-plates.
The 7104 drift cells occupying these layers are hexagons of the size of approximately
1.2×1.8 cm2. Each of these cells possesses a sense wire made of gold-plated tungsten-
rhenium, and is surrounded by six gold-plated aluminum field wires. The chamber gas
consists of a mixture of Helium-isobutane (80%:20%), that is light enough to minimize
multiple scattering that effects the resolution of low momentum tracks.
When a track passes through the DCH, the ionized charge arriving at the sense
wires and its arrival time are recorded. The DCH hits are reconstructed from the
drift time and time-to-distance relationship determined from e+e− and µ+µ− events.
The ionization loss dE/dx is measured by summing up all the collected charges, with
a resolution of about 7% for low momentum tracks. This guarantees a > 2σ K/π
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separation up to ∼ 700MeV/c [56], as shown in Figure 2.5.
To fully reconstruct an incident track, as discussed in the previous SVT part, hit
information from both SVT and DCH is used. Five parameters are measured at the
point of closest approach (POCA) to the z axis. They provide a full description of
the reconstructed track, and are listed below, together with their resolutions measured
from cosmic ray muons, e+e− and µ+µ− events [55]:
d0,z0: The distance to the z axis and z coordinate, σd0 = 23 µm, σz0 = 29 µm
φ0: The azimuthal angle, σφ0 = 0.43 mrad
tanλ: The dip angle relative to the x− y plane, σtanλ = 0.53× 10−3
ω (= 1/pt): The curvature, σpt/pt = (0.13± 0.01)% · pt + (0.45± 0.03)%
Only d0 and ω are assigned with a sign to indicate the charge of the track, and pt is
measured in unit of GeV/c.
2.2.3 The Cherenkov Detector (DIRC)
The DIRC is designed exclusively for the identification of charged particles. While
working as a modified version of the Ring Imaging Cherenkov Counter (RICH), the
DIRC provides excellent particle identification over a large momentum range, espe-
cially for high momentum hadrons. As indicated in the DCH section, the K/π distin-
guishing power using dE/dx measurements will break down for track momenta above
0.7 GeV/c, the DIRC then works as an important complement at high momentum.
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Figure 2.6: The layout of the DIRC radiator bar and imaging region [55]. The working
principle of the DIRC is also illustrated.
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Figure 2.7: The fitted θc in the DIRC as a function of track momentum for various
particle species [57]. The points are collected from data control samples, while the
curves represent the predictions based on different particle hypotheses.
The DIRC also provides complementary PID information for low momentum muons,
for which IFR will work satisfactorily.
The schematic of the DIRC is shown in Figure 2.6. Different from the traditional
design of RICH, Cherenkov photons emitted by high-velocity incident particles are
contained inside the detector due to total internal reflection on a flat surface. The
Cherenkov photons are both produced and transported by the DIRC radiator, which is
composed of 144 synthetic, fused quartz bars with a high refractive index of n = 1.473.
The radiator bars are equally placed into 12 aluminum bar boxes and mounted in a
barrel surrounding the DCH. The spatial coverage for the bars is about 94% of the
azimuthal angle. A mirror is placed at the forward end of each bar to reflect back the
emitted photons so that the photons will be guided towards the instrumented back
end of the bar.
For the Cherenkov photons arriving at the bar back ends, most of them will enter
a large water-filled expansion region called the Standoff Box. In the Standoff Box, the
Cherenkov angles are projected onto a surface, so that they can be measured with high
precision. The inside water of the Standoff Box is purified and has a refractive index
of 1.346, which is very close to that of the quartz bars, and can thus minimize the
reflection when photons pass through the quartz-water interface. A silica wedge prism
is attached to each bar to preserve photons with large reflection angle. An array of
10,752 PMTs are mounted on the back surface of the Standoff Box and dipped inside
the water to accept the Cherenkov photons in the visible and near-UV range.
The DIRC FEE provides arrival time measurements for each Cherenkov photon
detected by the PMT array. The timing precision is constrained by the PMT intrinsic
transit time spread (1.5 ns). The FEE is mounted right outside of the Standoff Box,
and consists of 168 front-end boards, with each processing 64 PMT inputs. The PMT
input signals are further amplified, digitized and transferred to the readout modules
through optical fibers.
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The space-time information of the PMT signals is transformed into the coordinates
(θc, φc, δt) in the Cherenkov cone system, with θc and φc as the polar and azimuthal
angles relative to the cone direction, and δt as the time relative to the expected arrival.
The Cherenkov cone associated with each passing charged track is thus reconstructed
to provide discrimination among five stable particle types (e, µ, π,K, p) [55]. Figure 2.7
illustrates the Cherenkov angle θc as a powerful particle discriminator. The DIRC
is capable of providing ∼ 4σ or better K/π separation for track momemtum p up
to ∼3 GeV/c, then the separation deteriorates gradually with p, being ∼ 2.5σ for
p = 4.1GeV/c [57].
2.2.4 The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EMC)
The energy and position of electromagnetic showers are measured inside the thallium-
doped cesium iodide (CsI(Tl)) crystals. The EMC detects photons and electrons with
energies from 20 MeV to 9 GeV with nearly 100% efficiency. Energy and angular
measurements of low energy photons are of crucial importance for the reconstruction
of π0s. Furthermore, the E/p ratio (energy measured in the EMC over momentum
measured in the DCH) and the shower shape measured in the EMC play important
roles in electron identification.
Figure 2.8 shows the EMC layout. The EMC is arranged into a cylindrical-shaped
barrel and a conical-shaped forward endcap. The barrel covers a polar angle from
26.9◦ to 140.8◦, and has a inner radius of 91 cm. 5760 CsI(Tl) crystals are groups into
48 polar angle (θ) rings, with each ring containing 120 identical crystal in azimuthal
angle (φ). The barrel crystals are held in 280 modules mounted on the surface of a
cylinder. Each module holds 21 crystals, 3 in φ and 7 in θ. The segmentations in θ
180.9 cm
e+e–
8184A17–96
91 cm
15.8°
140.8°
IP
26.9°
112.7 cm
Figure 2.8: The layout of the EMC in side view [13].
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and φ provide accurate angular measurements with a resolution of about a few mrad
for high energy π0 reconstruction. The endcap increase the polar-angle coverage down
to 15.8◦, and contains 820 crystals arranged in 8 θ rings. As in the barrel, the endcap
crystals are also grouped into 20 modules, with each module containing 41 crystals
around in φ. The full spatial coverage for the EMC is 90% in the CM frame. Except
for the most forward ring, the crystals in the rest 55 rings increase from 29.6 cm
to 32.4 cm along the boost direction, so that the effects of shower leakage can be
minimized. The most forward ring has short crystals at the length of 30.5 cm due to
overall spatial constraints. All the crystals are arranged in a quasi-projective geometry
so that the core of a typical electromagnetic shower can be contained in one crystal.
The EMC crystals have a longitudinal cross-section of tapered trapezoidal shape.
Their transverse cross-sections vary for different θ angles, with typical sizes for the
front and back faces at 4.7 × 4.7 cm2 and 6.1 × 6.0 cm2, respectively. The crystals
have a typical light yield of 50,000 photoelectrons (pe) per MeV. The scintillation
light is transported via total reflection towards the rear surface of the crystals, where
photodiodes and readout electronics are mounted. A small portion of the light escaping
from the crystals is partly recovered through wrapping the crystals with two layers of
white diffuse reflector. Before assembly, for each wrapped crystal, the signal from a
highly collimated radioactive source placed at 20 points longitudinally along the crystal
was recorded to measure the non-uniformity of light response. For each crystal, the
non-uniformity is required to be within ±2% in its front half, then increase linearly
to the maximum of ±5% at the back face. To fulfill this requirement, a series of
adjustment techniques have been applied to the crystals. These techniques include
wrapping the crystals in sheets with a mounted black-and-white pattern. However,
the crystal non-uniformity may rise considerably after a few years’ running, and the
EMC energy resolution can be affected beyond a negligible level. This issue has been
discussed in detail in Appendix I.
A typical electromagnetic shower spreads over a few crystals and forms a cluster of
energy deposits in the EMC. To reconstruct the electromagnetic showers, clustering
algorithms have been developed for efficient identification of the clusters. Each iden-
tified cluster is required to have at least one seed crystal with deposited energy above
10 MeV, and the crystals surrounding the seed crystals are absorbed into the cluster,
if they have an energy above 1 MeV, or they are neighboring (including corners) to a
crystal with energy above 3 MeV.
Since there exist possibilities that two electromagnetic showers may be close enough
to be merged into a single cluster, the clustering algorithms are also responsible for
splitting these clusters into bumps according to local energy maxima to identify single
particle-induced showers. The energy of a bump as a fraction of the cluster energy is
determined with a pattern-recognition algorithm. The position (centroid) of a bump
is calculated using a center-of-gravity method [58]. The identified bumps are then
used to match with charged tracks detected in the tracking system. The unmatched
bumps are then considered as neutral particles.
Hadrons may interact hadronically and deposit a large amount of energy inside the
EMC, which will make it difficult for electrons to get separated from hadrons using
E/p information alone. However, since the length scale of the nuclear interaction is
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Figure 2.9: Definition of ∆Φ for longitudinal shower shapes [60]. A hadron shower
will typically reach its maximum farther from its intersection point on the surface of
the EMC than an electromagnetic shower.
longer than the radiation length, the lateral and longitudinal energy distributions of a
hadron shower and an electromagnetic shower will differ significantly. Therefore, for
the improvement of electron/hadron separation, we measure two different variables
for describing lateral and longitudinal shower shapes respectively. One is the lateral
shower shape variable LAT defined as [59]:
LAT =
∑N
i=3Eir
2
i∑N
i=3Eir
2
i + E1r
2
0 + E2r
2
0
, (2.1)
where N is the number of crystals associated with a shower, Ei is the deposited
energy in the i-th crystal, ri is the lateral distance between the center of the shower
and the i-th crystal, r0 ∼ 5 cm is the average distance between the center of two
crystals. All the crystals associated with the shower are numbered in such a way that
E1 > E2 > · · · > EN . Therefore the first and second crystals will have the highest
deposited energies E1 and E2, while the sum
∑N
i=3Ei leaves out these two crystals.
Since the Molie`re radius is 3.8 cm for CsI crystals, an electron will typically deposit
most of its energy in 2 or 3 crystals near the shower center. According to Equation 2.1,
The LAT for a typical electromagnetic shower is thus expected to be small, and its
distribution peaks at ∼ 0.3 [60]. The energy depositions for hadron showers, on the
other hand, are less concentrated than electromagnetic showers. The resulting LAT
distributions for hadron showers are broader than for electromagnetic showers, and
peak in the range 0.4-1.0 [60].
The other shape variable is ∆Φ for longitudinal shower shapes, which is described
by the difference between the polar angles where a track intersect the EMC and the
shower center, as illustrated in Figure 2.9. For a curved track in the x−y plane, there
is a displacement of ∆Φ between the shower center and the intersection point on the
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Figure 2.10: The energy (left) and angular (right) resolution for the BABAR EMC,
measured from various processes [55]. The solid curves represent the fits to the points
from the data control samples, while the shaded area in the left plot shows the uncer-
tainties in the fit.
EMC surface. Figure 2.9 shows that typically hadron showers have larger ∆Φ than
electromagnetic showers. Similarly to LAT , the ∆Φ distributions for charged hadrons
are broader than for electrons [60].
As depicted in Figure 2.10, the calorimeter energy resolution is determined using
various data samples in different energy ranges. These data samples include the ra-
diative source, Bhabhas scattering, photons from χc1 → J/ψγ events and π0/η mesons
decaying symmetrically into a pair of photons with approximately equal energies. A
fit to the energy-dependent resolution yields the following function form:
σE
E
=
(2.32± 0.30)%
4
√
E (GeV)
⊕ (1.85± 0.12)%. (2.2)
Similarly, the angular resolution is also shown in Figure 2.10, which varies from ∼
12 mrad to ∼ 3 mrad with the increase of photon energy. After fitting to the angular
resolution as a function of energy, we have the following empirical function form:
σθ,φ =
(
3.87± 0.07√
E (GeV)
+ 0.00± 0.04
)
mrad. (2.3)
2.2.5 The Instrumented Flux Return (IFR)
As the outermost component of BABAR detector system, the IFR is primarily used
for the muon detection at high efficiency and low mis-identification rate. As show in
Figure 2.11 for the whole IFR assembly, the IFR consists of a barrel with 19 steel plates
and two (backward and forward) endcaps, each with 18 steel plates. The steel plates
also work as hadron absorbers, with a total iron thickness of 65 cm in the barrel, and
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Figure 2.11: The layout of the IFR barrel (left) and endcap (right) sections [55].
60 cm in both forward and backward endcaps. Resistive plate chambers (RPCs) are
installed within the gaps between steel plates for the detection of penetrating muons.
The cross section of a single RPC system is shown in Figure 2.12. Each RPC
consists of a gas chamber filled with a mixture of Argon, Freon, and isobutane at high
pressure. This gas layer is sandwiched by two layers of bakelite. The outer surfaces
of these two bakelite layers are coated with graphite to provide an electric potential
of ∼ 8 kV. When charged particles pass through the gas layer, the discharge signal
caused by ionization is read out by aluminum strips mounted outside of the graphite
coatings. These strips are orthogonally oriented in different sides to provide two-
dimensional coordinate information for track reconstruction. For RPCs in the barrel,
the φ and z coordinate information is provided; while in the endcaps, the y and x
coordinate information is provided.
A total number of nearly 53,000 strips are connected directly to 3300 front-end
Figure 2.12: The cross-section of a RPC [55].
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Figure 2.13: The averaged RPC efficiencies as a function of time until the summer of
2002 in three different IFR sections: the barrel (circles), forward endcap (triangles),
and backward endcap (squares) [61].
cards, in which the input signal above a certain threshold is processed and transmitted
to the trigger system. A clustering algorithm is adopted to join up the adjacent RPCs
with hits into two-dimensional clusters, both in r − φ and z views. These clusters
from different views are further combined into three-dimensional clusters. Another
algorithm is then applied to associate the three-dimensional clusters with extrapolated
tracks reconstructed in the DCH for a complete muon track reconstruction [55].
The RPCs in the IFR system suffered from a series of hardware failures [62],
which resulted in continuous performance degradation for the IFR during the first few
years’ running. As depicted in Figure 2.13, the average RPC efficiencies had dropped
significantly by the summer of 2002. In the barrel, the muon identification efficiency,
determined using muons from µ+µ−e+e− and µ+µ−γ events, had fallen from 87% at
the time of commissioning to 78% at a pion mis-identification rate of 4%. To stop
the trend of degradation, a new generation of RPCs replaced the old ones and the
absorber was increased in the forward endcap [61] prior to a new round of data-taking
starting in November 2002. The new RPCs have shown satisfactory performance with
high and stable efficiencies [63].
The performance of RPCs in the barrel continued to deteriorate until the summer
of 2004, when they started to be replaced by the Limited Streamer Tubes (LSTs).
Similar to RPCs, LSTs also rely on the ionized gas caused by the passing charged
particles for providing position information. Each LST consists of 7 or 8 identical
gas-filled cells. A gold-plated anode wire runs down the center of each cell, and a
plane is placed below each tube. The φ and z coordinate information is provided
through collecting the induced charge on the wire and the plane, respectively [64].
The first phase of LST installation ended in October 2004. During the period, the
18 inner RPC layers in the top and bottom sextants were replaced with 12 layers of
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LSTs and 6 layers of brass, while the outermost layer is not accessible for operation.
With the new LSTs, for high energy tracks with momentum between 2 and 4 GeV
and in the IFR barrel, the muon efficiency is able to achieve ∼ 90% at a pion mis-
identification rate of 4% [64]. This is significantly better than the initial performance
of the IFR system with only RPCs. The second and last phase of LST installation
on the remaining 4 sextants in the barrel was accomplished in the end of 2006, by
that time the data-taking period for our analyses described in this thesis had already
ended.
2.2.6 The Trigger System
For the design luminosity of 3×1033 cm−2s−1 and at the Υ (4S) resonance, beam-related
background events (e+e−) are produced at a typical rate of about 20 kHz, while BB
and other events (qq, µ+µ−, τ+τ−, etc.) which are of physics interest are produced
at a much lower rate of a few Hz. This requires the trigger system to select events of
interest at high efficiency and low deadtime while working under its manageable rate
of about 120 Hz by rejecting e+e− backgrounds.
There are two hierarchically organized trigger levels in the BABAR trigger system:
Level 1 (L1) and Level 3 (L3). The L1 trigger system is implemented in hardware and
configured to reduce the output rate to 1 kHz. The L1 trigger decision is based on
primitives provided by the DCH trigger (DCT) and EMC trigger (EMT). These two
triggers feed the information to the global trigger (GLT) for issuing the L1 Accept,
which initializes the event readout. The IFR trigger is also linked to the GLT and
mainly used for diagnostic purpose by triggering µ+µ− and cosmic ray events. The L1
trigger efficiency for generic BB events is nearly 100%.
The L3 trigger software performs reconstruction and classification of events filtered
by the L1 trigger, besides improving the beam background rejection, through running
on the online computer farm. Two algorithms are employed: a tracking-based using
DCH (L3Dch), and a clustering-based using EMC (L3Emc).
The L3Dch trigger is important for effectively suppressing beam-induced events
produced near the IP, for which the L1 trigger lacks sufficient tracking resolution
to recognize. To achieve this goal, a track look-up table based on the hit patterns
from MC simulation is set up for pattern recognition of the track segments, which is
provided by the DCT. The matched pattern is then passed over to an iterative track
fitting algorithm for the identification of the tracks with pt above 250 MeV/c.
The L3Emc trigger is responsible for identifying energy clusters in the EMC, which
also works as a very important complement for suppressing Bhabha events. The noise-
like crystal signals with energy below 20 MeV and outside of a 1.3 µs window of the
event time is filtered out, before clusters are reconstructed using a fast look-up table.
The energy, timing and shower shape information is calculated for clusters with a total
energy above 100 MeV, the rest are abandoned.
The combined L1+L3 trigger efficiency for BB events remains high above 99.9%,
while for continuum events the efficiency is at ∼ 97%. Both have met the original
design goals [55].
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Figure 2.14: Integrated luminosity at PEP-II/BABAR as a function of time from 1999
to 2006.
2.3 Experimental Data
2.3.1 BABAR Data Sample
The data sample (Table 2.1) used in our analysis is collected from the Runs 1–5
datasets covering a run period of about 7 years since October 1999, which corresponds
to a total integrated on-resonance luminosity of almost 350 fb−1. The integrated
luminosity as a function of time is shown in Figure 2.14. Under the assumption that
Υ (4S) will 100% decay into BB pairs, counting BB pairs puts the number nBB at
about 384 million, with an uncertainty of 1.1%.
2.3.2 Simulated Data Samples
The MC simulated event samples (Tables 2.2-2.4) are first generated using two different
event generators for different purposes: EvtGen [65] (for B decays to exclusive final
states) and Jetset [66] (for generic continuum and inclusive B decay simulations).
The CERN detector description and simulation tool GEANT4 [67] is then applied to
simulate the interaction between the generated particles and the detector components.
The simulated detector response is used for the reconstruction of the MC events. The
information both at the generator- andGEANT4- level (MC truth) is written into the
event database, along with the reconstructed information, both of which are important
for studies on detector resolution and efficiency.
Three distinct classes of MC simulated events are most relevant to our B →
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Run Run Period No. BB On-res
∫ L ( fb−1)
1 Oct. 1999 - Nov. 2000 22.4 20.7
2 Feb. 2001 - Jun. 2002 67.3 60.9
3 Nov. 2002 - Jun. 2003 35.7 32.3
4 Sep. 2003 - Jul. 2004 110.7 101.1
5 Apr. 2005 - Aug. 2006 147.7 134.2
Total 383.8 349.2
Table 2.1: Number of BB decays and integrated luminosity in the data sample by
run. Only good data are included in the sample.
K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− analyses:
• B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− signal events (Table 2.2)1, from which the signal reconstruction
efficiencies are obtained. Yields are approximately scaled according to the mea-
sured branching ratios in the previous BABAR experiment [11]. The signal decay
kinematics follows the form factor model of Ali et al [20]. All 12 decay modes
introduced in Section 3.1 are simulated.
• B → K(∗)J/ψ (→ ℓ+ℓ−) and B → K(∗)ψ(2S) (→ ℓ+ℓ−) charmonium events (Ta-
ble 2.3). Yields are scaled to the world average branching fractions [68]. These
samples provide an estimate of the residual charmonium background escaping
the charmonium veto and a cross-check on signal efficiency estimates, as well as
other experimental techniques.
• Generic continuum and BB events (Table 2.4), which are used for event selec-
tion optimization to reduce purely combinatorial backgrounds. The samples of
generic continuum events are scaled to appropriate expected cross-sections as
listed in the table.
Besides these, we also have generated exclusive B decay samples such as B0 →
K(∗)γ(→ e+e−), which may fake as real signal events, for peaking background study,
as described later in Section §4.6.
1Charge conjugation is assumed throughout this thesis unless specifically stated.
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Mode B(10−6) [11] Events Data/MC (10−3)
K+e+e− 0.36 530000 0.26
K+µ+µ− 0.36 530000 0.26
K0
S
e+e− 0.34 · 1
2
· B(K0
S
→ π+π−) 530000 0.09
K0
S
µ+µ− 0.34 · 1
2
· B(K0
S
→ π+π−) 530000 0.09
K+π−e+e− 1.04 · 2
3
530000 0.50
K+π−µ+µ− 0.78 · 2
3
530000 0.38
K0
S
π+e+e− 1.11 · 2
3
· 1
2
· B(K0
S
→ π+π−) 530000 0.19
K0
S
π+µ+µ− 0.84 · 2
3
· 1
2
· B(K0
S
→ π+π−) 530000 0.14
K+π0e+e− 1.11 · 1
3
530000 0.27
K+π0µ+µ− 0.84 · 1
3
530000 0.20
K0
S
π0e+e− 1.04 · 1
3
· 1
2
· B(K0
S
→ π+π−) 530000 0.03
K0
S
π0µ+µ− 0.78 · 1
3
· 1
2
· B(K0
S
→ π+π−) 1778000 0.07
Table 2.2: The number of MC simulated signal events and the ratio of the number of
BB decays in the 349 fb−1 data to the number simulated for each decay mode. In
each mode with multiple final state hadrons, the generated events decay through the
K∗(892) resonance. All simulated K0
S
s, which are only half of K0s, are forced to decay
into the π+π− final state. The listed branching fractions include these effects.
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Mode B(10−3) [68] Events Data/MC (10−3)
J/ψK0
S
0.87 · B(J/ψ → ℓ+ℓ−) · 1
2
· B(K0
S
→ π+π−) 10468000 1.31
J/ψK+ 1.01 · B(J/ψ → ℓ+ℓ−) 18504000 2.48
J/ψK+π− 1.33 · B(J/ψ → ℓ+ℓ−) · 2
3
8440000 4.78
J/ψK0
S
π+ 1.41 · B(J/ψ → ℓ+ℓ−) · 2
3
· 1
2
· B(K0
S
→ π+π−) 8638000 1.54
J/ψK+π0 1.41 · B(J/ψ → ℓ+ℓ−) · 1
3
8638000 3.43
J/ψK0
S
π0 1.33 · B(J/ψ → ℓ+ℓ−) · 1
3
· 1
2
· B(K0
S
→ π+π−) 8482000 0.82
ψ(2S)K0
S
0.62 · B(ψ(2S)→ ℓ+ℓ−) · 1
2
· B(K0
S
→ π+π−) 632400 1.93
ψ(2S)K+ 0.65 · B(ψ(2S)→ ℓ+ℓ−) 295500 12.48
ψ(2S)K+π− 0.72 · B(ψ(2S)→ ℓ+ℓ−) · 2
3
898000 3.04
ψ(2S)K0
S
π+ 0.67 · B(ψ(2S)→ ℓ+ℓ−) · 2
3
· 1
2
· B(K0
S
→ π+π−) 862000 1.02
ψ(2S)K+π0 0.67 · B(ψ(2S)→ ℓ+ℓ−) · 1
3
862000 1.48
ψ(2S)K0
S
π0 0.72 · B(ψ(2S)→ ℓ+ℓ−) · 1
3
· 1
2
· B(K0
S
→ π+π−) 862000 0.49
Table 2.3: The number of MC simulated charmonium events and the ratio of the
number of BB decays in data to the effective number simulated for each decay mode.
The simulated J/ψ and ψ(2S) events are forced to decay to di-lepton final states (with
equal probabilities to di-electron or di-muon pairs), and in each mode with multiple
final state hadrons, the generated events decay through the K∗(892) resonance. All
simulated K0
S
s (half of K0s) are forced to decay into the π+π− final state. The listed
branching fractions and Data/MC ratios include these effects.
Mode Nominal Cross-sec. (nb) [13] Events Data/MC
Generic B+B− 0.525 555572000 0.33
Generic B0B0 0.525 552414000 0.33
Continuum cc 1.30 591198000 0.77
Continuum uds 2.05 695820000 1.03
Table 2.4: The number of MC simulated generic events and the ratio of the number
of BB decays (or, for continuum events, scaled cross-section) in the 349 fb−1 data to
the number simulated for each mode.
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Chapter 3
Basic Event Selection
This chapter introduces the event selection criteria that are essential for both the
rate-based and the angular measurements of B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− decays.
3.1 Selection of Final State Particles
We have reconstructed 12 individual exclusive B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− final states:
• B± → K±ℓ+ℓ−
• B0 → K0
S
ℓ+ℓ−, with K0
S
→ π+π−
• B0 → K∗0ℓ+ℓ−, where K∗0 is reconstructed in the following two channels:
K∗0 → K±π∓;
K∗0 → K0
S
π0, with K0
S
→ π+π−
• B± → K∗±ℓ+ℓ−, where K∗± is reconstructed in the following two channels:
K∗± → K±π0
K∗± → K0
S
π∓, with K0
S
→ π+π−
In all the modes listed above, ℓ+ℓ− is either µ+µ− or e+e−.
For the full reconstruction of exclusive B decays, it is important to identify charged
particles including electrons, muons, kaons and pions. In the particle identification
(PID) processes, information from different detector components are combined to max-
imize the discrimination power, with the help of multivariate analysis tools, such as
maximum likelihood method and neural networks (NN).
Look-up tables have been set up for different PID selectors, which store the in-
formation of efficiencies or mis-identification rates for different particles (e, µ, π,K, p)
with different charges, in different ranges of momentum (p), polar angle (θ), azimuth
angle (φ), and data-taking time. There are two sets of PID look-up tables available,
one for MC simulation, the other for real data. Both sets of tables are determined
from their corresponding control samples with high purity. The discrepancies of PID
efficiencies between MC simulation and real data are used to correct PID selections in
MC simulation, a procedure called “PID tweaking”.
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With information from a pair of detected tracks with opposite charges assumed to
be pions, we are able to reconstruct a K0
S
. Similarly, a π0 is reconstructed from a pair
of detected photons in the EMC.
3.1.1 Electron Identification and Bremsstrahlung Recovery
Electron identification utilizes the following information of three sub-systems: EMC,
DCH and DIRC:
• The ratio of E/p, where E is the energy of an electromagnetic shower deposited
in the EMC, and p is the momentum of the corresponding track measured in the
DCH. The E/p distribution for electrons has a very sharp peak close to unity.
This provides a distinctive signature for electrons. Since all other charged parti-
cles tend to lose energy in the EMC only via ionization, thus have a continuous
distribution between 0 and 1.
• The lateral and longitudinal shower shapes (LAT and ∆Φ) in the EMC, as
described in §2.2.4.
• The energy loss (dE/dx) in the DCH. The measured dE/dx is compared to the
expectation calculated based on the electron hypothesis.
• The Cherenkov angle θc measured in the DIRC. This is useful for identifying
electrons with p < 1.5GeV/c.
The discriminating variables mentioned above are first used for the pre-selection
of candidate tracks by applying a series of loose criteria. They are later grouped
into vectors xEMC , xDCH and xDIRC according to which detector component they
belong to. These vectors are combined into a global likelihood L(ξ) for each particle
hypothesis ξ ∈ {e;π;K; p}:
L(ξ) = L(xEMC ; ξ) · L(xDCH ; ξ) · L(xDIRC ; ξ) .
Each individual likelihood L(ξ) is weighted with an a priori probability pξ based
on the relative fraction of charged particle species ξ produced in a typical B event. We
select a track as electron if the likelihood ratio for the electron hypothesis lies above
0.98.
The electron identification efficiency and hadron mis-identification rate are both
measured in different momentum p and polar angle θ ranges using different data sam-
ples with high purity. For electrons, the data samples of electrons from radiative
Bhabha events are used. Figure 3.1 shows high identification efficiencies at ∼ 93% for
e± momenta above 0.7 GeV/c. The efficiency difference between e+ and e− is rather
trivial. For pions, the probability of being mis-identified as an electron is determined
using data samples of pions from τ and K0
S
decays. As also shown in Figure 3.1,
the pion mis-identification rate is at a negligible level of below 0.2% for the entire
momentum range, and the rate for π+ is slightly higher than that for π−.
Decelerating charged particles will typically radiate photons and lose energy through
bremsstrahlung process. As the lightest charged particles, the measured 4-momentum
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Figure 3.1: Electron identification efficiency (left) and pion mis-identification proba-
bility (right) as a function of momentum (p) in the electron selection.
of electrons will be considerably affected by the radiation. To improve the measure-
ment, we try to include the radiated photons in the electron energy. The photons are
required to have energy Eγ > 30 MeV and lie within a cone of 0.035 rad around the
detected electron track. We use the bremsstrahlung recovery by including up to one
nearby photon for each electron candidate.
3.1.2 Muon Identification
To identify a muon, the following information from the IFR and EMC is relevant:
• The energy deposited inside the EMC.
• The measured number of interaction lengths (λmeas) traversed by the muon can-
didate in the BABAR detector.
• The difference of λmeas and expected interaction lengths under a muon hypoth-
esis.
• The continuity of the track from the DCH into the IFR.
• The average and standard deviation of the hit strip multiplicity per layer in the
IFR.
• The goodness-of-fits (defined by χ2/n.d.o.f.) of the IFR hit strips with respect to
a third-order polynomial fit and the track extrapolation in the three-dimensional
IFR cluster.
The muon selector is based on the output of a neural network algorithm with the
above information as inputs. The selector has several levels of selection criteria from
loose to tight: “VeryLoose”,“Loose”, “Tight”, and “VeryTight”. The muon efficiency
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Figure 3.2: Muon identification efficiency (left) and pion mis-identification probability
(right) as a function of momentum (p) in the muon selection with the “Loose” and
“Tight” level criteria. The values from different data-taking periods defined in Ta-
ble 2.1 are shown. More specifically, “Run2” corresponds to 61 fb−1 data collected
before any IFR upgrades, “Run4” corresponds to 101 fb−1 data collected after new
RPCs in the IFR forward encap, and “Run5” corresponds to 134 fb−1 data collected
after the LST installation in the IFR barrel.
is determined using samples of muons produced in e+e− → µ+µ−γ events, while the
pion mis-identification rate is determined with pions produced in τ− → π−π+π−ντ
events.
Since the IFR system experienced two major phases of upgrading (described in
§2.2.5) before the completion of all five run periods listed in Table 2.1, the muon
selection performance is expected to be time-dependent. In Figure 3.2, the muon
selection performance is shown for three major run periods. Compared to Run 2, which
is before any IFR upgrades, muon efficiencies in Run 4 and Run 5 are considerably
improved for the entire momentum range. The pion mis-identification rates are kept
at approximately the same level for all different runs, except for low momentum tracks
with the “Loose” level muon selection criteria. Generally for all runs, after applying
the “Loose” level criteria, the efficiency of selecting a muon is initially below 50% for
its momentum p at ∼ 0.7 GeV, and increases rapidly as p goes higher, then finally
stays at ∼ 80% for momentum above ∼ 1.3 GeV/c. The pion mis-identification rate is
generally insensitive to track momentum and keeps at ∼ 4% for the entire momentum
range shown in Figure 3.2. After applying the “Tight” level selection criteria, the pion
mis-identification rate is effectively suppressed to ∼ 2% level, however about 10% more
real muons will be rejected as background.
3.1.3 Charged Kaon and Pion Identification
Identification of charged kaons and pions is based on the following information from
the SVT, DCH and DIRC:
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Figure 3.3: Kaon identification efficiency (left) and pion mis-identification probability
(right) as a function of momentum (p) in the kaon selection.
• The energy loss (dE/dx) in the DCH and SVT.
• The Cherenkov angle (θC), number of observed photons, and track quality in the
DIRC.
A global likelihood function for each particle hypothesis ξ ∈ {π,K, p} is determined
from three likelihood functions for the corresponding sub-detector systems mentioned
above. The likelihood functions are calculated separately from the observations and
likelihood functions evaluated for each particle hypothesis ξ:
Lξ = LSVTξ × LDCHξ × LDIRCξ .
For the separation of two particle species, the relevant likelihood ratios are calcu-
lated. We require the K/π separation LK/Lπ above 0.9 to accept a detected track as
kaon, while those tracks failing this requirement will be considered as pions. Therefore,
for a kaon, the probability of being identified in the kaon selection is the complement
of the probability of being mis-identified as a pion in the pion selection, and like-
wise for a pion. Both pions and kaons in the data control samples are produced in
D∗+ → D0 (→ K−π+)π+D0 processes and used to determine the identification ef-
ficiencies and mis-identification rates. The kaon PID selector performance for both
kaons and pions are presented in Figure 3.3. For kaons with momenta p < 1 GeV/c,
K/π separation power is predominantly provided by the dE/dx information from the
DCH, and the kaon efficiency drops rapidly with the increase of p from an initial value
of nearly 100% down to ∼ 80%. For p > 1 GeV/c2, we mainly rely on the Cherenkov
angle measurements in the DIRC to discriminate kaons and pions. In this momen-
tum range, the kaon efficiency is generally beyond 75%, and the mis-identification
probability for pions is below 5%, except for tracks with very high momenta beyond
∼ 4 GeV/c. Correspondingly, in the pion selection, for tracks with momenta p below
∼ 4 GeV/c the pion efficiency is above 95%, and the kaon mis-identification rate is
∼ 20%.
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3.1.4 π0 and K0s Reconstruction
A π0 will predominantly decay into a pair of photons, which can be detected and
measured in the EMC. The resolution of the invariant mass of the photon pair (mγγ)
is ∼ 6.5 MeV. We require that each photon reconstructing a π0 has an energy Eγ >
50 MeV, and LAT < 0.8. The invariant mass of the gamma pair is require to be
115 < mγγ < 155MeV/c
2.
A K0s is reconstructed in the decay K
0
S
→ π+π−. A pair of detected tracks with
opposite charges are required to have an invariant mass within 9.3 MeV/c2 of the
nominal K0
S
mass, which is about three times of the signal mass resolution. The track
pair is fitted to determine the common vertex for pions as the K0
S
decay vertex. Since
K0
S
has a relatively long life time τ with cτ = 2.68 cm [68], K0
S
will have a long flight
length, and its decay vertex will be easily separated from the main B decay vertex. We
require in addition for the reconstructed K0
S
that the significance of K0
S
flight length,
defined as the measured flight length normalized by its uncertainty, must be greater
than 3.
3.2 B Candidate Reconstruction
There are further requirements on the kinematic quantities of the particles before they
are accepted to form a B candidate:
• Muon candidates must have momenta in the laboratory frame plab > 0.7GeV/c.
• Electron candidates must have momenta in the laboratory frame plab > 0.3GeV/c.
• Electron pairs are required to pass a gamma conversion filter which vetoes can-
didates with di-lepton invariant mass mℓℓ < 0.03GeV/c
2 in B → Ke+e− modes;
while in B → K∗e+e− modes, due to the enhancement of partial branching ratio
at low di-lepton mass from the photon penguin contribution, the conversion veto
is only applied when the radius at which the electron tracks intersect is less than
2 cm from the beam axis.
• The probability of the di-lepton vertex is required to be > 10−10.
• The invariant mass of K and π candidates must have 0.7 < mKπ < 1.1GeV/c2
for K∗ℓ+ℓ− modes.
The reconstructed B candidates are discriminated from continuum events, and
from random combinatorial backgrounds consisting of non-signal B decays, by using
the following two kinematic quantities:
mES =
√
s
2
+
(p0 · pB)2
E20
− p2B, ∆E = E∗B −
√
s
2
,
where pB is the B momentum in the laboratory frame, E
∗
B is the B energy in the CM
frame, E0 and p0 are the energy and momentum of the Υ (4S) in the laboratory frame,
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and
√
s is the total CM energy. For the decay modes with a K∗ in the final state, the
reconstructed Kπ invariant mass of K∗ candidates, mKπ, is also useful. We define four
regions in the space spanned by these quantities which are relevant here (Figure 3.4):
• Fit Region: The region which contains essentially all correctly reconstructed
signal events, as well as sufficient background events to obtain well-characterized
signal and combinatorial background normalizations, plus the combinatorial
background shape, from the fits. A clear Gaussian-shape peak is visible in the
right plot of Figure 3.4 for the projection of the simulated signal events in this
region onto mES. The fit region is defined by:
mES > 5.2GeV/c
2,
−0.08 < ∆E < 0.05GeV or slightly narrower (see Table 3.1),
0.82 < mKπ < 0.97GeV/c
2 for K∗ ℓ+ℓ− modes.
• Signal Region: A portion of the mES fit region containing nearly all signal
candidates:
5.27 < mES < 5.29GeV/c
2,
∆E and mKπ selections as in the fit region.
• mES Sideband Region: The rest of the mES fit region excluding the signal
region in the mES-∆E plane is used to determine the combinatorial background
PDFs. The mKπ is the same as in the fit region for K
∗ℓ+ℓ− modes.
• Grand Sideband (GSB) Region: A broad sideband region dominated by
combinatorial background surrounding the fit region in the mES-∆E plane is
defined by:
5.0 < mES < 5.2GeV/c
2,
−0.5 < ∆E < −0.5GeV,
0.70 < mKπ < 0.82GeV/c
2 or 0.97 < mKπ < 1.10GeV/c
2 for K∗ℓ+ℓ− modes.
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Figure 3.4: For the B+ → K+µ+µ− decays with di-lepton invariant mass above J/ψ
resonance, the defined kinematic regions in the mES-∆E plane are shown in the left
plot, with the points representing the simulated B+ → K+µ+µ− signal events. The
right plot shows the projection ontomES for the high density of points in the fit region.
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Mode Mass bin low ∆E high ∆E
µ+µ− low -0.04 0.04
e+e− low -0.07 0.04
µ+µ− high -0.05 0.05
e+e− high -0.08 0.05
Table 3.1: The ∆E selections for di-muon and di-electron modes in di-lepton mass
regions below (“low ”) and above (“high”) the J/ψ resonance.
3.3 Vetoes Against Peaking Backgrounds
Peaking background events are decays that will peak in the mES distribution like true
signals. The majority of two main sources of peaking background are vetoed using
appropriate experimental techniques, as discussed in the following two sub-sections.
3.3.1 Charmonium vetoes
The largest peaking background source comes from decays B → (cc¯)K(∗), where cc¯ is
either a J/ψ or ψ(2S) that decays into an ℓ+ℓ− pair. The J/ψ and ψ(2S) veto regions
are defined respectively to remove the corresponding charmonium events.
For the electron modes, the J/ψ veto region is the union of the following three
regions in the ∆E −mℓℓ plane:
• A di-lepton mass requirement 2.65 < mℓℓ < 3.20 GeV/c2
• For mℓℓ > 3.20 GeV/c2, a band in the ∆E −mℓℓ plane, (1.11 ×mℓℓ − 3.58) <
∆E < (1.11×mℓℓ − 3.25) GeV
For the muon modes, the J/ψ veto region is the union of the following three regions
in the ∆E −mℓℓ plane:
• A di-lepton mass requirement 2.65 < mℓℓ < 3.20 GeV/c2
• For mℓℓ > 3.20 GeV/c2, a band in the ∆E −mℓℓ plane, (1.11 ×mℓℓ − 3.53) <
∆E < (1.11×mℓℓ − 3.31) GeV/c2
For both the electron and muon modes, the ψ(2S) veto region is the union of the
following three regions in the ∆E −mℓℓ plane:
• A di-lepton mass requirement 3.60 < mℓℓ < 3.75 GeV/c2
• For mℓℓ > 3.75 GeV/c2, a band in the ∆E − mℓℓ plane, (1.11 × mℓℓ − 4.14 <
∆E < 1.11×mℓℓ − 3.97) GeV/c2
• For mℓℓ < 3.60 GeV/c2, a triangle in the ∆E −mℓℓ plane, ∆E < (1.11×mℓℓ −
3.97) GeV
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Figure 3.5: B+ → K+e+e− charmonium veto regions in the mℓℓ-∆E plane. The
points show the expected B+ → K+J/ψ(→ e+e−) and B+ → K+ψ(2S)(→ e+e−)
event distribution in 349 fb−1 data, from Monte Carlo simulation.
Figure 3.5 shows the vetoed region for the B+ → K+e+e− decay as an example.
Furthermore there is an additional charmonium veto imposed on the electron modes
for those events that escape the vetoes described above. If a random photon is incor-
rectly associated with an electron, the event could escape the veto on the mℓℓ mass.
We reduce this possibility by requiring that the original di-electron mass, without
bremsstrahlung recovery, does not lie in the regions 2.90 < mℓℓ < 3.20 GeV/c
2 and
3.60 < mℓℓ < 3.75 GeV/c
2.
3.3.2 Vetoes against B → Dπ backgrounds
Since hadrons are much more easily to be mis-identified as muons than as electrons, we
only apply vetoes against B → Dπ backgrounds in the muon modes. For a total of 384
million BB events, we expect ∼ 100, 000 decays of the type B → D(→ Kπ)π before
all signal selection requirements. If both pions are mis-identified as muons, decays of
this type will satisfy our selection requirements and peak in the signal region for the
Kµ+µ− modes. Similarly, a decay B → D(→ K∗π)π could peak in the signal region
for the K∗µ+µ− modes. For the K+µ+µ− mode, there may also be a background
coming from events when a charged kaon and an opposite-sign pion are mis-identified
as muons and the remaining pion is mis-identified as a kaon.
To veto these decays by construction, theK±, K∗0, orK∗± candidate 4-momentum
is combined with a muon candidate 4-momentum whose charge is consistent with the
appropriate D decay. The invariant mass of the K(∗)µ system is calculated assuming
the muon is a pion, and the event is vetoed if the mass lies between 1.84 and 1.90
GeV/c2. In the K+µ+µ− mode, the event is also vetoed if the invariant mass of the
µ+µ− pair, with one muon assumed to be a kaon and the other a pion, is consistent
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with a D decay. This vetoes the background with all three decay products being
mis-identified.
3.4 Continuum and BB Background Suppression
The random combinatorial background events are those which do not peak in the
mES distribution. They originate either from continuum events, in which light u,
d, s and c quark-antiquark pairs are produced, or from BB events. The background
suppressions of BB and light quark events are treated separately using different neural
networks, which are implemented in a Fortran package called JetNet 3.4 [69]. The
neural networks are trained with MC simulated signal, and generic continuum and
BB events, respectively. The events selected for the NN training and testing samples
are required to pass the pre-selections described above. We separate the NN training
and testing datasets into two bins of low and high di-lepton mass, which are divided
by the J/ψ resonance. In the low-mass region below the J/ψ resonance, a further
requirement of mℓℓ > 2mµ suppresses large background contributing in the K
∗e+e−
modes near the photon pole region. However the signal events enhanced by the photon
penguin contribution are also largely removed by this requirement. Therefore, in the
low-mass region of each K∗e+e− mode, for the convenience of analyzing signal events
in the pole region, another set of NNs is trained without the mℓℓ > 2mµ requirement.
We now have at least four separate NNs trained for each of all twelve final states:
• continuum suppression in the low-mass region – for B → K∗e+e−, one NN
includes pole region events, one NN does not;
• continuum suppression in the high-mass region;
• BB suppression in the low-mass region – for B → K∗e+e−, one NN includes
pole region events, one NN does not;
• BB suppression in the high-mass region.
We select a set of 13 observables as signal/background discriminants for the NNs:
• The ratio of the second-to-zeroth Fox-Wolfram moments R2 = H2/H0 [70],
computed in the CM system using all charged tracks and neutral clusters in a
event.
• The ratio of the second-to-zeroth Legendre moments L2/L0, computed in the
CM system using all charged tracks and neutral clusters.
• The mES of the rest of the event (ROE), mROEES , computed in the laboratory
frame by summing up all charged tracks and neutral clusters in each event which
are not used to reconstruct the signal candidate.
• The ∆E of the rest of the event, ∆EROE, computed in the CM system from
the same recoiling B candidate used in the calculation of mROEES .
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• The magnitude of the total transverse vector momentum of an event pt, com-
puted in the laboratory frame using all identified charged tracks and neutral
clusters in an event.
• The Distance Of Closest Approach along the z-axis DOCA(z) to the primary
interaction point by the di-lepton system.
• The Distance Of Closest Approach in the xy-plane DOCA(xy) to the primary
interaction point by the di-lepton system.
• The following function of the vertex probability (vtxBprob) of the B candidate
vtx(B):
vtx(B) =
acos([log10(vtxBprob) + 10]/10)
2π
• The same functional form as directly above except substituting the vertex prob-
ability (vtxllprob) of the di-lepton system for vtx(ℓℓ):
vtx(ℓℓ) =
acos([log10(vtxllprob) + 10]/10)
2π
• The value cos θB, where θB is the angle between the B candidate’s momentum
and the z axis in the CM frame.
• The value cos θthrust, where θthrust is the angle between the event’s thrust
axis [71, 72] and the z axis in the CM frame.
• The value cos θROE
thr
, where θthrustROE is the angle between the ROE thrust axis
(i.e., calculated with respect to all charge tracks and neutral clusters comprising
the B candidate used for mROEES and ∆E
ROE) and the z axis in the CM frame.
• The value ∆cos θthrust, which is the cosine of the opening angle in the CM
frame between the angles which are the arguments of cos θROEthr and cos θthrust.
A slightly different selection of the above inputs is used for each of the four neural
networks belonging to any particular final state. The assignment of input parameters
to a particular NN is based on their discriminating power against background events.
Table 3.2 shows the final choice of input parameters for the NNs. An example of
the NN input parameters for MC simulated signal, BB and continuum events for the
B+ → K+µ+µ− below-the-J/ψ NN training region is shown in Figure 3.6. Figure 3.7
shows the NN outputs using validation samples of MC simulated signal events and,
respectively, the BB and continuum backgrounds. The normalizations of the NN
output distributions are indicative of the relative numbers of signal and background
events available for training each of the NNs, and do not indicate their relative signal-
to-background fractions expected in the real data.
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Figure 3.6: The truth-matched signal (green), generic BB (blue) and continuum (red)
event distributions from MC simulation in B+ → K+µ+µ− low q2 below J/ψ region are
each normalized to unit area. The plot labels correspond to the following scaled NN
inputs described in §3.4: R2=R2; L20=L2/L0; mESr=mROEES ; dEr=∆EROE; pT=pt;
dz=DOCA(z); dxy=DOCA(xy); vtxB=vtx(B); vtxlep=vtx(ℓℓ); cosPcm=cos θB;
costhz=cos θthrust; costhzr=cos θ
ROE
thr ; cosththr=∆cos θthrust. The NN input normal-
izations are also to unit area.
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BB µ+µ− qq µ+µ− BB e+e− qq e+e−
Input low high low high low high low high
R2 * * * *
L2/L0 * * * *
mROEES * * * * * *
∆EROE * * * * * *
pt * * * * *
DOCA(z) * * * * * * *
DOCA(xy) *
vtx(B) * * * * * * * *
vtx(ℓℓ) * * * * * * * *
cos θB * * * * * * * *
cos θthrust * * * *
cos θROEthr * * * *
∆ cos θthrust * * * * * *
total inputs 9 10 7 10 7 9 9 10
Table 3.2: NN inputs in the order they are listed in the text. The ∗ show their
assignment to particular NN classes. Abbreviations “qq” for continuum, “low” for low
di-lepton mass below the J/ψ resonance, “high” for high di-lepton mass above the J/ψ
resonance. “e+e−” for electron modes, “µ+µ−” for muon modes.
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of BB (left) and continuum (right) NN outputs in B+ →
K+µ+µ− low q2. The black curves are for the background, and the shaded areas are
for the signal.
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3.5 Multiple Candidate Selection
After all selection criteria mentioned above have been applied, some events will contain
more than one reconstructed B candidate in a particular mode. Typically such events
will have two or three different candidates, where it is usually one (or more) of the
hadrons that differs among them. The multiplicity of candidates in the K∗ modes
is somewhat higher than that in the K modes, reaching ∼ 20% for the final states
containing a π0. We select a single candidate for each event in a particular mode (and
reject all others), according to the following rules:
• For B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− events, we choose the candidate with the largest number of
DCH hits on the K± track.
• For B0 → K∗0ℓ+ℓ− and B+ → K∗+ℓ+ℓ− events with a K0
S
, we choose the
candidate with the largest number of SVT hits on the π± track.
• For B+ → K∗+ℓ+ℓ− events with a π0, we choose the candidate with the π0 mass
closest to the nominal π0 mass [68].
• In the very small number of cases in which application of the above rules still
results in more than one candidate, or for B0 → K0
S
ℓ+ℓ− events, we choose the
first one in the candidate list for that event.
Chapter 4
The Rate and Asymmetry
Measurements in B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−
Decays
4.1 Measurement Goals
In this chapter the following measurements will be presented using the q2 regions
defined in Table 4.1.
• The total branching fractions (BFs) for B → Kℓ+ℓ− and B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−, inte-
grated over all q2. To understand the role of the photon pole in B → K∗e+e−,
the latter measurement will be done with and without the photon pole in-
cluded1. Similarly, we will measure the branching fractions in individual decay
modes, as well as combined branching fractions for B → Ke+e−, B → Kµ+µ−,
B → K∗e+e−, and B → K∗µ+µ−.
• The partial branching fractions as a function of q2 in different B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−
modes in different q2 regions.
• The direct CP asymmetry ACP for the self-tagging modes B± → K±ℓ+ℓ− and
B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−, integrated over all q2 and in q2 regions.
• The ratios RK and RK∗ . RK∗ determined both with and without inclusion of
the pole region. RK and RK∗ will be measured in q
2 regions.
• The isospin asymmetry AI for B → Kℓ+ℓ− and B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− integrated over
all q2 and in q2 regions.
4.2 Fit Model
We perform unbinned extended maximum likelihood mES fits to determine signal
yields. The likelihood function for a dataset of n events is as follows:
1The all q2 will not include the pole region, if not explicitly noted.
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Region q2 min (GeV2/c4) q2 max (GeV2/c4)
Pole 0.00 0.10
Low- 0.10 4.20
Low+ 4.20 7.02
J/ψ 7.02 10.24
High- 10.24 12.96
ψ(2S) 12.96 14.06
High+ 14.06 (mB −mK(∗))2
Table 4.1: q2 regions (in bold) to be measured for B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− decays. The vetoed
charmonium regions are listed for reference.
L =
exp
(
−∑
Q
NQ
)
n!
n∏
i=1
(∑
Q
NQPQi
)
(4.1)
where PQi is the probability evaluated for event i with the expected yield NQ, based
on a PDF with notation Q. Q represents a certain PDF which could belong to either
signal or a certain background category. These PDFs are introduced in the following
sections.
4.2.1 Signal PDF
The signal mES distributions are modeled using a Gaussian PDF whose mean and
width for each mode are determined from the relatively high-statistics J/ψ control
samples (described in §4.5).
4.2.2 Feed-across Between Different Modes
The tight ∆E selections defined in Table 3.1 suppress the feed-up and feed-down
backgrounds between Kℓ+ℓ− and K∗ℓ+ℓ− final states to a negligible level. There
are also very small feed-across contributions between the K+ℓ+ℓ− and K0
S
ℓ+ℓ− final
states. However, there exist considerable feed-across backgrounds between the dif-
ferent K∗ℓ+ℓ− final states, where typically a π0 and π+ are swapped in the event
reconstruction. These backgrounds may be as large as ∼ 15% of the correctly recon-
structed signal events, with the largest effect in the high+ q2 region. The swapped-in
pion has a momentum inconsistent with that of the correctly reconstructed B decay
products, thus smearing themES distribution and producing a broad peak in the signal
region. The shapes and normalizations for the feed-across PDFs are determined from
signal MC simulation. The normalizations are relative to the expected signal yields,
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and not absolute numbers directly taken from simulation. The functional form for
these PDFs is a Crystal Ball function [73], which is based on the Gaussian PDF with
a radiative tail on its low side:
f(x) ∝
{
exp(− (x−x¯)2
2σ2
), for x−x¯
σ
> −α
A · (B − x−x¯
σ
)−n, for x−x¯
σ
≤ −α (4.2)
where A = (n
α
)n · exp(−α2
2
), and B = n
α
− α, α > 0. The variables x¯ and σ are
the Gaussian mean and width, which are to be determined from fits to the simulated
signal samples, along with other variables α and n.
4.2.3 Self-Crossfeed
There is also a significant component of self-crossfeed, in which a K∗ℓ+ℓ− signal event
gets reconstructed in the correct final state but with an incorrect final state particle.
This effect is largest for the final state with K∗+ → K+π0, where the π0 is often mis-
reconstructed. As for the feed-across backgrounds, the PDFs for self-crossfeed events
are also based on the Crystal Ball function and parametrized through fits to those
mis-reconstructed simulated signal events.
4.2.4 Combinatorial Background PDF
An ARGUS function [74] is used to characterize the mES distribution of the random
combinatorial background:
f(x) = NB · x
√
1− x2e−ξ(1−x2), (4.3)
where NB is a normalization factor, x ≡ mES/Eb, Eb is the energy at the endpoint of
the combinatorial background, ξ is the ARGUS shape parameter.
4.2.5 Fitting Strategy
The fixed and floating parameters in a one-dimensional mES fit are:
• Fitted parameters:
NS, signal yield
NB, combinatorial background yield
ξ, combinatorial background ARGUS shape parameter
• Fixed parameters:
Endpoint of the combinatorial background at Eb = 5.29GeV/c
2
Shape of the signal Gaussian PDF from charmonium fits
Shape of the crossfeed contributions from signal MC simulation
Ratio of the crossfeed to signal yield from signal MC simulation
Shape and normalization of the hadronic background (muon modes only,
introduced in §4.6.1)
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The results of the fits to J/ψ control samples given in §4.5.1 are used to fix the signal
PDF shape parameters and to validate our method of modeling crossfeed contributions.
The package MINUIT [75] developed by CERN is used by us to perform all the
fits, in which the negative logarithm likelihood (NLL) (− logL) is minimized. This is
equivalent to the method of looking for the maximum likelihood directly.
4.3 Optimization of the Final Selections
For the events passing all the pre-selections as described in Chapter 3, we optimize the
rest of event selections based on the statistical significance of the number of fitted signal
events, which are obtained from ensembles of toy datasets generated and fit using the
PDFs and fit methodology described in §4.2, including crossfeed contributions. We
assume B → Kℓ+ℓ− and B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− branching fractions of approximately twice
those found in the previous BABAR measurements [11], but consistent with the CDF
and Belle results shown in Table 1.1 and Figure 1.3.
With the defined ∆E and hadronic mass selection in the fit region, we simultane-
ously optimize the BB and continuum NN event selectors in each mode and q2 region.
For B → K∗e+e−, we separately optimize the lowest di-lepton mass range including
and not including the pole region. The selections on NN outputs, which have a range
from 0.0 to 1.0, are individually varied in steps of 0.1 from 0.0 to 0.6, and we generate
and fit 1000 test datasets for each pair of NN selections. We do not perform our op-
timization with NN outputs beyond 0.6, as both the expected signal and background
event numbers will be too low, and the fits to these test datasets will be subject to rel-
atively large Poisson fluctuations. The expected statistical significance of the signal is
then taken as the mean of the significance for each fit in the ensemble of 1000 datasets
generated at one pair of NN selection values.
Figure 4.1 shows the variation of the expected statistical significance across the
NN selection plane for B+ → K+µ+µ− high+ q2 region. In that case, as the largest
significance number is found at the selections of continuum NN output above 0.4, and
BB NN output above 0.0, we will take this pair of NN selections as our optimal choice.
The full set of optimized NN output selections are listed in Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 for
different q2 ranges in different modes.
Table 4.3 gives the expected signal significance in the data for each mode and q2
region under the optimized NN selections. Based on the relatively low signal sensitiv-
ities in all different q2 regions for B0 → K0
S
π0µ+µ− and B0 → K0
S
π0e+e−, we exclude
these signal modes from all subsequent analyses.
Besides optimizing NN selections, we also have considered the choice of muon se-
lectors of different levels. Previous B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− analyses have typically adopted
“Tight” or “VeryTight” muon PID selectors, with muon efficiencies ∼ 60 − 70% and
pion mis-identification rates ∼ 2 − 4%, respectively. We have re-examined this as-
sumption by performing the event selection optimization described above on identi-
cally selected sets of simulated signal and background events, except for the muon
PID list used, in B0 → K0
S
µ+µ−, B+ → K+µ+µ− and B0 → K+π−µ+µ− in all dif-
ferent q2 regions. Table 4.6 compares the statistical sensitivities for two muon PID
selection levels, “Loose” and “Tight”, and shows statistically significant gains in signal
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low- low+ high- high+
Mode BB qq BB qq BB qq BB qq
B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.5 0.2 0.4
B+ → K+µ+µ− 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.4
B0 → K0
S
e+e− 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.4
B+ → K+e+e− 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.4
B0 → K0
S
π0µ+µ− 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.4
B+ → K+π0µ+µ− 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.0
B+ → K0
S
π+µ+µ− 0.1 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.2 0.0
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.6
B0 → K0
S
π0e+e− 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.6
B+ → K+π0e+e− 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.0 0.5
B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.3
B0 → K+π−e+e− 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.0
Table 4.2: Optimized BB and continuum (qq) NN output selections for low-, low+,
high- and high+ q2 in each mode. Events with NN outputs greater than the listed
values are retained. The smallest value of NN output is 0.0 and a table entry of 0.0
indicates no NN output requirement is imposed.
Mode pole + low- BB pole + low- qq
B0 → K0
S
π0e+e− 0.2 0.4
B+ → K+π0e+e− 0.5 0.5
B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− 0.5 0.6
B0 → K+π−e+e− 0.2 0.1
Table 4.3: Optimized BB and continuum (qq) NN output selections for the concate-
nated pole + low- q2 range in each mode. Events with NN outputs greater than the
listed values are retained.
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Mode low BB low qq high BB high qq
B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.4
B+ → K+µ+µ− 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.6
B0 → K0
S
e+e− 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.5
B+ → K+e+e− 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.4
B0 → K0
S
π0µ+µ− 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.5
B+ → K+π0µ+µ− 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.6
B+ → K0
S
π+µ+µ− 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.3
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.5
B0 → K0
S
π0e+e− 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.3
B+ → K+π0e+e− 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.6
B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.0
B0 → K+π−e+e− 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.3
Table 4.4: Optimized selections on the BB and continuum (qq) NN outputs in the low
(concatenated low- and low+) q2 and high (concatenated high- and high+) q2 regions
by mode integrated over all q2 excluding pole region. Events with NN outputs greater
than the listed values are retained. The smallest value of NN output is 0.0 and a table
entry of 0.0 indicates no NN output requirement is imposed.
Mode all q2 low- q2 low+ q2 high- q2 high+ q2 low- q2 w/ pole
B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− 2.7 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.4 —
B+ → K+µ+µ− 4.1 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.2 —
B0 → K0
S
e+e− 3.3 1.9 1.3 1.1 1.5 —
B+ → K+e+e− 5.3 3.0 2.1 2.1 2.8 —
B0 → K0
S
π0µ+µ− 0.9 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 —
B+ → K+π0µ+µ− 1.6 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.9 —
B+ → K0
S
π+µ+µ− 1.9 0.9 0.7 1.0 1.0 —
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− 4.1 1.7 1.5 2.0 2.4 —
B0 → K0
S
π0e+e− 1.3 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.7 1.1
B+ → K+π0e+e− 2.2 1.2 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.7
B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− 2.5 1.5 0.8 0.9 1.3 2.1
B0 → K+π−e+e− 4.8 2.7 1.7 2.2 2.4 3.9
Table 4.5: Expected signal significance (σ) by mode and q2 region. The rightmost
column in the table is for the pole included low- q2 region.
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sensitivity for almost all modes and q2 regions from using “Loose” muon selector.
The obvious offset to the increase in statistical sensitivity is an increased systematic
effect due to the peaking contribution from hadronic backgrounds associated with the
increased pion mis-identification rate. Anticipating the results of §4.6.1, although the
peaking contribution is indeed greater with the looser muon selection, the expected
peaking contribution rates are still generally less than one event and much lower than
the expected signal yields, which indicates that the overall systematic uncertainties
will not be significantly enhanced.
4.4 Final Selection Efficiencies
Table 4.7 shows the reconstruction efficiency of signal events in each mode and q2
region after all the event selections. As indicated in §2.3.2, simulated signal events
are numerous. Thus, the statistical error of the signal efficiencies listed in the table is
relatively small and not listed. All efficiency estimates are validated using charmonium
control samples, as described in the next section.
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Figure 4.1: Expected statistical significance of the number of fit signal events as a
function of the selections on the BB NN output NNBBOut and continuum NN output
NNCCOut for B+ → K+µ+µ− high+ q2 region.
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Mode q2 region “Loose” Significance “Tight” Significance
B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− low- 1.2 1.0
low+ 1.2 0.9
high- 1.2 1.1
high+ 1.4 1.3
B+ → K+µ+µ− low- 1.7 1.7
low+ 1.8 1.5
high- 2.0 2.0
high+ 2.2 2.4
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− low- 1.7 1.6
low+ 1.5 1.2
high- 2.0 1.8
high+ 2.4 2.1
Table 4.6: Expected signal significance (σ) for “Loose” and “Tight” muon PID selec-
tors in three muon modes.
Reconstruction Efficiency (%)
Mode low- low+ high- high+
B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− 13.4 20.2 19.9 17.3
B+ → K+µ+µ− 11.1 18.8 20.0 21.1
B0 → K0
S
e+e− 20.3 23.6 17.8 18.7
B+ → K+e+e− 22.3 21.1 21.1 22.6
B+ → K+π0µ+µ− 4.2 5.6 5.0 6.2
B+ → K0
S
π+µ+µ− 6.0 9.1 8.0 8.6
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− 5.9 10.4 12.6 12.3
B+ → K+π0e+e− 8.1 7.3 5.5 6.4
B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− 9.6 11.4 7.0 7.6
B0 → K+π−e+e− 13.4 13.8 10.8 12.9
Table 4.7: Final reconstruction efficiency for signal events by mode and q2 region.
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Mode J/ψ BF (10−3) Stat Err (10−3) Discrepancy (σ)
B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− 0.886 0.026 0.3
B+ → K+µ+µ− 1.014 0.021 0.2
B0 → K0
S
e+e− 0.873 0.025 0.0
B+ → K+e+e− 1.017 0.020 0.2
B+ → K+π0µ+µ− 1.401 0.054 -0.1
B+ → K0
S
π+µ+µ− 1.396 0.057 -0.1
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− 1.276 0.032 -0.8
B+ → K+π0e+e− 1.494 0.056 0.9
B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− 1.432 0.055 0.2
B0 → K+π−e+e− 1.353 0.033 0.3
Table 4.8: J/ψ BF measured in different final states. The world average BF values
for B+ → K0J/ψ(→ ℓ+ℓ−), B+ → K+J/ψ(→ ℓ+ℓ−), B0 → K∗0J/ψ(→ ℓ+ℓ−) and
B+ → K∗+J/ψ(→ ℓ+ℓ−) are (0.872± 0.033, 1.008± 0.035, 1.33± 0.06, 1.41± 0.08)×
10−3, respectively [68]. The “Discrepancy” column shows in each mode the signed
difference between our BF result and the world average value, normalized to the sum
in quadrature of the statistical error from the fit and the error of the world average.
4.5 Charmonium Control Samples
4.5.1 J/ψ Control Sample Fits
We analyze the relatively large number of signal-like events in the data removed by
the J/ψ vetoes in order to calibrate the signal mES PDFs and validate other aspects of
the fit methodology. A J/ψ control sample for any particular mode is constructed by
selecting events which are in the fit region and satisfy all other event selection criteria
given in Chapter 3 except that they fail the J/ψ veto described in §3.3.1. The full fit
model described in §4.2 is used to perform fits to this dataset: a Gaussian PDF for the
J/ψ signal mES distribution, an ARGUS PDF for random combinatorial background,
and PDFs modeling self-crossfeed and feed-across events between the different J/ψ
modes. The crossfeed fit components are modeled using shapes and normalizations
obtained from exclusive J/ψ MC simulated samples. The expected magnitudes of
crossfeed backgrounds in most of the final state modes are negligible, while only in
B+ → K+π0µ+µ− and B+ → K+π0e+e− modes, the crossfeed contribution can be
higher than a few percent of correctly reconstructed signal events.
Table 4.8 gives the measured J/ψ BFs for different sets of NN selections used in
high- q2 region and for each mode, along with the statistical error and a numerical
comparison with the world averages for these BF values [68]. We find good agreement
within 1σ across all sets of selections and final states. Figure 4.2 shows mES fit with
NN selections used in high- q2 region for mode B+ → K+π0e+e−, as the mode with
the highest rate of crossfeed contribution.
Table 4.9 tabulates the fit shape parameters for the J/ψ signalmES PDFs by mode.
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Figure 4.2: mES distributions in the (a) B
+ → J/ψ(→ e+e−)K∗(→ K+π0) data sam-
ple (after applying the NN selections in high- q2 region) and (b) B+ → ψ(2S)(→
e+e−)K∗(→ K+π0) data sample (after applying the NN selections in high+ q2 re-
gion), with fits overlaid. The data points are shown along with total fit (solid), signal
(medium dash), combinatorial (long dash), self-crossfeed (short dash) and feed-across
(dots) background components superimposed.
There are small, but statistically significant, variations in the fit shape parameters of
the signal mES PDF across modes, but there are no significant variations in the shape
across the various sets of NN selections for any single mode. The table, therefore,
gives the average values of the signal Gaussian mean and sigma for the J/ψ fits with
different sets of NN selections from four regions of q2 for each mode, along with the
largest errors on the fit mean and sigma among these four individual fits entering
into the average for any mode. These errors will be used as a source of systematic
uncertainties for the signal PDFs.
4.5.2 ψ(2S) Control Sample Fits
We select events and fit for the ψ(2S) BF in a manner analogous to that for the J/ψ
datasets above, except we use only the NN selections for the high+ q2 region. An
example fit plot for mode B+ → K+π0e+e− is given in Figure 4.2. Table 4.10 shows
the BF results of these fits compared to the world averages [68]. Again we find good
agreement for our measured ψ(2S) BFs, with the largest discrepancy at 1.1σ.
4.5.3 Efficiency Corrections Using J/ψ Control Samples
In addition to providing validation of the event selection by reproducing well-characterized
measurements and comparing our results to world averages, the large charmonium
dataset is used to calibrate signal reconstruction efficiencies obtained from simulated
events. For each final state, we fit vetoed J/ψ events in order to establish data-driven
corrections to simulated efficiencies for each of the following: PID for leptons, K+ and
π+; each pair (BB and continuum) of NN output selections; and the kinematic event
selection parameters.
The general method is the same for all variations: a sample of data and MC simu-
lated J/ψ events are selected using selection criteria relaxed in the relevant parameter,
while all other event selection criteria are applied. Data and MC efficiencies are then
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Mode Gaussian Mean (GeV/c2) Gaussian Sigma (MeV/c2)
B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− 5.27917 ± 0.00007 2.477 ± 0.047
B+ → K+µ+µ− 5.27881 ± 0.00004 2.567 ± 0.028
B0 → K0
S
e+e− 5.27918 ± 0.00006 2.622 ± 0.048
B+ → K+e+e− 5.27878 ± 0.00004 2.718 ± 0.027
B+ → K+π0µ+µ− 5.27884 ± 0.00015 2.766 ± 0.122
B+ → K0
S
π+µ+µ− 5.27864 ± 0.00013 2.571 ± 0.108
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− 5.27918 ± 0.00005 2.504 ± 0.041
B+ → K+π0e+e− 5.27875 ± 0.00015 2.763 ± 0.121
B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− 5.27883 ± 0.00012 2.586 ± 0.098
B0 → K+π−e+e− 5.27926 ± 0.00005 2.629 ± 0.042
Table 4.9: J/ψ mES Gaussian PDF shape parameters by mode.
Mode ψ(2S) BF (10−3) Stat Err (10−3) Discrepancy (σ)
B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− 0.600 0.085 -0.2
B+ → K+µ+µ− 0.607 0.073 -0.5
B0 → K0
S
e+e− 0.593 0.057 -0.3
B+ → K+e+e− 0.706 0.037 1.1
B+ → K+π0µ+µ− 0.761 0.132 0.5
B+ → K0
S
π+µ+µ− 0.610 0.118 -0.3
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− 0.724 0.097 0.0
B+ → K+π0e+e− 0.749 0.094 0.5
B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− 0.716 0.117 0.3
B0 → K+π−e+e− 0.708 0.058 -0.1
Table 4.10: ψ(2S) BF by mode. The world averages for B+ → K0ψ(2S)(→ ℓ+ℓ−),
B+ → K+ψ(2S)(→ ℓ+ℓ−), B0 → K∗0ψ(2S)(→ ℓ+ℓ−) and B+ → K∗+ψ(2S)(→ ℓ+ℓ−)
are (0.62± 0.06, 0.648± 0.035, 0.72± 0.08, 0.67± 0.14)× 10−3, respectively [68]. The
“Discrepancy” column shows in each mode the signed difference between our BF result
and the world average value, normalized to the sum in quadrature of the statistical
error from the fit and the error of the world average.
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Mode CP state Data Eff. MC Eff. Corr. = (Data/MC) (%)
B+ → K+µ+µ− -,+ 83.1± 0.5 82.8± 0.0 100.3± 0.6
- 83.5± 0.7 82.8± 0.0 100.9± 0.8
+ 82.4± 0.7 82.8± 0.0 99.5± 0.8
B+ → K+e+e− -,+ 83.1± 0.5 82.4± 0.0 100.8± 0.6
- 82.9± 0.7 82.4± 0.0 100.6± 0.8
+ 83.2± 0.7 82.4± 0.0 101.0± 0.8
Table 4.11: Kaon PID efficiency corrections by lepton mode and CP state.
computed as the ratio of the yield of events (Npass) passing the selection actually
used in the analysis to the sum of Npass and the yield of events (N fail) failing the
selection. The sum Npass+N fail is equivalent to the total yield of events N total before
the selection. They are considered separately so as to avoid the correlation between
the uncertainties of Npass and N total in the efficiency uncertainty calculation. The
different event selections are described in detail below. The efficiency correction is
taken as the ratio of data/MC efficiencies. The use of the results below in correcting
efficiencies and in characterizing systematic effects is discussed in §4.8.
Hadron PID
The identification of K± is removed in both data and MC simulated J/ψK± sam-
ples. Each sample is divided into two non-overlapping datasets, one where the K±
candidate passes the kaon PID selection and another where it fails. The efficiency is
then calculated as ǫK± = N
pass
K± /(N
pass
K± +N
fail
K± ). Signal MC efficiencies are calculated
by directly counting the numbers of events, data efficiencies are computed with fits
performed using the full methodology described earlier in this chapter. Efficiencies
are computed separately for di-lepton and di-muon events. Table 4.11 shows the effi-
ciencies in data and MC simulation, along with the data/MC ratios. This ratios will
be used to correct the estimated signal efficiencies obtained using the simulated signal
events. A systematic error will be assigned based on the error in the correction for
each mode. We additionally divide K± candidates by charge and compute corrections
using the same method. Where applicable, K+ and K− efficiencies will be separately
corrected by the charge-specific ratios for different CP eigenstates and a systematic
uncertainty is assigned using the errors on the ratios.
Charged pion efficiencies are corrected in a similar manner using the J/ψK∗0(→
K+π−) final state. Corrections and systematics will be applied for pions similarly
to kaons. Only pions directly from K∗ decays will be corrected. Pions from K0
S
are
treated as part of the K0
S
systematics.
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Mode CP state Data Eff. MC Eff. Corr. = (Data/MC) (%)
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− -,+ 99.3± 0.2 99.3± 0.0 99.9± 0.2
- 99.1± 0.3 99.3± 0.0 99.7± 0.3
+ 99.6± 0.3 99.3± 0.0 100.3± 0.3
B0 → K+π−e+e− -,+ 99.5± 0.1 99.3± 0.0 100.1± 0.1
- 99.5± 0.2 99.3± 0.0 100.1± 0.2
+ 99.5± 0.2 99.3± 0.0 100.2± 0.2
Table 4.12: Pion PID efficiency corrections by lepton mode and CP state.
Mode Data Eff. (%) MC Eff. (%) Corr. = (Data/MC)2 (%)
B+ → K+µ+µ− 76.6± 0.4 77.9± 0.0 96.7± 1.0
B+ → K+e+e− 92.0± 0.3 92.6± 0.0 98.7± 0.7
Table 4.13: Lepton efficiency corrections by lepton mode.
Lepton PID
These corrections are obtained in the same manner as for K±, using J/ψK± control
samples in the data and comparing the result with the same measurement performed
for exclusive charmonium samples in MC simulation. However, because the leptons in
the di-lepton system are always treated together, there is a slightly different expression
for the efficiency calculation. Separately for muons and electrons, we define three non-
overlapping samples:
• LL: Both leptons pass lepton PID;
• TL: ℓ− passes lepton PID, ℓ+ fails;
• LT: ℓ− fails lepton PID, ℓ+ passes.
The lepton efficiency is calculated as
ǫ =
2 ∗NLL
2 ∗NLL +NTL +NLT , (4.4)
where NLL, NTL and NLT are the signal yields of the corresponding samples.
The efficiency ǫ is then for one lepton candidate, with the overall correction being
the square of that for the di-lepton final states here. The simulated efficiency is
corrected by the square of the data/MC ratio, with the systematic error taken as the
error on the correction. The efficiency corrections and associated systematic errors are
given in Table 4.13.
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NN Event Selection
The correction on NN selection is obtained in a similar fashion as that for the PID
corrections by measuring the efficiency of the NN selection in charmonium control
samples and comparing the result with the same measurement performed for signal
charmonium samples in the MC simulation. The relaxed event selection here is to
remove all NN selections. Table 4.14 gives the correction with error for the individual
NN selections used in each mode and q2 region.
Kinematic Event Selection
Following the same procedures as above, a correction is obtained from measuring the
efficiency of the selection on the kinematic quantities ∆E and mKπ in charmonium
control samples and comparing the result with the same measurement performed for
the simulated signal charmonium samples. The relaxed event selection here selects
events with mES > 5.2GeV/c
2, |∆E| < 0.25GeV and, for K∗ final states, 0.7 <
mKπ < 1.1GeV/c
2. By opening up the ∆E window, we also characterize the level
at which crossfeed components in the data are mis-modeled in the simulation, and
hence these corrections will account for that systematic effect in addition to purely
kinematic event selection biases. Table 4.15 gives the corrections with error for the
individual modes and q2 regions. Only two (low and high) q2 regions are used here
for each mode, as the ∆E windows are only different for events with di-lepton mass
below and above the J/ψ resonance (see Table 3.1).
4.6 Estimation of the Hadronic and Peaking Back-
grounds
4.6.1 Hadronic Backgrounds
The hadronic background arises from hadronic B meson decays where both lepton
candidates are actually hadrons. For example, the decay B± → K±π+π− is a back-
ground to B+ → K+µ+µ− when both pions are mis-identified as muons. Only muon
modes have a non-trivial background of this type, as electrons have a much lower
hadron mis-identification rate compared to muon, which suppresses this background
to a negligible level.
These backgrounds are estimated using a control sample of hadronic B decays
collected in the 349 fb−1 BABAR data. A dedicated event selection is used, which is
based on our baseline event selection except for the absence of muon PID. The final
sample of these background events is selected by imposing requirements identical to
that of signal candidates in each mode and q2 region, except that the muon iden-
tification requirements have been removed from one of the lepton candidates. This
results in a large sample of predominantly hadronic B decays. Each event is weighted
by the product of the mis-identification rates for a hadron to produce each “muon”
candidate, that is estimated using the PID look-up tables appropriate to the dataset
here. A weighted distribution in mES is thus obtained. Separately parameterized for
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Mode NN selections Data Eff. (%) MC Eff. (%) Corr. = (Data/MC) (%)
B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− low- 88.5± 0.9 90.0± 0.0 98.3± 1.0
low+ 96.3± 0.6 96.9± 0.0 99.4± 0.6
high- 89.7± 0.9 91.1± 0.0 98.4± 1.0
high+ 90.0± 0.9 90.3± 0.0 99.6± 1.0
B+ → K+µ+µ− low- 89.1± 0.5 90.1± 0.0 98.9± 0.5
low+ 93.9± 0.4 94.6± 0.0 99.2± 0.4
high- 84.8± 0.6 86.0± 0.0 98.6± 0.7
high+ 91.9± 0.4 93.1± 0.0 98.7± 0.5
B0 → K0
S
e+e− low- 91.0± 0.7 90.4± 0.0 100.6± 0.7
low+ 91.1± 0.7 91.0± 0.0 100.1± 0.7
high- 88.6± 0.8 87.3± 0.0 101.4± 0.9
high+ 93.3± 0.6 92.3± 0.0 101.1± 0.6
B+ → K+e+e− low- 97.0± 0.2 97.2± 0.0 99.7± 0.2
low+ 84.7± 0.5 84.9± 0.0 99.7± 0.5
high- 96.5± 0.2 96.8± 0.0 99.7± 0.2
high+ 92.0± 0.3 92.2± 0.0 99.9± 0.4
B+ → K+π0µ+µ− low- 92.9± 1.0 93.6± 0.1 99.3± 1.0
low+ 89.1± 1.2 90.0± 0.1 99.0± 1.3
high- 67.9± 1.8 66.0± 0.1 102.9± 2.7
high+ 88.1± 1.3 85.5± 0.1 103.0± 1.5
B+ → K0
S
π+µ+µ− low- 88.9± 1.3 89.9± 0.1 98.9± 1.4
low+ 100.0± 0.0 100.0± 0.0 100.0± 0.0
high- 84.4± 1.5 86.0± 0.1 98.1± 1.7
high+ 91.9± 1.1 92.7± 0.0 99.1± 1.2
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− low- 77.6± 0.9 79.9± 0.1 97.1± 1.2
low+ 82.8± 0.9 86.2± 0.1 96.1± 1.0
high- 88.2± 0.7 88.7± 0.0 99.4± 0.8
high+ 86.2± 0.8 87.1± 0.1 99.0± 0.9
B+ → K+π0e+e− low- 96.5± 0.5 96.4± 0.0 100.2± 0.6
low+ 81.8± 1.1 82.4± 0.1 99.2± 1.3
high- 64.6± 1.3 65.7± 0.1 98.3± 2.0
high+ 76.1± 1.2 76.2± 0.1 99.8± 1.5
B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− low- 72.7± 1.5 74.0± 0.1 98.2± 2.0
low+ 87.6± 1.1 90.2± 0.0 97.2± 1.2
high- 77.0± 1.4 76.9± 0.1 100.2± 1.8
high+ 77.0± 1.4 76.9± 0.1 100.2± 1.8
B0 → K+π−e+e− low- 90.3± 0.5 91.7± 0.0 98.5± 0.6
low+ 87.8± 0.6 88.2± 0.0 99.5± 0.7
high- 76.7± 0.7 76.0± 0.1 101.0± 1.0
high+ 81.1± 0.7 79.5± 0.0 102.1± 0.9
Table 4.14: Efficiency corrections for NN selections in different q2 regions for different
modes.
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Mode q2 region Data Eff. (%) MC Eff. (%) Corr. = (Data/MC) (%)
B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− low 92.2± 0.4 90.5± 0.0 101.9± 0.5
high 95.0± 0.3 93.6± 0.0 101.5± 0.3
B+ → K+µ+µ− low 89.7± 0.3 88.7± 0.0 101.1± 0.3
high 93.0± 0.2 92.1± 0.0 101.0± 0.2
B0 → K0
S
e+e− low 83.8± 0.8 81.4± 0.0 102.9± 1.0
high 87.3± 0.7 85.1± 0.0 102.5± 0.8
B+ → K+e+e− low 82.5± 0.4 80.4± 0.0 102.6± 0.5
high 86.4± 0.4 84.1± 0.0 102.8± 0.5
B+ → K+π0µ+µ− low 67.0± 0.9 69.3± 0.1 96.8± 1.4
high 73.2± 0.8 74.9± 0.1 97.7± 1.1
B+ → K0
S
π+µ+µ− low 77.9± 1.2 79.6± 0.1 97.9± 1.5
high 80.9± 1.1 82.2± 0.1 98.4± 1.4
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− low 75.0± 0.8 78.9± 0.0 95.0± 1.0
high 78.3± 0.7 81.6± 0.0 96.0± 0.9
B+ → K+π0e+e− low 72.6± 0.7 73.2± 0.1 99.2± 1.0
high 77.1± 0.7 77.7± 0.1 99.2± 0.9
B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− low 76.5± 1.1 77.7± 0.1 98.4± 1.5
high 79.3± 1.0 81.0± 0.1 97.9± 1.3
B0 → K+π−e+e− low 74.8± 0.7 77.1± 0.0 97.0± 0.9
high 77.7± 0.6 80.5± 0.0 96.6± 0.8
Table 4.15: Summary of the kinematic selection systematics. The definitions of “low”
and “high” are the same as those in Table 3.1.
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all muon modes in each q2 region, these weighted distributions are used directly in
the fits to data as histogram PDFs. For the ACP measurements, the distributions are
parameterized in the separate B and B samples.
In each mode, a sample of K(∗)µ+h− events is selected by requiring that the µ+
candidate passes the “VeryLoose” muon PID selector, and that the µ− candidate fails
both the electron PID and “VeryLoose” muon PID selectors. The events are divided
into four disjoint sub-samples:
• K(∗)π+π− events, where both muon candidates fail the kaon PID;
• K(∗)K+π− events, where the µ+ candidate passes the kaon PID and the µ−
candidate fails the kaon PID;
• K(∗)π+K− events, where the µ+ candidate fails the kaon PID, and the µ− can-
didate passes the kaon PID; and
• K(∗)K+K− events, where both muon candidates pass the kaon PID.
For each event in each sub-sample, we define a weight
w(K(∗)µ+h−) =
1
2
× P (h
+ → µ+NNL)
P (h+ → µ+NNV L)ǫh+
× P (h
− → µ−NNL)
ǫ(h−)
, (4.5)
where
• P (h± → µ±NNL) is the probability for a charged hadron h± to be mis-identified
by the “Loose” (NNL) muon PID selector;
• P (h+ → µ+NNV L) is the probability for a positive charged hadron h+ to be mis-
identified by the “VeryLoose” (NNV L) muon PID selector;
• ǫh+ is the kaon PID efficiency ǫK+
LH
for kaons, or 1 − P (π+ → K+LH) for pions,
i. e. , the complement of the probability of a pion to be mis-identified by the
kaon PID selector.
The efficiency ǫ(h−) in Equation 4.5 is a product of three factors:
ǫ(h−) = (1− P (h− → e−L))× (1− P (h− → µ−NNL))× ǫh− ,
where
• P (h− → e−L) is the probability for a negative charged hadron h− to be mis-
identified by the electron PID, and
• ǫh− is defined as for ǫh+ except for opposite charges.
An analogous set of weights is determined for the K(∗)h+µ− sample. The factor of
1
2
in the weights for both K(∗)µ+h− and K(∗)h+µ− samples is used to avoid double-
counting in the background. The total hadronic background for each mode in each q2
region is then obtained from the sum of the weighted distributions of the four disjoint
K(∗)µ+h− and the four disjoint K(∗)h+µ− subsamples.
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Figure 4.3: Hadronic backgroundmES distributions in four q
2 regions ofB0 → K0
S
µ+µ−
mode, expected in 349 fb−1 data.
In our fits, the hadronic background is modeled through binning these weighted
mES distributions into histograms. Generally, a minimum of a few hundred weighted
events contribute to each histogram. Figure 4.3 shows the weighted mES distributions
projected into 40 bins for B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− mode in four q2 regions. Figure 4.4 shows the
weighted mES distributions for the divided B and B datasets in the B
+ → K+µ+µ−
mode. In general, there are no substantial variations between the two CP-tagged
datasets.
To estimate the number of expected peaking contribution from the hadronic back-
ground events for each mode in each q2 region, a single Gaussian signal PDF and an
ARGUS background shape are used in binned fits to the weighted mES distributions.
Table 4.16 shows the averaged signal yield results from the fits to 20, 24, 28, 32, 36
and 40-bin histograms. The variation in the number of bins in the fit histograms is
motivated by the not-purely-statistical nature of the weighted distributions due to the
event-by-event use of the weights. These peaking contributions are only relevant for
the estimation of the associated systematic effect on the final results.
4.6.2 Un-vetoed Charmonium Events
A main source of peaking backgrounds arises from charmonium events that are recon-
structed outside the veto regions in the ∆E andmℓℓ plane and below the lower limit on
the low+ q2 region. These contributions are determined using charmonium simulated
samples. All final event selection requirements are applied to these samples and the
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Figure 4.4: Hadronic background mES distributions for different B CP eigenstates, in
four q2 regions of B+ → K+µ+µ− mode, expected in 349 fb−1 data.
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Mode q2 region NPeaking (+) error (-) error
B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− low- 0.42 +0.22 -0.20
low+ 0.24 +0.08 -0.08
high- 0.32 +0.17 -0.13
high+ 0.64 +0.35 -0.37
B+ → K+µ+µ− low- 0.80 +0.29 -0.25
low+ 0.42 +0.21 -0.18
high- 0.81 +0.23 -0.22
high+ 3.14 +0.79 -0.80
B+ → K+π0µ+µ− low- 0.60 +0.48 -0.33
low+ 1.12 +0.36 -0.35
high- 1.28 +0.44 -0.41
high+ 2.56 +0.94 -0.88
B+ → K0
S
π+µ+µ− low- 1.08 +0.32 -0.32
low+ 0.39 +0.31 -0.28
high- 0.33 +0.12 -0.14
high+ 0.34 +0.44 -0.16
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− low- 0.46 +0.30 -0.25
low+ 0.71 +0.28 -0.28
high- 1.75 +0.38 -0.37
high+ 1.47 +0.58 -0.61
Table 4.16: Estimated peaking contributions (NPeaking) from the fits to the hadronic
background by mode and q2 region with “Loose” muon PID selector.
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number of remaining charmonium events is determined using fits for signal-like events
in the different q2 regions. B+ → K+µ+µ− mode exhibits a larger background than
B+ → K+e+e− mode, due to events where the kaon is mis-identified as a muon and
vice versa; this is not a background for the K∗µ+µ− modes, as in those cases a swap
generally causes the event to fall outside the K∗ mass window. The total expected
contribution from this background source is less than one event in each final state and
q2 region.
4.6.3 Photon Conversions
The more copiously produced FCNC decay B → K∗γ will mimic B → K∗e+e− if the
photon converts into an electron pair and subsequently escapes the conversion veto in
our event selection. This rate is estimated from exclusive B → K∗γ simulated samples
applying all final event selection requirements. The only non-trivial contributions
from this background are in the pole region for K∗e+e− modes, with the expected
contribution in the 349 fb−1 data typically below 0.3 events. The B0 → K+π−e+e−
mode has the largest photon conversion contribution of ∼ 1.1 events.
4.6.4 Dalitz Decays of Hadrons
There are small contributions from B → K∗π0/η, where the π0 or η undergoes a Dalitz
decay to a photon and an electron pair e+e−. The anticipated contribution of these
backgrounds in each mode and q2 region is well below one event.
4.6.5 Summary of Peaking Backgrounds
Table 4.17 summarizes the total contribution from all peaking background sources for
each mode and q2 region. The shapes and normalizations of these peaking backgrounds
are determined from the simulated samples and fixed in fits to the 349 fb−1 data.
4.7 MC Experiments
In addition to validating the fit model with charmonium samples from data, in each MC
experiment, we test the methodology by fitting to a simulated dataset where signal and
background events are generated from appropriately normalized PDFs based on the
expectations in the data sample (349 fb−1). We also perform tests using an identical
methodology in event generation except for signal events, which are embedded via
randomly drawing events from MC simulated signal samples. For both test methods
mentioned above, 1000 MC experiments are performed in each mode and q2 region
using the full fit model described in Section 4.2. The resulting distributions of the pulls
of the signal yields, defined as the spread of the fitted value normalized by the fitted
error, are compared to the standard normal distribution to test for fit bias. Figure 4.5
shows an example of a pull distribution of signal yields in mode B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− for
the entire q2 region.
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Mode pole low- low+ high- high+
B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− — — — 0.13± 0.01 0.04± 0.01
B+ → K+µ+µ− — — 0.29± 0.03 1.02± 0.06 0.15± 0.04
B0 → K0
S
e+e− 0.06± 0.01 0.02± 0.01 — 0.06± 0.01 0.03± 0.01
B+ → K+e+e− 0.21± 0.02 0.06± 0.01 — 0.56± 0.09 0.18± 0.05
B+ → K+π0µ+µ− — — 0.02± 0.01 0.10± 0.03 0.01± 0.01
B+ → K0
S
π+µ+µ− — — 0.20± 0.02 0.13± 0.03 0.03± 0.01
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− — — 0.43± 0.05 0.68± 0.07 0.06± 0.02
B+ → K+π0e+e− 0.24± 0.03 0.04± 0.01 0.02± 0.02 0.15± 0.04 0.04± 0.02
B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− 0.27± 0.03 0.06± 0.01 — 0.05± 0.01 0.02± 0.01
B0 → K+π−e+e− 1.27± 0.13 0.19± 0.03 0.01± 0.01 0.11± 0.04 0.09± 0.02
Table 4.17: Total peaking background contributions from all sources for each mode
and q2 region.
We have additionally examined what effect the binning in the hadronic background
data distributions has on the fits. Thus, we have rerun the full set of MC experiments
using a 28-bin histogram, rather than a 40-bin one, for the hadronic background
PDFs. The pull distributions are compared for these two different binning choices in
each muon mode, and no notable variation is observed.
Besides testing the robustness of the fit model for measuring signal decay rates, we
also perform MC experiments in order to estimate the statistical sensitivity of various
decay rate based observables and look for potential biases. The input values for these
observables are based on the Standard Model expectations.
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Figure 4.5: B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− signal yield pull distribution in the entire q2 region with
fit to a Gaussian function overlaid. The goodness-of-fit (χ2/n.d.o.f) and fit parameters
and are shown in the text box.
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For instance, the pull distributions for ACP show significant bias in some of the
modes and q2 regions, due to limited statistics. For the B± → K∗±ℓ+ℓ− mode shown
in Figure 4.6, we observe a bias of ∼ 0.3σ in the low+ q2 region. Therefore, we have
performed another set of experiments in the concatenated low (low- & low+) and high
(high- & high+) q2 regions. Figure 4.7 indicates that the pull distributions in these
two concatenated q2 regions now behave pretty well with negligible biases.
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Figure 4.6: B± → K∗±ℓ+ℓ− ACP pull distributions in separate q2 regions: low-, low+,
high- and high+ (from top to bottom, from left to right), with fits to a Gaussian
function overlaid. The goodness-of-fit (χ2/n.d.o.f) and fit parameters are shown in
the text boxes. Large biases have been observed in the low+ and high- q2 regions due
to poor statistics.
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Figure 4.7: B± → K∗±ℓ+ℓ− pull distributions in two concatenated q2 regions: low-
/low+ (left) and high-/high+ (right), with fits to a Gaussian function overlaid. The
goodness-of-fit (χ2/n.d.o.f) and fit parameters are shown in the text boxes.
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4.8 Systematic Errors
4.8.1 Systematic Errors for Rate Measurements
The branching fractions are calculated from the formula:
B = NS
ǫ ·NBB
, (4.6)
where NS is the signal yield obtained in a fit to data, ǫ is the signal efficiency de-
termined from signal MC simulation, and NBB is the total number of BB pairs,
(3.84± 0.42)× 108.
Systematic uncertainties for the branching fractions are generally classified into
multiplicative and additive uncertainties. Multiplicative uncertainties can affect how
the observed signal yields are translated into rates, while additive uncertainties bias
the actual measured signal yields. The total multiplicative systematic uncertainty is
the sum in quadrature (except for the tracking efficiency uncertainties which are taken
to be 100% correlated) of uncertainties from the following individual sources:
• Uncertainty in the tracking efficiency for leptons (LepTrkCorr), after applying
the tracking efficiency corrections. This is a correlated uncertainty of ±0.8% per
lepton track.
• Uncertainty in the tracking efficiency for hadron tracks (HadTrkCorr), includ-
ing daughter pions from K0
S
’s. This is a correlated uncertainty of ±1.4% per
hadron track.
• Uncertainties in the efficiencies of the electron and muon PID (ElecIDCorr,
MuonIDCorr). These are determined from the associated errors in the lep-
ton PID efficiency corrections, as previously discussed in §4.5.3 and listed in
Table 4.13.
• Uncertainty in the efficiencies of the kaon PID and the kaon PID veto for pions
(KaonIDCorr, PionIDCorr). These are determined from the associated er-
rors in the kaon and pion PID efficiency corrections, as previously discussed in
§4.5.3 and listed in Tables 4.11 and 4.12.
• Uncertainty in the efficiency of K0
S
identification as a function of flight distance
(KsDistCorr). This is obtained from the maximum variation of mean effi-
ciency by applying alternative parameterizations or selections for K0
S
efficiency
computation; the uncertainty is 0.9%.
• Uncertainty in the π0 efficiency (Pi0EffCorr). This systematic is at 3% per
π0, which is determined through comparing the efficiencies between data and
simulated π0 samples. Because the hadronic final state with a π0 is always used
in conjunction with the other K∗+ final state, the total contribution of this
systematic uncertainty to the K∗+ reconstruction efficiency error is < 3%.
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• Uncertainty in the BB counting (BBCount). This does not include uncertain-
ties in the branching fraction of Υ (4S) to B+B− and B0B0; the uncertainty is
1.1%.
• Uncertainty in the efficiency of the event selection NNs (NNEffCorr). This
systematic effect is bounded by the measurements of the efficiency corrections,
as described in §4.5.3. We will take the magnitude of the deviation from 100%
for any particular mode and q2 region given in Table 4.14 as the NN selection
systematic uncertainty. If the correction is consistent with 100% within the given
error, we will take the error as the systematic uncertainty.
• Uncertainty in the efficiency of the kinematic event selection (KinemCorr) us-
ing ∆E and, for the final states with K∗, the K∗ mass window. Based on the
corresponding efficiency correction as described in §4.5.3, The systematic uncer-
tainty here is obtained using the same method as for NN selection systematics.
• Statistical uncertainties in the signal efficiencies from signal MC simulation
(MCStatEff).
We consider additive systematic uncertainties in the fits for the signal yields arising
from three sources:
• Uncertainties in the signal PDF shapes (GaussMean, GaussWidth) are char-
acterized by varying the PDF Gaussian means and widths by the errors obtained
in the fits to the J/ψ control samples (summarized in Table 4.9).
• Uncertainties in the contributions of hadronic backgrounds (HadShape) are
characterized by varying the bin contents of the histogram PDFs modeling these
backgrounds according to their associated error. We also perform fits with more
than one choice of binning for these histogram PDFs as a qualitative cross-check,
and no notable discrepancies from original results are observed.
• Uncertainties in the contributions of peaking backgrounds (NonHadPeaks)
whose normalizations are taken from exclusive MC simulated samples are char-
acterized by varying these normalizations by ±25%.
We also have considered the systematic effects in signal efficiencies resulting from
using different theoretical models for the signal decays. These can be determined from
comparing the signal efficiencies in MC simulated samples using different form factors.
The previous BABAR measurement [11] found this type of systematic uncertainty to
be negligible.
The total systematic uncertainty is then obtained by summing in quadrature the
additive signal shape and peaking background uncertainties, along with the total mul-
tiplicative systematic.
Table 4.18 presents all sources of systematic uncertainties considered in the total
branching fraction measurements for each individual mode.
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Source K0
S
µ+µ− K±µ+µ− K0
S
e+e− K±e+e− K∗±µ+µ− K∗0µ+µ− K∗±e+e− K∗0e+e−
LepTrkCorr ±1.6 ±1.6 ±1.6 ±1.6 ±1.6 ±1.6 ±1.6 ±1.6
HadTrkCorr ±2.8 ±1.4 ±2.8 ±1.4 ±3.4 ±2.8 ±3.0 ±2.8
ElecIDCorr — — ±0.7 ±0.7 — — ±0.7 ±0.7
MuonIDCorr ±1.0 ±1.0 — — ±1.0 ±1.0 — —
KaonIDCorr — ±0.6 — ±0.6 ±0.2 ±0.6 ±0.3 ±0.6
PionIDCorr — — — — ±0.1 ±0.2 ±0.1 ±0.1
KsDistCorr ±0.9 — ±0.9 — ±0.6 — ±0.5 —
Pi0EffCorr — — — — ±0.9 — ±1.3 —
BBCount ±1.1 ±1.1 ±1.1 ±1.1 ±1.1 ±1.1 ±1.1 ±1.1
NNEffCorr ±0.0 ±2.0 ±1.6 ±1.6 ±2.0 ±0.8 ±2.0 ±0.8
KinemCorr ±1.9 ±1.1 ±2.9 ±2.8 ±2.5 ±5.0 ±1.6 ±3.4
MCStatEff ±0.4 ±0.4 ±0.4 ±0.3 ±0.6 ±0.5 ±0.7 ±0.5
GaussMean ±0.6 ±0.2 ±9.8 ±0.2 ±1.5 ±0.5 ±0.6 ±0.3
GaussWidth ±2.1 ±0.6 ±11.0 ±0.2 ±2.4 ±0.2 ±0.8 ±0.3
HadShape ±4.2 ±3.1 — — ±4.5 ±2.3 — —
NonHadPeaks ±0.6 ±2.3 ±5.1 ±0.8 ±0.8 ±0.9 ±0.4 ±0.4
Total Syst. ±7.0 ±5.7 ±16.6 ±4.7 ±8.2 ±7.4 ±5.8 ±5.8
Table 4.18: Sources of systematic uncertainty (%) as percents of the measured total branching fractions in K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− modes.
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Source K±ℓ+ℓ− K∗0ℓ+ℓ− K∗±ℓ+ℓ− K∗ℓ+ℓ−
KaonIDCorr ±0.008 ±0.010 ±0.006 ±0.006
PionIDCorr — ±0.003 ±0.005 ±0.003
GaussMean ±0.001 ±0.002 ±0.005 ±0.001
GaussWidth ±0.001 ±0.001 ±0.012 ±0.004
NonHadPeaks ±0.003 ±0.001 ±0.004 ±0.001
HadShape ±0.008 ±0.016 ±0.012 ±0.008
Total Syst. ±0.012 ±0.019 ±0.019 ±0.011
Table 4.19: Sources of systematic uncertainty considered for K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− ACP measure-
ments in the entire q2 region.
4.8.2 ACP Systematics
Most of the multiplicative systematic uncertainties in the rate measurements will be
canceled out when ACP is measured. The only notable efficiency related uncertainties
are from the charge-specific corrections on K± and π± PID efficiencies, which have
been discussed in §4.5.3. Their errors, as summarized in Table 4.11 and Table 4.12, will
be used to bound the ACP uncertainties on the efficiencies. The peaking backgrounds
are major sources for the ACP systematics in the fits. They are determined using the
similar method as in the rate measurements. Table 4.19 summarizes all sources of
systematic uncertainties considered in the ACP measurements.
4.8.3 Systematics For Other Rate Asymmetries
The systematic errors in RK and RK∗ are calculated by summing up in quadrature the
systematic errors in muon and electron modes, while the common systematic effects
canceled in the ratios, such as tracking, kaon PID, pion PID, K0
S
efficiency, and BB
counting, are discarded.
For AI , the systematic errors are calculated by summing up in quadrature the
systematic errors in B0 and B+ modes while excluding the common systematic effects
(tracking and PID efficiencies for e and µ, BB counting).
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Mode all q2 low q2 high q2 Figure
B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− 7.9+4.6−4.0 0.1
+3.2
−2.6 5.8
+3.8
−3.2 4.8
B+ → K+µ+µ− 18.8+7.3−6.7 6.5+4.3−3.7 8.9+6.1−5.5 4.9
B0 → K0
S
e+e− 1.5+3.0−2.4 −1.4+1.7−1.4 4.2+2.8−2.2 4.10
B+ → K+e+e− 32.0+7.3−6.7 25.7+5.8−5.2 10.4+5.2−4.6 4.11
B+ → K+π0µ+µ− 6.4+3.4−3.3 4.3+2.9−2.6 5.5+3.1−2.8 4.12
B+ → K0
S
π+µ+µ− 7.1+3.8−3.7 4.5
+3.0
−2.7 5.6
+3.1
−2.8 4.12
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− 25.4+7.6−7.0 7.7+4.4−3.8 19.2+6.3−5.7 4.13
B+ → K+π0e+e− 7.4+2.5−2.2 10.5+3.1−2.8 1.5+1.7−1.6 4.14
B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− 7.6+2.6−2.3 9.4
+2.8
−2.5 1.2
+1.5
−1.3 4.14
B0 → K+π−e+e− 19.6+6.0−5.3 7.0+4.2−3.6 10.6+4.5−4.0 4.15
Table 4.20: Signal yields by mode and q2 region. The signal yields in all q2 are not
equal to the sums of the signal yields in low and high q2 regions due to different sets
of NN selections used.
4.9 Results
In the fits to data, we collect the fitted signal yields in separated q2 regions as defined
in Table 4.1 across all modes. The signal yields are generally lower than the assumed
yields used in our MC experiments for testing fit biases. Thus, in the interest of
preserving a high probability of performing unbiased fits, all results reported as a
function of q2 now include only the concatenated low- and low+ q2 regions and the
concatenated high- and high+ regions. Throughout the rest of this chapter, “low
q2” (0.1 < q2 < 7.02 GeV2/c4) and “high q2” (10.24 < q2 < 12.96 GeV2/c4 and
q2 > 14.06 GeV2/c4) respectively refer to these concatenated q2 regions below and
above the J/ψ resonance.
4.9.1 Branching Fractions
Tables 4.20 and 4.21 respectively show the signal yields and branching fractions as
functions of q2 range in each mode. Figures 4.8-4.15 listed in the tables show the
measured mES distributions with the one-dimensional fits overlaid. In these figures,
the total fit curves in muon modes are not as smooth as those in electron modes,
due to the presence of the hadronic background component in the fits. We do not
find evidence for B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− and B0 → K0
S
e+e− signals in the low q2 region, as
indicated in Figures 4.9 and 4.11. The BF results obtained in the combined low q2
and high q2 regions are corrected for the vetoed charmonium regions to determine the
total BFs integrated over all q2, using signal MC simulation.
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lts
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Mode all q2 (10−6) low q2 (10−6) high q2 (10−6) Figure
B0 → K0µ+µ− 0.49+0.29−0.25 ± 0.03 (2.2σ) 0.01+0.15−0.13 ± 0.01 (0.0σ) 0.25+0.16−0.14 ± 0.02 (1.9σ) 4.8
B+ → K+µ+µ− 0.41+0.16−0.15 ± 0.02 (3.0σ) 0.123+0.082−0.071 ± 0.007 (1.8σ) 0.116+0.079−0.072 ± 0.010 (1.7σ) 4.9
B0 → K0e+e− 0.08+0.15−0.12 ± 0.01 (0.6σ) −0.049+0.061−0.049 ± 0.004 (—) 0.177+0.118−0.091 ± 0.011 (2.3σ) 4.10
B+ → K+e+e− 0.51+0.12−0.11 ± 0.02 (5.8σ) 0.308+0.070−0.062 ± 0.013 (6.7σ) 0.125+0.062−0.055 ± 0.006 (2.5σ) 4.11
B+ → K∗+µ+µ− 1.46+0.79−0.75 ± 0.12 (2.0σ) 0.75+0.49−0.45 ± 0.07 (1.7σ) 0.78+0.43−0.40 ± 0.06 (2.1σ) 4.12
B0 → K∗0µ+µ− 1.35+0.40−0.37 ± 0.10 (4.1σ) 0.41+0.24−0.21 ± 0.04 (2.2σ) 0.62+0.21−0.19 ± 0.05 (3.8σ) 4.13
B+ → K∗+e+e− 1.38+0.47−0.42 ± 0.08 (3.7σ) 1.06+0.31−0.28 ± 0.07 (4.7σ) 0.19+0.23−0.21 ± 0.01 (0.9σ) 4.14
B0 → K∗0e+e− 0.86+0.26−0.24 ± 0.05 (4.2σ) 0.20+0.12−0.11 ± 0.01 (2.1σ) 0.35+0.15−0.13 ± 0.02 (3.0σ) 4.15
Table 4.21: Total and Partial Branching Fractions by mode and q2 region. For each result, the first uncertainty is statistical, and
the second is systematic. The statistical significance of each measurement is given in parenthesis.
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Figure 4.8: mES distributions in B
0 → K0
S
µ+µ− all (left), low (mid), and high (right)
q2 regions, with fits overlaid. The data points are shown with total fit (solid), signal
(medium dash), combinatorial (long dash), hadronic (short dash), and the sum of all
peaking and crossfeed (dots) background components superimposed.
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Figure 4.9: mES distributions in B
+ → K+µ+µ− all (left), low (mid), and high (right)
q2 regions, with fits overlaid. The plotting convention follows that in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.10: mES distributions in B
0 → K0
S
e+e− all (left), low (mid), and high (right)
q2 regions, with fits overlaid. The plotting convention follows that in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.11: mES distributions in B
+ → K+e+e− all (left), low (mid), and high (right)
q2 regions, with fits overlaid. The plotting convention follows that in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.12: mES distributions in B
+ → K∗+µ+µ− all (top), low (mid), and high (bot-
tom) q2 regions, with fits overlaid. The plotting convention follows that in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.13: mES distributions in B
0 → K+π−µ+µ− all (left), low (mid), and high
(right) q2 regions, with fits overlaid. The plotting convention follows that in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.14: mES distributions in B
+ → K∗+e+e− all (top), low (mid), and high (bot-
tom) q2 regions, with fits overlaid. The plotting convention follows that in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.15: mES distributions in B
0 → K+π−e+e− all (left), low (mid), and high
(right) q2 regions, with fits overlaid. The plotting convention follows that in Figure 4.8.
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all q2 low q2 high q2
Mode Actual Expected Actual Expected Actual Expected
B0 → K0
S
µ+µ− 7.9 11.3 0.1 5.7 5.8 6.1
B+ → K+µ+µ− 18.8 30.0 6.5 13.3 8.9 18.7
B0 → K0
S
e+e− 1.5 13.5 -1.4 8.0 4.2 5.8
B+ → K+e+e− 32.0 39.2 25.7 21.4 10.4 18.7
B+ → K+π0µ+µ− 6.4 6.9 4.3 3.4 5.5 4.2
B+ → K0
S
π+µ+µ− 7.1 7.7 4.5 3.6 5.6 4.3
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− 25.4 29.5 7.7 11.0 19.2 18.3
B+ → K+π0e+e− 7.4 7.9 10.5 6.6 1.5 4.1
B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− 7.6 8.2 9.4 5.3 1.2 3.5
B0 → K+π−e+e− 19.6 33.8 7.0 20.2 10.6 16.2
Table 4.22: Expected and actual signal yields by mode and q2 region.
Table 4.22 compares the expected signal yields with the actual data yields. In
particular, modes with a neutral strange meson in the low q2 region are significantly
suppressed compared to a priori expectations.
Along with the measured BF, the statistical significance of each measurement is
given in Table 4.21, which is calculated from the change in
√
2∆ logL between our
result and a null hypothesis. For measurements with a statistical significance less than
4.0σ (indicated by texts in bold type), we generate and fit ∼ 8000 test datasets derived
from our observations in the data and, after applying a Bayesian prior expectation of
a physical signal yield, we compute the upper limits at the 90% and 95% confidence
levels using the frequentist method. The upper limits are given in Table 4.23.
In addition to the above results, we perform fits that include the pole q2 region
for K∗e+e− final states where, as previously discussed in §1.3.4, a significant rate
enhancement is expected. Tables 4.24 and 4.25 respectively show the signal yields and
total and partial branching fractions in these modes for all q2 and low q2 regions with
pole included.
We also perform fits by combining various hadronic and di-lepton final states which
are then averaged assuming, as appropriate, isospin and lepton-flavor symmetry. For
combined B+ and B0 modes, the branching fractions are expressed in terms of the B0
total width by constraining the total width ratio Γ(B+)/Γ(B0) to the lifetime ratio
r ≡ τB0/τB+ = 1/(1.071 ± 0.009) [68]. Table 4.26 shows total and partial branch-
ing fractions for the combined modes. For modes with less than 4.0σ significance,
Table 4.27 gives 90% and 95% CL upper limits using the frequentist technique as
previously described.
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all q2 (10−6) low q2 (10−6) high q2 (10−6)
Mode 90% CL 95% CL 90% CL 95% CL 90% CL 95% CL
B0 → K0µ+µ− 0.99 1.14 0.31 0.39 0.53 0.61
B+ → K+µ+µ− 0.62 0.70 0.25 0.29 0.24 0.27
B0 → K0e+e− 0.36 0.44 0.10 0.12 0.38 0.44
B+ → K+e+e− — — — — 0.21 0.24
B+ → K∗+µ+µ− 2.55 2.90 1.48 1.70 1.36 1.54
B0 → K∗0µ+µ− — — 0.83 0.94 0.97 1.08
B+ → K∗+e+e− 1.97 2.19 — — 0.53 0.63
B0 → K∗0e+e− — — 0.42 0.48 0.60 0.67
Table 4.23: Upper limits for modes and q2 regions with statistical significance < 4.0σ.
Mode all q2 low q2
B+ → K+π0e+e− 10.2+3.2−3.0 7.5+2.3−2.1
B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− 10.5+3.3−3.1 9.6
+3.0
−2.6
B0 → K+π−e+e− 22.8+6.8−6.2 19.0+5.7−5.0
Table 4.24: Signal yields in the q2 regions including pole region.
Mode all q2 + pole (10−6) low q2 + pole (10−6)
B+ → K∗+e+e− 1.90+0.59−0.55 ± 0.11 (3.8σ) 1.32+0.41−0.36 ± 0.09 (4.8σ)
B0 → K∗0e+e− 1.02+0.30−0.28 ± 0.06 (4.2σ) 0.73+0.22−0.19 ± 0.04 (4.6σ)
Table 4.25: Branching fractions in the q2 regions including pole region. For each
result, the first uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic, and the statistical
significance is given in parenthesis.
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Mode all q2 (10−6) low q2 (10−6) high q2 (10−6)
B0 → K0ℓ+ℓ− 0.21+0.15−0.13 ± 0.02 (1.7σ) −0.041+0.058−0.047 ± 0.004 (—) 0.202+0.096−0.081 ± 0.013 (3.0σ)
B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− 0.476+0.092−0.086 ± 0.022 (6.5σ) 0.250+0.052−0.047 ± 0.010 (6.7σ) 0.122+0.048−0.044 ± 0.006 (3.0σ)
B → Kµ+µ− 0.41+0.13−0.12 ± 0.02 (4.7σ) 0.096+0.066−0.059 ± 0.006 (2.1σ) 0.139+0.067−0.062 ± 0.008 (2.9σ)
B → Ke+e− 0.388+0.090−0.083 ± 0.020 (5.6σ) 0.217+0.051−0.046 ± 0.010 (5.9σ) 0.132+0.050−0.045 ± 0.007 (3.5σ)
B → Kℓ+ℓ− 0.394+0.073−0.069 ± 0.020 (7.3σ) 0.181+0.039−0.036 ± 0.008 (6.1σ) 0.135+0.040−0.037 ± 0.007 (4.5σ)
B0 → K∗0ℓ+ℓ− 1.03+0.22−0.21 ± 0.07 (5.8σ) 0.257+0.110−0.098 ± 0.02 (2.9σ) 0.46+0.12−0.11 ± 0.03 (4.7σ)
B+ → K∗+ℓ+ℓ− 1.40+0.40−0.37 ± 0.09 (4.2σ) 0.98+0.26−0.24 ± 0.06 (4.9σ) 0.34+0.21−0.19 ± 0.02 (1.8σ)
B → K∗µ+µ− 1.35+0.35−0.33 ± 0.10 (5.3σ) 0.47+0.21−0.19 ± 0.04 (3.2σ) 0.65+0.18−0.17 ± 0.05 (4.7σ)
B → K∗e+e− 0.99+0.23−0.21 ± 0.06 (5.6σ) 0.42+0.13−0.12 ± 0.03 (4.3σ) 0.30+0.12−0.11 ± 0.02 (3.1σ)
B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− 1.11+0.19−0.18 ± 0.07 (7.7σ) 0.43+0.11−0.10 ± 0.03 (5.3σ) 0.42+0.10−0.10 ± 0.03 (5.3σ)
Table 4.26: Total and partial branching fractions in combined modes. For each result, the first uncertainty is statistical, the second
is systematic, and the statistical significance is given in parenthesis.
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all q2 (10−6) low q2 (10−6) high q2 (10−6)
Mode 90% CL 95% CL 90% CL 95% CL 90% CL 95% CL
B0 → K0ℓ+ℓ− 0.45 0.53 0.09 0.11 0.36 0.40
B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− — — — — 0.19 0.21
B → Kµ+µ− — — 0.21 0.25 0.25 0.29
B → Ke+e− — — — — 0.21 0.24
B0 → K∗0ℓ+ℓ− — — 0.44 0.50 — —
B+ → K∗+ℓ+ℓ− — — — — 0.63 0.72
B → K∗µ+µ− — — 0.84 0.95 — —
B → K∗e+e− — — — — 0.49 0.55
Table 4.27: Upper limits for combined modes and q2 regions with statistical significance
< 4.0σ.
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Figure 4.16: Predictions and measurements of the branching fractions of B →
K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−. Our results (“BaBar, 349 fb−1”) are compared to the recent results from
Belle [41] and CDF [42], as well as the previous BABAR (208 fb−1) measurements [11].
The theoretical predictions from “Ali ’02” [20] and “Zhong ’02” [36] are also shown as
shaded areas.
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Figure 4.17: Partial branching fractions measured in data (points) compared to the
central values of the predictions (lines) from different LCSR based form factor calcu-
lations for B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− (top), B+ → K∗+ℓ+ℓ− (bottom left) and B0 → K∗0ℓ+ℓ−
(bottom right). These form factor calculations include the “Ali-Ball ’01” [20] and
“Ball-Zwicky ’05” for different b quark masses (mb = 4.8 and 4.6 GeV) [76, 77]. In
K∗ modes, only the “Ball-Zwicky ’05” calculation with mb = 4.8 GeV is shown, as
the one with mb = 4.6 GeV is not available, and the predictions from the “Ali-Ball
’01” calculation are almost identical to those from “Ball-Zwicky ’05”.
Our measured total branching fractions in combinedKℓ+ℓ− andK∗ℓ+ℓ− modes are
compared to previous measurements and two theoretical predictions based on different
form factor models, as summarized in Figure 4.16. Our Kℓ+ℓ− and K∗ℓ+ℓ− results
show good agreement with the Standard Model predictions by Ali et al. [20] and the
previous BABAR measurements with an integrated luminosity of 208 fb−1 [11]. The
preliminary K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− BF results reported by the Belle collaboration in 2004 [41] are
both higher than ours at about one standard deviation level. The CDF measurement
in 2008 [42] for K∗ℓ+ℓ− agrees well with our result, while their Kℓ+ℓ− result is higher,
being more consistent with the Belle result and the corresponding prediction from
Zhang et al. [20], than ours.
The resulting q2 distributions in different modes are compared to the Standard
Model predictions. In these predictions, different calculations of the B → K(∗) LCSR
form factors are used. The results are shown in Figure 4.17, with the measured partial
branching fractions normalized by the measured total branching fractions. In the
high q2 region, our measurements are in good agreement with the Standard Model
predictions. For the low q2 region, the measurements in both charged B modes tend
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Source q2 range (GeV2/c4) B (10−6)
BABAR 349 fb−1 data 0.10 – 7.02 0.43+0.11−0.10 ± 0.03
BABAR 208 fb−1 data [11] 0.10 – 8.41 0.29+0.12−0.10 ± 0.05
Belle 253 fb−1 data [41] 0.00 – 8.00 0.96+0.25−0.21 ± 0.05± 0.12
Ali, et al. [35] 1.00 – 7.00 0.27+0.05+0.03+0.02−0.05−0.03−0.02
Beneke, et al. [29, 78] 0.10 – 7.02 0.47+0.07−0.05
Table 4.28: K∗ℓ+ℓ− partial BFs in the low q2 ranges from different experiments and
the most recent predictions. The Belle result is a sum of separate measurements in two
q2 regions (0 < q2 < 4GeV2/c4 and 4 < q < 8GeV2/c4). For each of the experimental
observations, the first error is statistical, and the second is systematic, while the third
is due to model dependence for the Belle result. For the prediction from Ali, et al., the
first and the second errors are from the form factors and the CKM matrix, respectively,
while the third is due to the variation of other input parameters and the residual scale
dependence. The prediction provided by Ali, et al. is based on SCET, while the other
prediction from Beneke, et al. is based on QCD factorization.
to be higher than the predictions, while those in B0 modes are lower (B0 → K0
S
ℓ+ℓ−
mode is not shown in Figure 4.17 due to null signal observation in the low q2).
As discussed in §1.3.4, only the partial branching fraction predictions with q2 below
the J/ψ resonance are reliable. However it is hard to compare our partial BF mea-
surements directly with the predictions and previous measurements due to different
definitions of q2 regions used. In the Table 4.28, the numerical results from differ-
ent measurements and two of the most recent Standard Model based predictions are
listed, along with different q2 ranges used. Our observations show better agreement
with both predictions than the results reported by Belle.
4.9.2 Rate Asymmetry Results
ACP Results
Here we present the ACP results from the fits in the combined modes, as shown in
Table 4.29. For the different individual modes, we assume the lepton-flavor symmetry,
while the isospin symmetry is only assumed in the high q2 region. This is because we
have observed large discrepancies between the partial BFs for B+ → K∗+ℓ+ℓ− and
B0 → K∗0ℓ+ℓ− modes in the low q2 region (see Table 4.26). We perform separate fits
in the B and B datasets, sharing the same ARGUS shape parameter ξ. We also have
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Figure 4.18: mES distributions in the B
± → K±ℓ+ℓ− modes with different B CP
eigenstates in all q2 with fits for ACP overlaid. The plotting convention follows that
in Figure 4.8.
redone all the fits without sharing ξ between B and B datasets as a cross-check. We
observe no notable deviation from original results.
Our measured direct CP asymmetries in all q2 for B± → K±ℓ+ℓ− and B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−
modes are both consistent with the Standard Model expectation of a negligible ACP .
Mode all q2 low q2 high q2
B± → K±ℓ+ℓ− −0.18+0.18−0.18 ± 0.01 −0.18+0.19−0.19 ± 0.01 −0.08+0.36−0.39 ± 0.02
B± → K±ℓ+ℓ− 0.02+0.20−0.20 ± 0.02 −0.24+0.38−0.38 ± 0.02 0.17+0.24−0.24 ± 0.02
B+ → K∗+ℓ+ℓ− 0.01+0.26−0.24 ± 0.02 0.10+0.25−0.24 ± 0.02 −0.18+0.45−0.55 ± 0.04
B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− 0.01+0.16−0.15 ± 0.01 0.01+0.21−0.20 ± 0.01 0.09+0.21−0.21 ± 0.02
Table 4.29: Measured ACP by mode and q2 region. The statistical and systematic
uncertainties for each measurement are given successively.
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Figure 4.19: mES distributions in the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− modes with different B CP eigen-
states in all q2 with fits for ACP overlaid. The plotting convention follows that in
Figure 4.8.
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Mode all q2 low q2 high q2 all q2 w/ pole low q2 w/ pole
RK 0.96
+0.44
−0.34 ± 0.05 0.40+0.30−0.23 ± 0.02 1.06+0.81−0.51 ± 0.06 0.95+0.45−0.34 ± 0.05 0.42+0.31−0.24 ± 0.02
RK∗ 1.37
+0.53
−0.40 ± 0.09 1.01+0.58−0.44 ± 0.08 2.15+1.42−0.78 ± 0.15 1.10+0.42−0.32 ± 0.07 0.56+0.29−0.23 ± 0.04
Table 4.30: Measured lepton flavor asymmetries by mode and q2 region. The statistical
and systematic uncertainties for each measurement are given successively. The two
rightmost columns in the table are for the pole included q2 regions.
The fits for these modes are shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19. The previous BABAR
measurements obtained ACP (B± → K±ℓ+ℓ−) = −0.07 ± 0.22 ± 0.02 and ACP (B →
K∗ℓ+ℓ−) = +0.03 ± 0.23 ± 0.03 [11] in the entire q2 region, where the first error is
statistical and the second is systematic. Our results are consistent with the previous
results but possess much smaller errors.
RK and RK∗ Results
Here the RK and RK∗ results from fits across modes with different di-lepton flavors
are summarized in Table 4.30. The table also shows RK∗ results in the q
2 regions
with pole included. For K∗ modes, due to increase in partial branching fractions for
di-electron modes in the pole region, RK∗ values in these q
2 regions are expected to
be well below unity. In the fits, isospin symmetry is also only assumed in the high q2
region.
Figure 4.20 presents the RK and RK∗ comparison between our observations and
previous ones from the BABAR and Belle experiments, along with the Standard Model
predictions. Our results are consistent with both the measurements and the Standard
Model predictions.
AI Results
As defined in Equation 1.16, the isospin asymmetries in the B → Kℓ+ℓ− and B →
K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays are computed using the following form:
AK(∗)I ≡
B(B0 → K(∗)0ℓ+ℓ−)− rB(B± → K(∗)±ℓ+ℓ−)
B(B0 → K(∗)0ℓ+ℓ−) + rB(B± → K(∗)±ℓ+ℓ−) (4.7)
where the B0/B+ lifetime ratio r has been taken into account.
We directly perform simultaneous fits to data across the charged and neutral B
modes for AK(∗)I . In the fits for the combined ℓ+ℓ− modes, the lepton flavor symmetry
is assumed. The results for different modes in different q2 regions are summarized in
Table 4.31. We also have measured the isospin asymmetries in the pole-included low
and all q2 regions, as shown in Table 4.32.
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Figure 4.20: Recent predictions and measurements of RK(∗) . Our results (“BaBar,
349 fb−1”) are compared to the recent results from Belle [41], and previous 208 fb−1
measurements [11]. The central values from the Standard Model predictions [46] are
shown as vertical lines. The RK and RK∗ here are for the entire q
2 region, including
the pole, while the RK∗(q
2 > 0.1) here is for the pole excluded all q2 region.
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Figure 4.21: mES distributions for B
+ (left two) and B0 (right two) modes low q2
region, with fits for AKI (top two) and AK∗I (bottom two) overlaid. The fit conversion
follows that in Figure 4.8.
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Mode all q2 low q2 high q2
B → Kµ+µ− 0.13+0.29−0.37 ± 0.04 −0.91+1.17− inf ± 0.18 0.39+0.35−0.46 ± 0.04
B → Ke+e− −0.73+0.39−0.50 ± 0.04 −1.41+0.49−0.69 ± 0.04 0.21+0.32−0.41 ± 0.03
B → Kℓ+ℓ− −0.37+0.27−0.34 ± 0.04 −1.43+0.56−0.85 ± 0.05 0.28+0.24−0.30 ± 0.03
B → K∗µ+µ− −0.00+0.36−0.26 ± 0.05 −0.26+0.50−0.34 ± 0.05 −0.08+0.37−0.27 ± 0.05
B → K∗e+e− −0.20+0.22−0.20 ± 0.03 −0.66+0.19−0.17 ± 0.02 0.32+0.75−0.45 ± 0.03
B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− −0.12+0.18−0.16 ± 0.04 −0.56+0.17−0.15 ± 0.03 0.18+0.36−0.28 ± 0.04
Table 4.31: Measured AI by mode and q2 region. For each result, the first error is
statistical, and the second is systematic.
Mode all q2 + pole low q2 + pole
B → K∗e+e− −0.27+0.21−0.18 ± 0.03 −0.25+0.20−0.18 ± 0.03
Table 4.32: Measured AI by mode and q2 region including the pole region. For each
result, the first error is statistical, and the second is systematic.
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We do not observe large isospin asymmetries significantly different from zero in the
high q2 and all q2 regions for both Kℓ+ℓ− and K∗ℓ+ℓ− modes. Our observations in
the pole-included q2 regions for K∗e+e− mode are also consistent with the Standard
Model predictions of ∼ 10% asymmetry, and with the measured isospin asymmetry
AI = 0.050±0.058 for B → K∗γ decays based on ∼ 88×106 BB events [79]. However,
we observe large negative isospin asymmetries in the low q2 region. Figure 4.21 shows
the AK(∗)I fits for this q2 region. Due to null observation of signal events in the low
q2 for the B0 → K0
S
ℓ+ℓ− modes, as indicated in §4.9.1 and Figure 4.21, the fitted AI
central values in these modes are well below the physical boundary −1.
IA
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Figure 4.22: Likelihood curves for the K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− AI fits in the low q2 region. The
curves are statistical only. The right side of the y axis indicates the purely statistical
significance levels based on
√
2∆ logL.
We perform likelihood scans for AKI and AK∗I fits in the low q2 region by refitting
the data with AI fixed to a series of values. The change in NLL (− logL) between
this fit and the nominal fit is calculated for each AI value. The AI likelihood curves
obtained from Kℓ+ℓ− and K∗ℓ+ℓ− fits are shown in Figure 4.22. Both curves show a
parabolic shape for AI > −1, which indicates the Gaussian nature of our fit results
in the AI physical region. As the systematic errors associated with AKI and AK∗I are
relatively small, they are treated as small perturbations on the statistical errors by
summing both systematic and statistical errors in quadrature to make the total errors.
The ratios of the total errors to the corresponding statistical ones are used as scaling
factors on the changes in NLL. Therefore, by incorporating the systematic effects, we
have the significance in the low q2 region for AKI to be different from zero is 3.2σ.
For AK∗I in the low q2, the significance from zero is 2.7σ. These significance values
with which a null hypothesis is rejected are verified by performing fits to ensembles of
simulated datasets generated withAKI orAK∗I at zero. We find the frequentist coverage
in both Kℓ+ℓ− and K∗ℓ+ℓ− modes consistent with the significance calculations.
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As the isospin asymmetries in the low q2 regions of both Kℓ+ℓ− and K∗ℓ+ℓ−
modes are highly negative, this type of asymmetry may be insensitive to the hadronic
final states. We thus sum up the Kℓ+ℓ− and K∗ℓ+ℓ− likelihood curves for the curve
in the combined K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− mode, as shown in Figure 4.22. The combined K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−
likelihood curve has been shifted back so that its minimum is still at zero. From this
curve, we obtain the isospin asymmetry for the combined K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− mode AK(∗)I =
−0.64+0.15−0.14 ± 0.03, while the first error is statistical, and the second is systematic.
Including systematic uncertainties, the significance for the combined AK(∗)I from a null
result is 3.9σ.
4.9.3 Cross-checks in AI Measurements
Since the AI results in the low q2 region differ significantly from the Standard Model
expectations, we have performed additional tests to probe for all potential biases in
the measurements. The tests are listed as follows:
• There may exist a possibility of underestimating the charmonium leakage. More
specifically, an unexpected amount of J/ψ events may leak into the low q2 region
for the B+ → K∗+e+e− modes, which will increase AI for B → K∗e+e−. We
have examined this possibility by varying the low q2 upper bound from mℓℓ <
2.65GeV/c2 to mℓℓ < 2.3GeV/c
2. If there exists any notable unexpected leakage,
this bound shift will cause dramatic changes to AI measurements in the low
q2. Table 4.33 gives the comparison between measured AI with different low q2
upper bounds.
• Since ARGUS shape parameters ξ are floating in the fits, the parameterization
may be not optimal and thus produce a bias. In the test, we perform fits in which
the ARGUS slopes are fixed to the predicted values from properly normalized
generic MC simulated samples. The results are presented in Table 4.34.
• We have also studied the combinatorial background events in the ∆E sideband
region which is defined as:
|∆E| < 0.25GeV and outside of the signal region
mES > 5.2GeV/c
2 and outside of the signal region
mKπ selection as in the signal region
The ∆E sideband events from the data are compared with the events from the
normalized generic MC samples after all the other event selection criteria used
for the fit region are applied to both data/MC samples. The results are shown
in Figure 4.23 for B → K∗e+e− modes in the low q2 region. The expected
number of events from the MC simulation and the number of events from data
are consistent within 10%. This indicates an isospin asymmetry very close to
zero for the combinatorial backgrounds.
• The NN selections may introduce a bias in AI . Thus we redo the partial BF
measurements with all NN selections removed, using the B → K∗e+e− modes in
the low q2 region. The results are summarized in Table 4.35.
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low q2
Mode mℓℓ < 2.65GeV/c
2 mℓℓ < 2.3GeV/c
2
B → K∗µ+µ− −0.26+0.50−0.34 0.01+0.82−0.44
B → K∗e+e− −0.66+0.19−0.17 −0.56+0.25−0.21
B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− −0.56+0.17−0.15 −0.42+0.23−0.20
Table 4.33: Measured AI in different low q2 upper bounds. The errors are statistical
only.
all q2 low q2
Mode fixed ξ floating ξ fixed ξ floating ξ
B → K∗µ+µ− −0.00+0.36−0.26 −0.04+0.31−0.25 −0.26+0.50−0.34 −0.30+0.36−0.29
B → K∗e+e− −0.20+0.22−0.20 −0.30+0.19−0.18 −0.66+0.19−0.17 −0.72+0.25−0.16
B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− −0.12+0.18−0.16 −0.20+0.15−0.14 −0.56+0.17−0.15 −0.60+0.16−0.15
Table 4.34: Measured AI with and without fixed ξ. The errors are statistical only.
• Instead of combining K+π0 and K0
S
π+ modes in the K∗+ fit, these two modes are
measured individually for K∗+ℓ+ℓ− partial BFs in the low q2. Both results are
consistent with the result obtained from the combined fit, as shown in Table 4.36.
All tests show good agreement with the original results, and prove the robustness of
our AI measurements. The measured isospin asymmetry in different q2 regions could
be of interest for theorists in examining AI predictions as a function of q2. Table 4.37
summarizes the AI measurements we have performed in the different q2 regions below
the J/ψ resonance for combined B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− mode. The systematic uncertainties for
these additional measurements have not been evaluated.
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Figure 4.23: B → K∗e+e− low q2 mES distribution comparisons between data (points
with error bars) and MC (solid lines) in the ∆E sideband. The corresponding modes
are : B+ → K+π0e+e− (top left), B+ → K0
S
π+e+e− (top right), B0 → K+π−e+e−
(bottom). The actual numbers of events collected in the real data and the expected
yields from MC simulation are listed in the text boxes for comparison.
low q2
Mode with NN without NN
B+ → K∗+e+e− 1.06+0.31−0.28 1.10+0.34−0.31
B0 → K∗0e+e− 0.20+0.12−0.11 0.23+0.15−0.13
Table 4.35: Partial branching fractions in the low q2 region measured with and without
NN selections. The errors are statistical only.
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Modes B+ → K+π0e+e− B+ → K0
S
π+e+e−
Partial BF 1.02+0.52−0.49 1.08
+0.40
−0.34
Table 4.36: Measured partial BFs for individual B+ → K∗+e+e− modes in the low q2.
The errors are statistical only.
q2 region AI note
0.10 < q2 < 4.20 −0.38+0.28−0.24 The low- q2 as defined in Table 4.1.
0.10 < q2 < 5.29 −0.42+0.23−0.20
0.10 < q2 < 7.02 −0.56+0.18−0.16 The low q2
0.10 < q2 < 8.41 −0.55+0.17−0.15 The low q2 used in the previous measurements [11]
1.00 < q2 < 7.02 −0.49+0.22−0.19 Useful for theorists
Table 4.37: Measured AI in different q2 regions below the J/ψ resonance for the
combined B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− mode. The errors are statistical only.
Chapter 5
The Angular Asymmetry
Measurements in B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−
Decays
5.1 Measurement Goals
This chapter will present the measurements of the integrated forward-backward asym-
metry AFB for the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays in the low q2 and high q2 regions separated by
the J/ψ resonance. The longitudinal K polarization FL is measured as an important
input for the AFB measurement. Furthermore, the forward-backward asymmetries in
B → Kℓ+ℓ− and B → J/ψK∗ decays are measured as cross-checks, for which null
results are expected.
5.2 Optimization of the Final Selections
The definitions of low and high q2 regions are almost the same as those in §4.9, except
for a lower upper bound at q2 < 6.25GeV2/c4 for the low q2 region. This is due to a
more conservative choice of the J/ψ veto region.
The event selections in the angular analysis use the same selection procedures
as described in Chapter 3. For the muon PID, this analysis chooses the “Tight”
selection instead of the “Loose” one used in the rate-based analysis. Thus the hadronic
background is further suppressed at the cost of a reduced muon PID efficiency.
The optimization of the NN selections is based on the maximization of figure of
merit S/
√
S +B, where S (B) is the expected yield of signal (combinatorial back-
ground) events after passing all event selection criteria in the signal region. The
optimization is performed separately in each decay mode and each q2 region.
We do not perform angular measurements in B0 → K0
S
ℓ+ℓ− and B0 → K0
S
π0ℓ+ℓ−
modes since in these modes the flavor of b quark in a B meson cannot be tagged from its
decay products. The efficiencies of final selection are similar to the numbers presented
in Table 4.7 for electron modes, ranging from around 5% in the B+ → K+π0e+e−
mode, to over 20% in the B+ → K+e+e− mode. The efficiencies in muon modes,
however, are generally lower than those in Table 4.7 with the lowest value (1.5%)
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in the B+ → K+π0µ+µ− mode low q2 region and the highest value (9.5%) in the
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− mode high q2 region.
5.3 Fit Model
The fit model is based on an unbinned maximum likelihood method for extracting
FL and AFB in the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays. The fits are performed successively in a
multi-level manner, in which the fitted values in a level are fixed and used as input for
the fit in a higher level:
Fit 1 We sum all the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− candidate events into a combined mES distribution
in the mES fit region (mES > 5.2GeV/c
2) for each q2 range. In this level, we
perform a mES fit similar to that discussed in §4.2 to extract the signal and
background yields.
Fit 2 In this level, we fit the cos θK distribution in the signal region (mES > 5.27GeV/c
2)
for extracting FL. The following parameters are fixed in the fit:
– All fixed and floating parameters from Fit 1, as given in §4.2.5.
– The cos θK shape of the combinatorial background.
– The cos θK shape of the signal from theory and simulated efficiency correc-
tions.
– The cos θK shape of the crossfeed contributions from simulated signal events.
Fit 3 In the highest level, we fit the cos θℓ distribution also in the signal region (mES >
5.27GeV/c2) for extracting AFB. The following parameters are fixed in the fit:
– All fixed and floating parameters from Fit 2.
– The cos θℓ shape of the combinatorial background.
– The cos θℓ shape of the signal from theory and simulated efficiency correc-
tions.
– The cos θℓ shape of the crossfeed contributions from signal MC simulation.
It is technically possible to fit cos θK and cos θℓ simultaneously for improving the
sensitivity of AFB measurement. However, given the relatively small size of the fit
dataset, a multi-dimensional fit will not have a high probability of converging and
thus is not used.
We also perform successive fits to mES and cos θℓ distributions in the combined
B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− mode. In this mode we expect a null result for AFB.
In the remainder of this section we describe the PDFs of the various signal and
background components in the fits for the observables cos θK and cos θℓ. The mES
PDFs of all the components have been introduced in §4.2.
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5.3.1 Signal PDFs
As already discussed in § 1.3.8, for the FL fits in the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− mode, the cos θK
signal distribution has the following theoretical form (see Equation 1.21):
1
Γ
dΓ (B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−)
d cos θK
=
3
2
FL cos
2 θK +
3
4
(1− FL)
(
1− cos2 θK
)
. (5.1)
For the corresponding AFB fits in the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− mode, we have the following
theoretical form for the cos θℓ distribution (see Equation 1.25):
1
Γ
dΓ(B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−)
d cos θℓ
=
3
4
FL(1− cos2 θℓ) + 3
8
(1− FL)(1 + cos2 θℓ) + AFB cos θℓ . (5.2)
For the AFB fits in the B → Kℓ+ℓ− decays we use (see Equation 1.26)
1
Γ
dΓ(B → Kℓ+ℓ−)
d cos θℓ
=
3
4
(1− FS)(1− cos2 θℓ) + 1
2
FS + AFB cos θℓ , (5.3)
where FS will be fixed to zero in the fits.
In each mode and each q2 region, the true angular distribution for cos θℓ [cos θK
] differ from its theoretical form shown above by folding with the corresponding effi-
ciency function ǫℓ(cos θℓ) [ǫK(cos θK)] in order to take into account the effect of detector
acceptance:
P (cos θK) = ǫK(cos θK)× 1
Γ
dΓ
d cos θK
, (5.4)
P (cos θℓ) = ǫℓ(cos θℓ)× 1
Γ
dΓ
d cos θℓ
. (5.5)
The cos θℓ [cos θK ] efficiency function is parametrized as a ratio-of-histograms obtained
separately for each mode and q2 range using signal MC simulation. It is normalized by
the correctly-reconstructed simulated signal events passing all event selections accord-
ing to the underlying Γ−1dΓ/d cos θℓ [Γ
−1dΓ/d cos θK ] distribution at the generator
level. Figure 5.1 shows the signal efficiency functions ǫℓ(cos θℓ) and ǫK(cos θK) for
B+ → K+π0e+e− in the high q2 region as an example.
The fit methodology for extracting FL and AFB using Equations 5.1 and 5.2 is first
tested on the simulated signal events at the generator level. These fits are performed
in steps of q2 for each K∗ℓ+ℓ− sub-modes. Figure 5.2 shows the resulting values for
FL and AFB for the B+ → K+π0e+e− mode. These fitted values are compared to the
distributions predicted by the Standard Model shown in Figure 1.10. The distributions
are mutually consistent.
The angular fit parameterization for B → Kℓ+ℓ− is tested at the generator level
in the same way as for B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− discussed above. Again we find that AFB is
consistent with zero in the entire q2 region.
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Figure 5.1: Signal efficiency as a function of cos θK (left) and as a function of cos θℓ
(right) in the high q2 region for B+ → K+π0e+e−.
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Figure 5.2: B+ → K+π0e+e− generator-level FL (left) and AFB (right) distribution
versus q2. Each point is the result of the fit of cos θK (cos θℓ) distribution for FL (AFB)
in a narrow q2 range surrounding each point. The q2 value at which the result of each
fit is reported is the center of the narrow q2 region.
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Figure 5.3: B0 → K+π−e+e− feed-across as a function of cos θK (left) and cos θℓ (right)
in the low q2 region, both are directly taken from MC simulation, and not normalized.
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Figure 5.4: B0 → K+π−e+e− self-crossfeed as a function of cos θK (left) and cos θℓ
(right) in the low q2 region, both are directly taken from MC simulation, and not
normalized.
5.3.2 Feed-across between Different Modes
The cos θK and cos θℓ distributions for the feed-across contribution from other sig-
nal modes are modeled directly from properly normalized simulated signal events.
Figure 5.3 shows the distributions of cos θK and cos θℓ from simulated feed-across
background events for B0 → K+π−e+e− in the low q2 region.
5.3.3 Self-Crossfeed
The cos θK and cos θℓ distributions for the mis-reconstructed real signal events are
modeled directly from corresponding simulated signal events. The normalization for
this event class is taken as a fixed fraction of the fit signal yield. Figure 5.4 shows
the distributions of cos θK and cos θℓ from simulated self-crossfeed events for B
0 →
K+π−e+e− in the low q2 region.
5.3.4 Combinatorial background PDFs
The cos θℓ and cos θK combinatorial background distributions for the angular fits are
obtained from events in the mES sideband ( 5.20 < mES < 5.27GeV/c
2) of both lepton
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flavor violating (LFV) e+µ+ and µ+e− events and normal e+e− and µ+µ− events.
Lepton Flavor Violating (LFV) Samples
For the LFV samples we make an important distinction between µe and eµ events.
In defining the lepton forward backward asymmetry for e+e− and µ+µ− events, the
charge of the lepton which defines the angle is correlated with the flavor of the b quark
(or equivalently with the presence of a K∗ or K∗ meson). To correctly model the AFB
distribution using the LFV events we need to make the same distinction. An event is
µ+e− or e+µ− if it comes from a b decay and is associated with a K∗+ or K∗0 meson.
By charge conjugation an event is µ−e+ or e−µ+ if it comes from a b decay, and is
associated with a K∗− or K∗0 meson. The µe sample is the combination of µ+e− from
b¯ and µ−e+ from b, and likewise for the eµ sample.
Angular PDFs
The combinatorial background events passing all the event selections mainly originate
from two BB background sources. One source consists of BB events in which two
uncorrelated leptons are produced in the semileptonical decays of both B mesons (“un-
correlated” background events). The other source is B → D(∗)ℓν events in which theD
meson (or its long-lived charm daughter in the case of excited D states) subsequently
decays semileptonically through D → K∗ℓν (“cascade” background events). Since in
each of these background sources, two leptons only have a charge correlation between
each other to resemble a signal K∗ℓ+ℓ− event. Therefore, the samples of LFV decays
from both real data and MC simulation can be used for modeling the combinatorial
background.
In order to study the angular distributions for the combinatorial backgrounds,
we have selected a large background data sample with relaxed requirements on the
NN outputs. Figure 5.5 shows the cos θℓ distribution for these events in the grand
sideband region for each type of LFV and standard di-lepton events. Comparing these
distributions with each other, we observe a very large discrepancy at cos θℓ > 0.7, where
a prominent spike is present in the µe and e+e− events but substantially reduced in
the µ+µ− and eµ events. These spikes are also not modeled in MC simulation. The
differences are caused by different momentum requirements for the electron and muon
candidates, plab > 0.3GeV/c and p > 0.7GeV/c respectively. In addition, for cascade
background events, the momentum spectra of D decays are softer than those from B
decays. Thus, compared to the eµ (µ+µ−) samples, the µe (e+e−) samples contain
more cascade decays than the eµ (µ+µ−) samples, which contribute to the spike at
large cos θℓ.
Concerning the momentum acceptance effects shown above, the cos θℓ distributions
for the LFV and standard di-lepton events are reasonably well-correlated across the
mES-∆E plane. However, although there is no dramatic change in the distribution
of cos θℓ as a function of ∆E, there are variations with respect to mES. Figure 5.6
shows the concatenated data events in the GSB region with mES greater and less
than 5.2GeV/c2. The cos θℓ distribution for events with mES > 5.2GeV/c
2 is nearly
monotonic with the greatest value at cos θℓ ∼ 1.
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Figure 5.5: cos θℓ distributions for standard and LFV data events in the GSB region
with relaxed NN selections. “MuE” and “EMu” are for the µe and eµ LFV events,
while “MuMu” and “EE” are for the standard e+e− and µ+µ− events.
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Figure 5.6: cos θℓ distributions for the sum of the LFV and standard di-lepton data
events in the GSB region with (top)mES < 5.2GeV/c
2 and (bottom)mES > 5.2GeV/c
2.
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Figure 5.7: cos θℓ distributions for different data events in the low q
2 (left) and high
q2 (right) regions: the LFV events in the signal region (dashed lines), the LFV events
in the sideband region (dotted lines), the standard di-lepton events in the sideband
region (solid lines). Each distribution is normalized to the number of LFV events in
the signal region.
Figures 5.7 shows the cos θℓ distributions of the LFV and standard data events in
the mES sideband region, and the LFV data events in the signal region. For the cos θℓ
distributions in the sideband region, they are normalized to the distribution of the LFV
events in the signal region. We have performed Kolmogorov tests [80] on the likelihoods
between the cos θℓ distributions from three classes of data samples mentioned above,
which generally show large probabilities and tend to confirm the hypothesis that each
distribution is equivalent to the others within the available statistical precision.
Modeling of Angular Distributions
We observe the following facts concerning the combinatorial background in the cos θℓ
distribution:
• It is poorly modeled in simulated events,
• It is affected by the lepton momentum acceptance,
• And it fluctuates as a function of mES and also has a weak dependence on ∆E.
Therefore, we conclude that a robust model for the combinatorial angular PDFs can
only be obtained from data events that lie as close as possible to the signal region.
We have shown that the LFV data events in the signal region is well-modeled by both
the LFV and standard data events in the sideband region. Thus, we first perform the
one-dimensional mES fit in order to obtain the signal and background yields and the
ARGUS shape parameter. Now the angular fits will be limited to events in the signal
region and the angular PDFs will be constructed as step functions. The shapes of
the step functions are modeled using the LFV and standard data events in the mES
sideband region. The normalization of the angular PDF in this region for the angular
fits will be taken from a partial integration of the ARGUS PDF determined in the
precedent mES fit over the mES signal region.
Additionally, although the cos θK distributions show little of the correlations present
in cos θℓ, we use exactly the same prescription given above to obtain the cos θK com-
binatorial PDF and fit for FL.
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Figure 5.8: mES, cos θK and cos θℓ distributions (in clockwise direction) in the
B0 → J/ψ (→ µ+µ−)K∗0(→ K+π−) sample, with the successive fits for FL and AFB
overlaid. In each plot, the data points are shown with total fit (solid), signal (dashed
blue), combinatorial (dashed green), self-crossfeed (dashed magenta) and feed-across
(dashed red) background components superimposed. All the background components
are rather small compared to the signal.
5.4 Charmonium Control Samples
Similarly as for the rate-based analysis, we also examine the angular fits using large
samples of vetoed charmonium events. In J/ψ samples, we account for all the signal
and background PDF components described above and fit to all six K∗ decay modes
for extracting FL and AFB.
Figure 5.8 shows the angular fits in the B0 → J/ψ (→ µ+µ−)K∗0(→ K+π−) sample.
The fits are performed in the same manner as discussed in §5.3. Table 5.1 shows the
FL and AFB results for each K∗ℓ+ℓ− mode using only the NN selections for the high q2
range. The measured FL values are compared to previously measured K
∗ polarization
FL = 0.56 ± 0.01 in the B → J/ψK∗ decay [81]. The measured AFB values are also
compared to the null expectation of lepton asymmetry AFB = 0. The agreement is
generally good to be within 2σ and indicate the robustness of our angluar fits.
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Mode B(10−3) FL AFB
K+π0µ+µ− 1.50± 0.09 0.54± 0.03 −0.04± 0.05
K0Sπ
+µ+µ− 1.43± 0.08 0.55± 0.02 +0.00± 0.05
K+π−µ+µ− 1.30± 0.03 0.56± 0.02 −0.02± 0.02
K+π0e+e− 1.57± 0.06 0.54± 0.03 +0.02± 0.03
K0Sπ
+e+e− 1.48± 0.06 0.55± 0.02 −0.02± 0.04
K+π−e+e− 1.35± 0.03 0.56± 0.02 +0.01± 0.02
Table 5.1: Measured B → J/ψK∗ branching fractions, FL and AFB in different final
state modes. The NN selections for the high q2 region are used. The world average
values for B0 → K∗0J/ψ(→ ℓ+ℓ−) and B+ → K∗+J/ψ(→ ℓ+ℓ−) are (1.33 ± 0.06,
1.41 ± 0.08) × 10−3, respectively [68]. The previously measured K∗ polarization is
FL = 0.56± 0.01 [81], and the expected lepton asymmetry AFB = 0.
5.5 Estimation of the Hadronic and Peaking Back-
grounds
5.5.1 Hadronic Backgrounds
The hadronic backgrounds are estimated using the procedure described in §4.6.1 with
a slight modification. The weighting methodology for estimating the hadronic back-
ground contribution is about the same, except for using different muon PID selectors.
The most prominent difference lies in the modeling of the hadronic PDFs. The rate-
based analysis directly uses the weighted histograms, while in the angular analysis,
these histograms are fitted with a Gaussian shape signal plus an ARGUS shape back-
ground for extracting peaking (signal-like) contributions only. The hadronic back-
ground mES distribution is now modeled by the fitted signal yield and Gaussian shape
parameters, which is summarized for each mode in each q2 region in Table 5.2. The
ARGUS shape background is used to account for the combinatorial background con-
tribution.
For the cos θK and cos θℓ distributions of the peaking contribution in the hadronic
background, they are modeled from the weighted data control sample in themES signal
region, and with the combinatorial contribution subtracted. The normalization of the
combinatorial contribution in the signal region is evaluated from themES fits described
above, while the angular distribution shapes of the combinatorial contribution are
directly taken from events in the mES sideband.
5.5.2 Peaking backgrounds
Both the normalizations and the shapes of the peaking backgrounds from either char-
monium leakage or dalitz decays (described in §4.6.2 and §4.6.4 respectively) are de-
termined from the corresponding simulated events. The total expected contribution
from these sources is trivial and less than one event in each final state and q2 region.
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Mode q2 region N Peaking (+) error (-) error
B+ → K+µ+µ− low 0.259 +0.085 -0.090
“ ” high 1.023 +0.349 -0.313
B+ → K+π0µ+µ− low 0.180 +0.082 -0.062
“ ” high 0.450 +0.152 -0.162
B+ → K0
S
π+µ+µ− low 0.171 +0.070 -0.060
“ ” high 0.167 +0.188 -0.089
B0 → K+π−µ+µ− low 0.368 +0.162 -0.130
“ ” high 0.675 +0.234 -0.178
Table 5.2: Peaking contribution of the hadronic background by mode and q2 range.
“N Peaking” is the expected peaking contribution from the fitted signal yield. The
fitted higher and lower errors are followed respectively.
5.6 MC Experiments
Based on the complete fit model described in §5.3, we perform MC experiments by
fitting to 700 simulated datasets with embedded signal events drawn from signal MC
samples in each q2 region and for bothKℓ+ℓ− andK∗ℓ+ℓ− modes. The input Standard
Model values of FL and AFB for the dataset generation are reproduced in the fits,
with negligible biases, as the pull distributions shown in Figure 5.9. We also have
performed the MC experiments with the embedded signal events generated based on
various models beyond Standard Model, in which a wide range of values of Wilson
coefficients Ceff7 , C
eff
7 and C
eff
9 are tested. Different inputs of FL and AFB predicted
by these models are applied for generating test datasets, and again reproduced in the
fits without significant biases.
5.7 Systematic Errors
We consider several sources of systematic uncertainty in the fit of FL from the cos θK
distribution and AFB from the cos θℓ distribution:
• The error on the signal yield from the mES fit is propagated into the FL and
AFB fits. To bound the systematic errors, we vary the fitted ARGUS shape
parameter ξ by ±1σ from its central value and repeat the mES fit with ξ fixed to
extract new values for the signal and background yields. These new values are
then used as inputs in the FL and AFB fits to determine the shift of the central
values of FL and AFB.
• The error on FL from the fit to the cos θK distribution is propagated into the
AFB fit. This systematic error of AFB is determined through varying the value
of FL by ±1σ from its fitted central value, and refitting the cos θℓ distribution.
• The combinatorial background shape and normalization. We assign a systematic
error from the background shape by dividing the sideband samples into two non-
overlapping mES regions separated by mES = 5.23GeV/c
2. The average shifts of
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Figure 5.9: FL (top two plots) and AFB (bottom two) pull distributions for K∗ℓ+ℓ−
decays in the low (left two) and high (right two) q2 regions, with fits to a Gaussian
distribution overlaid. The goodness-of-fits (χ2/n.d.o.f) and fit parameters are shown
in the text boxes.
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AFB and FL values between the default fits with the full sideband sample and
the fits using the two sub-samples mentioned above are taken as the background
shape systematics.
• Self-crossfeed within the signal mode and feed-across from other modes. The
systematic error from these sources is bounded by floating their normalizations
in the fits to the charmomium control samples.
• The Gaussian signal shape. This systematic error is bounded through varying
the mean and the width of the Gaussian PDF within the ranges allowed by the
mES fits to the charmomium control samples.
• The peaking backgrounds from hadronic decays and charmonium leakage. To
determine the systematics for the charmonium leakage, we scale the background
according to the ∼ 10% uncertainty on the charmonium branching fraction. For
the hadronic peaking backgrounds, we scale the background according to the
fit errors from the hadronic control samples given in Table 5.2. Since these
backgrounds are only at the level of ∼ 0.1 events, the resulting systematic errors
for FL and AFB are negligible.
• The signal efficiency as a function of variations in the Wilson coefficients Ceff7 ,
Ceff9 and C
eff
10 . Samples of simulated signal events based on models with var-
ied values of Ceff7 , C
eff
9 and C
eff
10 are used to analyze the shifts of the signal
reconstruction efficiencies.
• The signal efficiency for different form factors. This systematics is also deter-
mined through generating signal events with different form factors [20, 77].
• The average bias on the central values of FL and AFB obtained from the MC
experiments described in § 5.6
• The selection of the final ∆E fit window. This is treated only as a cross-check
to ensure that there are no hidden systematics associated with our rather tight
∆E selection. We perform the complete analysis with different ∆E windows to
collect the new values of FL and AFB. No notable shift from the original results
is observed.
For the sources of the systematics uncertainties listed above, with the exception
of the last one, all these sources are treated as additive uncertainties on the central
values of the asymmetries. They are regarded as independent and summed up in
quadrature terms for the total systematics uncertainty. The systematic uncertainties
are summarized in Table 5.3, where the modeling of the signal events is the largest
uncertainty source.
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Source FL systematic AFB systematic
of Error low q2 high q2 low q2 high q2
mES fit yields 0.001 0.016 0.003 0.002
FL fit error — — 0.025 0.022
Background shape 0.006 0.020 0.027 0.006
Signal model 0.036 0.034 0.030 0.038
Fit bias 0.012 0.020 0.023 0.052
Efficiency/crossfeed 0.010 0.010 0.020 0.020
Total 0.04 0.09 0.10 0.08
Table 5.3: Systematic errors on the measurements of FL and AFB for the K∗ℓ+ℓ−
decays.
q2 region NS AFB
low 26.0± 5.7 +0.04+0.16−0.24
high 26.5± 6.7 +0.20+0.14−0.22
Table 5.4: Measured AFB in B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− decays. The included errors are only
statistical. NS is the signal yield obtained from the mES fit.
5.8 Final Results
5.8.1 B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− Fits For AFB
Figure 5.10 shows the B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− cos θℓ fits for AFB in the low q2 and high q2
regions. Table 5.4 lists the AFB results from the successive mES and cos θℓ fits to the
data for the B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− decays, along with the fitted signal yields. In both q2
bins, the measured asymmetries are consistent with a null result, and again, prove the
unbiased nature of our fit methodology.
5.8.2 B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− Fits
Figure 5.13 shows the final fit results with the total fit, signal and random combinato-
rial PDF components overlaid on the data points. The measured FL and AFB results
with systematic errors are presented in Table 5.5.
5.9 Comparison of the Results
We compare our FL and AFB results with the previous BABAR measurements based on
208 fb−1 data [11], which are summarized in Table 5.6. In the previous measurements,
for AFB in the low q2 region only the lower limit at 95% confidence level was set
due to an unconverged AFB fit. Our new results for both FL and AFB are in good
agreement with the previous observations. The largest deviation comes from the FL
measurement in the low q2 region, which may due to a different low q2 region and
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Figure 5.10: Distributions of cos θℓ in the B
+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− decays with fit curves
overlaid for the low q2 (left) and high q2 (right) regions. In each plot, the data points
are shown with the total fit (solid line), signal (dashed line), and random combinatorial
background (dotted line) components superimposed.
q2 region NS FL AFB
low 27.2± 6.3 0.35± 0.16± 0.04 +0.24+0.18−0.23 ± 0.05
high 36.6± 9.6 0.71+0.20−0.22 ± 0.04 +0.76+0.52−0.32 ± 0.07
Table 5.5: Measured FL and AFB in the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays. NS is the signal yield
obtained from the mES fit, for which only the statistical error is given. For FL and
AFB, both statistical and systematic errors are shown successively.
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Figure 5.11: K∗ℓ+ℓ− fits: (a) low q2 mES, (b) high q
2 mES, (c) low q
2 cos θK , (d) high q
2
cos θK , (e) low q
2 cos θℓ, (f) high q
2 cos θℓ; with combinatorial (dots) and peaking (long
dash) background, signal (short dash) and total (solid) fit distributions superimposed
on the data points.
different combinatorial background suppression and modeling techniques used. We
are more confident in our results since compared to previous measurements, (a) our
fit techniques are simpler; (b) we use more sophisticated event selection techniques
with NNs; (c) we have almost no dependence on simulated events. We also find good
agreement through comparing our AFB results with the latest Belle results based on
357 fb−1 data [82], as shown in Figure 5.12.
The comparison between our results and different theoretical predictions based
on different Ceff7 and C
eff
9 C
eff
10 signs is shown in Figure 5.13. In the low q
2 region,
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q2 [GeV2/c4]
Figure 5.12: Comparison of the BABAR 349 fb−1 (open circles) and Belle 357 fb−1
(solid points) results for AFB as a function of q2 [83]. Different q2 regions have been
defined in different experiments.
Observable q2 208 fb−1 Result 349 fb−1 Result
FL low 0.77
+0.63
−0.30 ± 0.07 0.35± 0.16± 0.04
high 0.51+0.22−0.25 ± 0.08 +0.71+0.20−0.22 ± 0.04
AFB low > 0.19 (95% CL) +0.24+0.18−0.23 ± 0.05
high +0.72+0.28−0.26 ± 0.08 +0.76+0.52−0.32 ± 0.07
Table 5.6: Comparison of the previous (“208 fb−1”) [11] and our new (“349 fb−1”) FL
and AFB results for B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays. Note that in the previous analysis, the
upper bound for low q2 is slightly higher at q2 < 8.41GeV/c2. Both statistical and
systematic errors are given successively for each result.
from the Standard Model predictions, we expect AFB = −0.03 ± 0.01 [84] and FL =
0.63± 0.03 [51]. Our AFB result, however, shows about one standard deviation from
the Standard Model prediction and the flipped sign Ceff7 (C
eff
7 = −CSM7 ) model is
favored. While in the high q2 region, the Standard Model expectation is AFB =
0.26±0.01+0.00−0.05 (where the first and second errors are due to uncertainties arising from
perturbative and non-perturbative sources, respectively) [30, 85] and FL ∼ 0.40 [51]. In
this q2 region, our AFB result excludes the flipped sign Ceff9 Ceff10 models (Ceff9 Ceff10 =
−CSM9 CSM10 ) at more than 3σ significance level.
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Figure 5.13: Our (a) AFB and (b) FL results (points with error bars) for the
B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays are compared to the predictions from the Standard Model
(solid); Ceff7 = −CSM7 (long dash); Ceff9 Ceff10 = −CSM9 CSM10 (short dash); Ceff7 =
−CSM7 , Ceff9 Ceff10 = −CSM9 CSM10 (dash-dot). In our results, the statistical and sys-
tematic errors are added in quadrature terms. Expected FL values from the inte-
grations over both two q2 regions are also shown as straight lines. The flipped-sign
Ceff9 C
eff
10 = −CSM9 CSM10 will not bring notable changes to FL values, and these FL
curves are thus not shown.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Outlook
In summary, we have performed a series of measurements on the rare decays B →
Kℓ+ℓ− and B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−, based on a sample of 384 million BB events collected with
the BABAR detector. Besides the total branching fractions, these measurements include
the partial branching fractions, direct CP asymmetries, lepton flavor ratios, isospin
asymmetries, longitudinal K∗ polarization, and lepton forward-backward asymmetries
for di-lepton invariant mass below and above the J/ψ resonance.
For the total branching fractions averaged between charged and neutral B mesons,
we have measured:
B(Bd → Kℓ+ℓ−) = (0.394+0.073−0.069 ± 0.020)× 10−6,
B(Bd → K∗ℓ+ℓ−) = (1.11+0.19−0.18 ± 0.07)× 10−6.
For each result, the first uncertainty is statistical, and the second is systematic. The
observations are consistent with previous measurements, as well as the Standard Model
predictions. Our partial BF measurements also agree well with the Standard Model
predictions.
In the entire q2 region, the measured direct CP asymmetries in the B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−
decays are consistent with zero, and the measured RK(∗) ratios in different q
2 regions
are consistent with lepton universality. We also find ACP and RK(∗) consistent with
the Standard Model predictions in separate q2 regions.
Our AI measurements for the B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− decays are the first of this type. We
observe no statistically significant isospin asymmetries for either the entire q2 region
or the high q2 region above the J/ψ resonance. However, in the low q2 (0.1 < q2 <
7.02GeV2/c4) region, we observe large isospin asymmetries for both B → Kℓ+ℓ− and
B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− modes. Since we do not find any evidence for B0 → K0
S
ℓ+ℓ− decays in
the low q2 region, the measurement in the B → Kℓ+ℓ− modes yields a result with
an unphysical central value: AKI = −1.43+0.56−0.85 ± 0.05. In the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− modes,
we observe AK∗I = −0.56+0.17−0.15 ± 0.03, which is more consistent with the flipped-sign
Ceff7 model than with the Standard Model. The significances for AKI and AK∗I to be
different from a null hypothesis are 3.2σ and 2.7σ respectively, including systematic
uncertainties. By combining the results from the B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− decays, we have
AK(∗)I = −0.64+0.15−0.14 ± 0.03, with a significance of 3.9σ from a null result including
systematic uncertainties.
120 Conclusion and Outlook
For the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decays, we have measured FL = 0.35 ± 0.16 ± 0.04, AFB =
0.24+0.18−0.23±0.05 in the low q2 (0.1 < q2 < 7.02GeV2/c4 region; and FL = 0.71+0.20−0.22±0.04,
AFB = 0.76+0.52−0.32 ± 0.07 in the high q2 (q2 > 10.24GeV2/c4) region. All these results
are consistent with previous BABAR and Belle measurements . The AFB result in the
low q2 region also update the earlier BABAR measurement, in which only a lower limit
was set. Though our results generally agree with the Standard Model predictions,
they favor the flipped-sign Ceff7 model over the Standard Model. Furthermore, the
flipped-sign Ceff9 C
eff
10 model is excluded at more than 3σ level.
The BABAR detector and PEP-II have ended operations since April 2008, and the
full BABAR data sample comprises 465 million BB events, which is ∼ 20% larger than
that used in this thesis. We will update our current results by performing the same
measurements on this data sample. With improved muon PID and event selection
techniques, the improvements in measurement sensitivities are expected to be better
than the purely statistical gain. We will also work on a sum of exclusive modes
B → Knπℓ+ℓ− (n ≤ 4, with up to one π0) to approximate the inclusive B → Xsℓ+ℓ−
decays using the full data sample. The measurements of the total and partial branching
fractions, different rate-based asymmetries and AFB in the inclusive B → Xsℓ+ℓ−
decays are expected to place tight constraints on possible new physics, since these
observables are better predicted than in the exclusive B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− decays.
Since there is no more data from the BABAR experiment, we have to rely on future
experiments to improve measurement precisions. The LHCb experiment located at
CERN will start data-taking in 2008/2009. Based on one nominal year of data, a
number of 3700 signal B → K∗µ+µ− events in the q2 range 4m2µ < q2 < 9 GeV2/c4
are expected, and the zero-crossing point for AFB can be measured at a precision of
∼ 0.46 GeV2/c4 [86]. The proposed SuperKEKB project as an upgrade to the current
KEKB factory, has a design luminosity of 4×1035 cm−2s−1 [87]. If realized, it will also
accumulate sufficient data for precise measurements on the exclusive B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ−
and inclusive B → Xsℓ+ℓ− decays. However, our ultimate hope for a statistically
superior data sample lies in the proposed SuperB factory, which has a design luminosity
of order 1036 cm−2s−1 [88], and will produce more than 10 billion BB events in just
one year’s running.
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Abstract
The light yield non-uniformity in the BABAR EMC crystals causes the disagreement between the mea-
sured neutral energy spectrum and the Monte Carlo simulation, since it has not been taken into account for
in the current Monte Carlo simulation. In our study, Initial State Radiation (ISR) µµγ samples are used to
analyze the effect of different crystal non-uniformities on Monte Carlo energy line shape. Instead of mod-
eling the end-to-end light yield variation of EMC crystals in a linear manner, we propose a new “V-shape”
model, in which the light yield first decrease towards the center of the crystals and then increase again. The
model proves to be successful in improving the agreement between the simulation and data.
1 Introduction
The light yield of the CsI crystals in the BABAR electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) is not uniform along
the crystal length. Since the crystals are projective, the light-yield is naturally non-uniform. The non-
linear effects have been compensated by wrapping the crystals in sheets with a mounted black-and-white
pattern[1].
Light yield tests on the bench have confirmed that the residual non-uniformities were a few percent
showing a linear decrease in light yield from the tip of the crystal[2]. These test were performed before the
crystals were mounted into the barrel and endcap modules.
After seven years of operation aging and radiation damage has caused modification in the surface of
the crystals leading to an increase in light non-uniformities and a degradation of the energy resolution.
Furthermore, the light yield modeling in the simulation becomes inaccurate. To account for this effect, in
previous studies the crystals were divided into eight sections from front to rear. For each section a specific
light correction factor was determined by assuming a linear light-yield variation with the crystal length.
(eg. see J. L. Ritche et al[3]). In this study single-photon events were generated using the linear model of
non-uniformities. An improvement was observed between data and simulation for low energy photons.
We start our study with a sample of simulated ISR µµγ events, in which linearly-varying crystal non-
uniformities are implemented. We vary the size of the non-uniformities between 0% and 50% and compare
the simulated photon energies with measurements. A linearly-varying non-uniformity of about 30% can
degrade the photon energy resolution sufficiently to obtain reasonable agreement with measurements. For
low energies, however, the agreement of data and simulation is still poor. In this study, we propose a new
non-uniformity model. The uniformity coefficients from front to rear first decrease linearly till a certain
crystal section and then increase again linearly (“V-shape”). We divide the EMC into 7 sub-regions to
obtain an improved agreement between data and Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. Measured energies of MC
photons have been carefully scaled to align their peaks with data and only photons with an energy above
2 GeV are taken into consideration. The validation with symmetric π0s from τ decays shows moderate
improvements in agreement between simulation and data for low energy photons.
1
2 Method
For photons originating from ISR µµγ decays, the energy measured in the EMC is correlated with the energy
E f it determined from a kinematic fit to µµγ events. Since the latter is constrained by the tracking information
of the 2 muons and the energy of the initial state, Ef it is determined with much higher precision than Ereco
and may be regarded as the real photon energy Egen. We evaluate the MC simulation by comparing the ratio
Ereco/E f it for data and MC samples.
The basic working environment in the study is based on the following requirements:
• Release 18.6.2a and a private test condition database (CDB) is set up with all the condition data
imported and loaded
• Neutral correction is disabled
• ISR mmg emin 500MeV.tcl is used as a configuration file to generate ISR µµγ decay events
• CONDALIAS is set to be “Sep2003” to compare with Run4 data
• Background Mixing is turned off by default
• NeutralMiniUser package (V00-00-07) is used to make n-tuples from generated collections with Tag-
IncExclsr filter enabled to eliminate the high side tail in MC Ereco/E f it histograms
The description of uniformity coefficients and the way to load them in the simulation can be found in
the EmcSim package and Ref. [3].
2.1 Test with linearly-varying uniformity coefficients
Various crystal uniformity coefficients have been loaded into EMC condition database to test their effects on
Ereco/E f it histogram line shapes of generated µµγ events. The non-uniformity of an EMC crystal is defined
to be the difference between the uniformity coefficients in its first and last section. To avoid the artificial
edge correction effect near 1 GeV in the EMC simulation, only ISR photons with an energy above 2 GeV are
considered. Figure 1 shows a comparison of Ereco/E f it distributions with different crystal non-uniformities
simulated. The energy resolution improves with increasing non-uniformities, reaches at minimum at ∼10%
non-uniformity and then deteriorates rapidly with increasing non-uniformities. For a non-uniformity of
30% the best MC-data agreement is achieved. Figure 2 shows the Ereco/E f it distributions for different
non-uniformities with fits to a Crystal Ball (CB) shape[4] overlaid.
Figure 3 shows the energy resolutions (FWHM/2.35 from the CB shape fit) for different non-uniformities.
For Run4 data, the resolution (FWHM/2.35) is at around 0.02, which is close to what we obtain for a 30%
non-uniformity.
Figures 4 and 5 show the Ereco/E f it distributions for default MC and Run4 data. Figures 6 and 7 show
the distributions for MC simulation with 30% non-uniformity and Run4 data. The simulated value of Ereco
has been re-scaled to align the peaks of the distributions with those in the data. For high-energy (above 2
GeV) photons the best data/MC agreement is achieved in the linear model with a ∼30% non-uniformity.
The two distributions still show substantial differences, especially near the peak. The data/MC agreement
becomes worse for low energy photons.
2.2 Collecting EMC GHits information to test different parametrization
Since the linear model does not provide a satisfactory simulation of data, we have investigated other param-
eterizations of the uniformity coefficients.
To test different crystal uniformity coefficients, the conventional procedure is to write uniformity coef-
ficients into a crystal profile, load that into a private condition database, then perform the MC simulations
using Moose package.
In the EMC simulation process of a default Moose production, a EmcGHit list is scored on a single
EMC crystal and digitized into a EmcDigi. EmcGHit::exs1()..exs8() are 8 GHit energies deposited on the 8
longitudinal slices of each crystal. They are multiplied by eight coefficients {c1,c2, · · · ,c8} assigned to this
crystal and summed up yielding the energy of EmcDigi. All EmcDigi energies associated with a neutral
candidate are further summed up in the event reconstruction stage and calibrated to make the Ereco.2
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Figure 1: Normalized Ereco/E f it histograms for perfect uniformity (default MC), 10%, 20%, 30% and 50% non-
uniformities, the Ereco distributions with non-uniformity effects are scaled that their peaks are aligned with the
peaks of distribution of the default MC.
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Figure 2: Ereco/E f it histograms (points) for simulations with perfect uniformity and different non-uniformities
from 5% to 50%, are fitted with a Crystal Ball distribution (solid curves).
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Figure 3: Energy resolution versus crystal non-uniformity.
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Figure 4: Default MC (solid line) and Run4 data (points with error bars) with photon energies above 2 GeV, Ereco
in MC has been scaled according to data.
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Figure 5: Comparison between default MC (solid line, after scaling of Ereco) and Run4 data (points with error
bars) in 6 Ef it bins between 2 and 8 GeV.
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Figure 6: Comparison between MC with 30% non-uniformity (solid line, after scaling of Ereco) and Run4 data
(points with error bars) with photon energies above 2 GeV.
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Figure 7: Comparison between 30% non-uniformity MC (solid line, after scaling of Ereco) and Run4 data (points
with error bars) in 6 Ef it bins between 2 and 8 GeV.
In the end of Moose production, generated MC events are saved into output data collections after dig-
itization and reconstruction, with EMC GHits information discarded. The Beta analysis packages such
as NeutralMiniUser are used to manipulate BtaCandidates stored in these collections and write out useful
event and candidate variables for n-tuple stage analysis.
The whole optimization procedure using different parameterization of the uniformity coefficients be-
comes rather cumbersome. To simplify this, we perform the parameterization of the uniformity coefficients
exclusively in the n-tuple stage. Therefore we need to track down necessary GHits information associated
with each neutral candidate, then write it into the n-tuples as additional candidate variables for EMC energy
reconstruction. Obviously this cannot be done in the Beta stage alone due the unavailability of EMC GHits
information. We need to integrate Beta jobs into the Moose production by appending µµγ Beta modules
taken from the NeutralMiniUser package after normal Moose sequences. During the execution of these
µµγ modules, for each neutral candidate in a event, eight GHit energies associated with each member of
the candidate’s EmcDigi list are summed up separately yielding eight energy fractions of the candidate raw
energy. These eight energies {Ei} are then calibrated in the same manner as the raw energy of the candidate
and written into final n-tuples together with other variables of the candidate.
A tester for different uniformity coefficients {ci} can thus be established. In the n-tuple stage, neutral
energies can be reconstructed using the following formula:
Ereco =∑ciEi, ∑ci = 8. (1)
An example of eight Ei/E f it distributions is shown in Figure 8.
2.3 The partition of EMC crystals in the barrel region
Since the radiation dose depends on the crystal position in the EMC, we study six regions in the barrel and
the endcap separately. The individual regions are shown in Figure 9 and are specified in Table 1. Since the
crystals in each region are assumed to be homogeneous, all crystals in each detector region are assigned
with a unique set of uniformity coefficients {ci}.
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Figure 8: Ei/E f it distributions in the 8 crystal regions for photon energies between 3 and 4 GeV.
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Region No. 1 2 3 4 5 6
Theta Index 9 - 15 16 - 22 23 - 29 30 - 36 37 - 45 46 - 56
Theta Interval
(radians)
0.473 -
0.654
0.655 -
0.901
0.902 -
1.213
1.214 -
1.571
1.571 -
1.978
1.978 -
2.456
Crystal Length
(X0)
17.5 17.0 16.5 16.0 16.0 16.0
Table 1: Partition of EMC barrel region
Figure 9: Side view of the BABAR EMC[1]. The partition of six regions in the barrel is shown, EMC endcap region
is numbered as Region 0 for completion.
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c1=1.071 c2=1.030 c3=0.990 c4=0.950 c5=0.910 c6=0.963 c7=1.017 c8=1.071
Figure 10: An example of the uniformity coefficients {ci} in EMC barrel region 1, the length of each section is
shown proportional to its actual size, the line is the variation curve of the coefficients.
2.4 Definition and minimization of χ2
For a given set of uniformity coefficients {ci}, Ereco is reconstructed via Eq. 1 for each neutral candidate.
The resulting distribution is multiplied with a calibration factor to align the peak of Ereco/E f it distribution
with that in the data. To evaluate the discrepancy of Ereco/E f it distributions between MC and data, we
calculate the χ2 on a bin-by-bin basis by
χ2 =∑
(
xMCi − xDatai
)2(
σMCi
)2
+
(
σDatai
)2 , (2)
where xMCi and xDatai are the contents of bin number i of scaled MC histogram and data histogram, σMCi and
σDatai are their statistical errors.
For sufficiently high statistics, in principle we can use MINUIT in order to determine the coefficients
{ci}. Due to statistical fluctuations, it is practically not possible to find the best set. We, therefore, try a
simple model in which we tune a few parameters and minimize the χ2.
2.5 A new model for the light yield variation along the crystals
In the seven different detector regions, a “V-shape” model is proposed in this note to determine the co-
efficients {ci} region by region. In this model, we first decrease the non-uniformities from the rear (8th
section) towards the center of the crystal and then increase them again towards the front of the crystal. The
coefficients c1 and c8 are chosen to be equal. This model is completely determined by two parameters,
the value k of the minimum and the overall non-uniformity. The minimal non-uniformity is in section k
(typically between 3 and 5). The 8 coefficients are further normalized to fix their sum at 8, according to
Eq. 1. The non-uniformity of a crystal is now defined to be the difference between the maximal coefficient
c1 and minimal coefficient ck before the normalization. By setting k = 1 we retain the linear model. An
example coefficients {ci} is shown in Figure 10, with a non-uniformity of 16.3% and k = 5. This is the
optimal set of coefficients for EMC barrel region 1.
To find the optimal non-uniformity and k values in a certain EMC region, we fix k at a integral value
between 1 and 8, scan non-uniformity values in different energy regions and select a non-uniformity value
by eye where the χ2 values from these energy regions are all at their minima. An example is shown in
Figure 11.
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Figure 11: The χ2 versus the non-uniformity in barrel region 1, k is fixed at 5. The arrow indicates the common
optimal non-uniformity value for all six energy regions.
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Figure 12: The Ereco/E f it distribution in barrel region 1 for the 6 energy bins between 2 and 8 GeV for data and
simulation. The top 6 plots are for uniform crystal response; the bottom 6 plots are for our “V-shape” model shown
in Table 2. (Data are shown by points with error bars and MC by solid lines.)
3 Results and rescaling
We have performed the optimization in 6 energy bins (2 - 3 GeV, 3 - 4 GeV, 4 - 5 GeV, 5 - 6 GeV, 6 - 7
GeV, 7 - 8 GeV) for 7 detector regions. Figures 12-18 show the Ereco/E f it distributions in the 7 detector
regions for the “V-shape” model as well as for a uniform response in comparison to Run4 data. In some
EMC barrel regions, we were not able to determine the non-uniformity parameters for high photon energies
due to low statistics. A summary of our optimal results is presented in Table 2.
For our optimal choices of uniformity coefficients in the V-shape model, we observe a significant im-
provement in the data/MC comparison. The simulation yields an energy resolution compatible with that
observed in the data. In addition, the tail of the energy distribution is well described. In this approach,
however, the reconstructed energy depends on uniformity coefficients defined in Eq. 1. After our non-
uniformity correction, the peaks in the simulated Ereco/E f it distributions will be shifted with respect to
those in default MC simulation and thus require rescaling. The rescaling factor is energy dependent and
varies for the different detector regions. The individual results are depicted in Figure 19. The variations
for photon energy between 2 GeV and 8 GeV are less than 0.3%. In order to include our parametrization
in the MC production, we select the factors of the 3 - 4 GeV energy regions in different detector regions
to scale the obtained optimal uniformity coefficients assigned to the corresponding regions. These scaled
uniformity coefficients are further written into a crystal profile and loaded into our conditions database. For
photon energies above 2 GeV, the shifts of the Ereco/E f it peaks resulting from the non-uniformity correction
are properly removed.
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Figure 13: The Ereco/E f it distribution in barrel region 2 for the 6 energy bins between 2 and 8 GeV for data and
simulation. The top 6 plots are for uniform crystal response; the bottom 6 plots are for our “V-shape” model shown
in Table 2. (Data are shown by points with error bars and MC by solid lines.)
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Figure 14: The Ereco/E f it distribution in barrel region 3 for the 5 energy bins between 2 and 7 GeV for data and
simulation. The top 5 plots are for uniform crystal response; the bottom 5 plots are for our “V-shape” model shown
in Table 2. (Data are shown by points with error bars and MC by solid lines.)
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Figure 15: The Ereco/E f it distribution in barrel region 4 for the 4 energy bins between 2 and 6 GeV for data and
simulation. The top 4 plots are for uniform crystal response; the bottom 4 plots are for our “V-shape” model shown
in Table 2. (Data are shown by points with error bars and MC by solid lines.)
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Figure 16: The Ereco/E f it distribution in barrel region 5 for the 3 energy bins between 2 and 6 GeV for data and
simulation. The top 3 plots are for uniform crystal response; the bottom 3 plots are for our “V-shape” model shown
in Table 2. (Data are shown by points with error bars and MC by solid lines.)
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Figure 17: The Ereco/E f it distribution in barrel region 6 for the 2 energy bins between 2 and 4 GeV for data and
simulation. The top 2 plots are for uniform crystal response; the bottom 2 plots are for our “V-shape” model shown
in Table 2. (Data are shown by points with error bars and MC by solid lines.)
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Figure 18: The Ereco/E f it distribution in endcap region for the 2 energy bins between 2 and 8 GeV for data and
simulation. The top 2 plots are for uniform crystal response; the bottom 2 plots are for our “V-shape” model shown
in Table 2. (Data are shown by points with error bars and MC by solid lines.)
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Figure 19: Scaling factors for different photon energies and in different EMC regions are applied to correct extra
energy peak shifts brought in by our “V-shape” model.
Region No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Theta Interval
(radians)
0.277 -
0.470
0.473 -
0.654
0.655 -
0.901
0.902 -
1.213
1.214 -
1.571
1.571 -
1.978
1.978 -
2.456
Non-uniformity
(%)
16.94 16.29 13.65 14.54 9.15 4.50 5.71
k 5 5 4 5 3 3 3
Table 2: A summary of the optimized tuning parameters, Region 0 is the endcap region.
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4 Validation with symmetric π0
So far, our analysis was focused on photons from µµγ decays with photon energies above 2 GeV. In order
to validate our “V-shape” model, for low-energy photons, we select π0 mesons from generic τ decays.
Previous studies of the π0 mass and width are presented in Ref. [5, 6]. In our validation, only symmetric π0
mesons are selected by restricting both of their daughter EMC photons to have a energy fraction Eγ/Eπ0 ∈
[0.35,0.65] in the lab frame.
After loading our scaled optimal uniformity coefficients into the conditions database for generating
generic SP tau events (SP-3429), π0 mesons are reconstructed from two neutral candidates with energies
reconstructed using Eq. 1. For photon energies Ereco lower than 2 GeV, the scaling factors previously
implemented in the uniformity coefficients are not sufficient to compensate the shifts of the energy peaks
resulting from the non-uniformity corrections. These energies are further multiplied by a common scaling
factor. Figure 23 shows the distribution after the additional rescaling. The NeutralMiniUser package is used
to generate Tau n-tuples for the “V-shape” model. The Tau n-tuples for the data and the MC simulation with
uniform crystal response are taken from the directories indicated in the webpage[7]. Only Run4 September
data is used for the validation.
π0 mass spectra are fit with the Novosibirsk function[8] plus a linear background, in different photon
energy regions, as shown in Figures 20, 21, 22 for different samples, respectively.
The reconstructed π0 mass widths are shown in Figure 24. Due to low statistics, the error bars in the
last photon energy bin are rather large. The plot shows that the data and the MC simulation still differ in
particular at low photon energies. The “V-shape” model, however, provides an improvement over the MC
simulation with uniform crystal response in describing the observed widths of the π0 mass distributions.
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Figure 20: The π0 mass spectra reconstructed from γγ decays in seven photon energy bins between 0.08 and 3.0
GeV for a Run4 data sub-sample. The curves show fits to the Novosibirsk function plus a linear function.
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Figure 21: The π0 mass spectra reconstructed from γγ decays in seven photon energy bins 0.08 to 3.0 GeV for the
MC sample with complete uniform EMC crystals. The curves show fits to the Novosibirsk function plus a linear
function.
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Figure 22: The π0 mass spectra reconstructed from γγ decays in seven photon energy bins between 0.08 and 3.0
GeV for the MC sample with the obtained optimal crystal uniformity coefficients loaded. The curves show fits to
the Novosibirsk function plus a linear function.
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Figure 23: The position of the π0 mass peak for different photon energies for data, simulation with uniform crystal
response and for our “V-shape” model.
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Figure 24: The widths of π0 mass spectra for different photon energies for data, simulation with uniform crystal
response and for our “V-shape” model.
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5 Summary
We have performed a study of the non-uniformities in the BABAR CsI crystals using ISR µµγ events. We
show that linear model is not satisfactory. Instead we have introduced the “V-shape” model that is specified
by two parameters, the overall non-uniformity and the position of the minimum k. We have optimized the
non-uniformity parameters in photon energy bins between 2 and 8 GeV for seven different EMC regions.
We have shown that the “V-shape” model provides a reasonably good parametrization of the CsI crystal
non-uniformities. The simulation provides an excellent description of the data. We have further extended
the analysis to photon energies below 2 GeV using low-energy photons from π0 decays produced in generic
τ decays. Our results show that the “V-shape” model also improves the data/MC agreement for photon
energies below 2 GeV.
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